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INTRODUCTION
Over the decades since the liberation of the country in 1975 and since the economic
renovation called “Đổi mới” policy from 1986 onwards, Vietnam has experienced
profound changes, especially in the education system. For instance, Nguyen Duc
Hung’s (2010) investigation shows that the number of schools at all levels and quality
of teaching have been constantly increased by years. Illiteracy rate changed from 95%
in 1945 to 2.7% in 2010. Aware of the important roles of education as a prerequisite to
deciding the destiny of the country, the Vietnamese government defines “Vietnam's
education and training development strategy till 2010” enacted in 2005 as follows:
“Education and training play an essential role in the preservation,
development, and continuation of human civilization. In the era of scientific
and technological revolution nowadays, education and training are becoming
the main motive force for the developmental acceleration and considered as
a determining factor for the success or failure of a nation in international
competitions and for the success of each individual in his life. Thus, the
Government and people of every nation highly appreciate the role of
education and training.”

From this point of view, as a country which had been extremely poor and backward
because of considerable length and frequency of wars, uprisings and wars of national
liberation lasting for more than one thousand years, Vietnam has “revived itself and is
now on a path to economic prosperity, enjoying greater international status through
participation in various regional and international institutions, such as the ASEAN, the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum, the World Trade Organization, and the
United Nations” (Nguyen Van Khanh &Tran Van Kham 2013, p. 680). The adoption of
the regional and international market economy has provided Vietnam’s education with
abundant opportunities to approach and learn from many different educational systems
with diversified philosophies worldwide. By applying the good points of education from
countries around the world, Vietnamese education has made significant progress in both
1

general education1 and higher education in recent years. For instance, in the period
1998-2004, the number of higher education students increased from 760,000 to more
than 1.3 million by an average rate of 6.4% per year (according to a Report on Brief
Description of Vietnamese educational development for decades). Along these
impressive results in national education, some drawbacks have been found and pointed
out by researchers (Chu Hao, 2008; Nguyen Dac Hung, 2010; London, 2011; Nguyen
Van Khanh &Tran Van Kham, 2013). The negative legacy still includes: emphasizing
imparting knowledge more than motivating in studying; achieving a diploma rather than
possessing educational and training quality; employing obsolete teaching and learning
methods; having series of limitations in management and accreditation of quality of
education; and not yet having a clear philosophy of education yet. More importantly,
one of the main causes for the drawbacks is clarified by London (2011) in the beginning
of his research on Vietnamese education. He states:
“In macro-historical terms, major influences on education in Vietnam
include the development and incomplete decay of Confucian institutions,
colonialism…” (p.1)

In addition, globalization has provided Vietnamese people with more chances for
studying and working either in the country or in abroad; simultaneously, the need for a
high quality workforce have arisen. Opportunity and challenge push Vietnamese
education, especially at higher levels, into an exigency of quick transformation to adapt
the justifiable demands of the society. Nguyen Van Khanh &Tran Van Kham (2013)
clarify this fact by stating that “it is required to update and internationalize curriculum
frequently with the wide acknowledgment of graduated qualification which is followed
the international and regional standards” (p.685).
In reality, by considering education to be “the determining factor for economic growth
and social development” as mentioned above, the Vietnamese government has held a
number of workshops and meetings for both discussing and analyzing the achievements
1

General education includes primary education, lower secondary education, and upper secondary education
(according to General Provisions in the Education Law 2005 of Vietnam)
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and drawbacks of education; from that, it aims to create appropriate solutions to solve
the current problems and develop the educational system at the level of other countries.
In this spirit, Vietnamese government especially has paid deeper and broader attention
to education and training quality at college and university levels which promise to meet
the demands of membership in the huge markets of ASEAN and WTO. Specifically, the
Directive number 296/CT-TTg on February 27th, 2010 of the Prime Minister on
management innovation stage of higher education from 2010 to 2020 has identified
"upgrading management capabilities and focusing on the effectiveness of scientific
research in universities and colleges, contributing to the improvement of the training
quality and the development of socio-economic”; and the Decision No.911/QD-TTg
dated June 17th, 2010 of the Prime Minister on approving the project "Training doctoral
faculty for universities and colleges in the period 2010-2020” has allowed teachers to
approach advanced education in foreign countries. More significantly, Vietnam aims to
develop a university which will be ranked in the group of 200 best educational
institutions in the world by 2020 (according to Decision no. 121/2007/QD-TTg of the
Prime Minister towards Approval the Planning of the network of universities and
colleges in the period 2006- 2020).
Though a series of strategies and policies about renovating education and training have
been applied in all over the country with slightly positive results, the goal is still out of
reach due to many different aspects at college and university levels. Regarding the
weaknesses as well as the reasons why nonstop efforts on reforming education from the
government have not yet produced the desired results, some concerns whether
Vietnamese education has had its own philosophy and if it has been compatible with
education and socio- economic conditions of Vietnam or ignored during recent years. In
other words, one of the aspects which has been paid much attention for a decade by a
number of educators, social scientists, and researchers is whether the Vietnamese have
developed or adapted an educational philosophy or not.
Given the status of education in Vietnam and the necessity of having a clear philosophy
in shaping the education, the research titled “Reconstructing the educational
3

philosophies in a context of Vietnam” attempts to investigate the perspectives of
educational philosophy from higher education teachers in an institution of Vietnam. The
reasons to start this research involve (1) the chaos of Vietnamese society regarding the
quests of finding or regenerating an educational philosophy during the last decade, and
(2) the importance of educational philosophy for Vietnamese higher education.
The first reason for this study to be conducted is due to repeating inquiry by Vietnamese
educators and citizens about the current educational philosophy. This inquiry started a
decade ago when education entered a crisis. Many national conferences, decisions, and
even national discussion forums were begun to seek an educational philosophy for
Vietnam at the meantime though each teacher may realize it or not for their teaching
career, and the huge resources of philosophies during the complicated history of
Vietnam. Under a long history of Chinese influences, the Confucian philosophy of
education focused on scholarly quotations, such as “nhân bất học bất tri lý” – a person
without learning does not know that something is right or wrong; “ấu bất học lão hà vi”
– if a child does not learn when becoming an old person, he knows nothing; “học nhi bất
yểm hối nhân bất quyện”, there is no boredom in learning with learners and in teaching
with teachers; “tiên giác giác hậu giác” – who knows teaches those don’t know yet, and
“tiên học lễ hậu học văn” – first learn to be polite then learn for the literacy.
During the feudal regimes, many kings and national leaders’ decrees had been
announced to encourage education (King VIth Hung, ending in 258 BC; King Le Thanh
Tong, 1460 – 1497; or President Ho Chi Minh, 1890 – 1969…). Education was from
“hiền tài là nguyên khí của quốc gia” – good scholars and learners are the national
vigors in the feudalism to “gắn nhà trường với cuộc sống” – sticking schooling to real
life, “hai tốt” – good teaching and good learning, “mọi người ai cũng được học hành” –
everyone has a chance to learn in Ho Chi Minh’s ideology. Vietnam also respects the
UNESCO philosophy of education for a 21st century.
However, it seems to be not enough for various and often contradicting educational
philosophies to be declared or referred to in official state documents. Problems arise
only when many different versions are available and when it is hard to know which one
4

is acceptable or perceived by the society and the current teaching and learning
stakeholders. Currently, people have blamed for the chaos of Vietnamese education
because of different perspectives about its philosophies including (1) Vietnam has
inadequate educational philosophies, (2) Vietnam does not have any philosophies, (3)
Vietnamese educational philosophy is not appropriate, and (4) Vietnam must have an
educational philosophy.
The second reason for this study is the importance of an educational philosophy. This
quest turns to be vital to Vietnamese education when people are concerned about the
consequences of having none or inappropriate ones in the context of globalization and
technology. For example, Vietnamese education, under the great influence of the feudal
ideology together with Confucianism and French education for many centuries, has still
maintained the tradition of rote learning. More importantly, the desire to have a degree
and even an advanced degree for a good job or promotion is quite popular among the
majority of the Vietnamese population because it echoes the custom of becoming
mandarins or governmental officials as a goal of education. This leads to a vicious cycle
of not only learning by rote as much as possible to pass the exam but also to cynicism
about testing, leading to fraudulent degrees and the habit of exaggerating the importance
of degree over the knowledge and skills.
In addition, although Vietnamese education has made some achievements as the number
of schools and students at all levels have been increased; educational facilities have
been significantly improved and gradually modernized; especially in higher and
vocational education, many drawbacks have been also pointed out such as the quality
and efficiency of education and training is still low compared to the requirements; lack
of correlation between levels and modes of education and training; still focus on
imparting knowledge instead of inspiring to develop critical thinking and creativity;
theory takes priority over practice; training has not been linked to the needs of the labor
market; and obsolete teaching, learning, and testing and evaluation (According to the
Resolution 29 promulgated on November 4th, 2013 by the General Secretary bringing
out a comprehensive view and innovation about Vietnamese education). It is noted that
5

the drawbacks which are more obvious and overwhelming than the achievements have
hindered the development of Vietnamese education for many decades.
According to Noddings (1995), “the philosophical study of education and its
problems...its central subject matter is education, and its methods are those of
philosophy" (p.7). Sadker & Zittleman (2004) clarifies this viewpoint by stating that
philosophy of education answers the question about the educational goals or the purpose
of schooling; it also helps shape the roles of teacher and determines both the pedagogy
and the content. Similarly, the vital role of philosophy of education is pointed out by
Gutex (1997): it both guides the whole educational process and provides the foundation
for any curricular designs. In other words, philosophy of education is extremely
important because it helps define the purpose and focus of education of an institution
and a country, and more significantly, replace destructive thoughts on education with
more progressive ones.
Furthermore, a number of researchers have suggested that teachers should be aware of
philosophies of education (Martin, 1956; Vandenberghe, 1984; Croll, Abbott,
Broadfoot, Osborn & Pollard, 1994; Gutex, 1997). As in their statements, teachers’
awareness about educational philosophy provide them with many benefits such as
knowledge and the ability to identify between the gains and losses of educational
innovations organizationally and instructionally, capacity of working in terms of
satisfying both personal and professional goals, and significantly, motivate them to
build and examine educational policies and programs which are main components for
effective reforms and development. Because of the importance of teachers, this research
studies their perceptions of educational philosophy through their teaching practice. Its
author also seeks to gain more insights into the teacher’s whole stories about their
professional career which reflect their educational philosophy. From the findings of the
study, some implications will be drawn out to help affirm teachers’ important role in
being aware and knowledgeable about educational philosophy; since then, it contributes
to reforming and developing Vietnamese education. This research is conducted due to
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some weaknesses of Vietnamese education; a clear philosophy of education from
teachers will help change the situation.
The fact of the matter is that Vietnamese education needs to have more time for a real
and stronger change, particularly a guiding philosophy consistent and compatible with
Vietnamese conditions. Researching about educational philosophies becomes more
important than ever because Vietnam is entering a new period of reform in a row, the
fifth educational renovation since 1946. This renovation of 2011 notes the urgent
necessity of building a modern educational philosophy as a basis for fundamental and
comprehensive innovation of the education became the spirit of the 11th Party Congress
on January 12th, 2011 of the Communist Party of Vietnam. Although Resolution 29 is
said to be a good signal and was recently stated as a philosophy of Vietnam by the
Minister of Education and Training, it is still general and formalistic (Ngoc Vy and
Pham Thinh, 2014), and the gap between orientation and realization is still big. From all
of these reasons, the research is worth conducting from a Vietnamese perspective so as
to refine and reconstruct the educational philosophies for the new stages of development
in Vietnam.

7

CHAPTER 1
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION AS THE MAIN FACTOR FOR
ORIENTATION OF AN EDUCATION
1.1 Definition of philosophy of education and its components
Philosophy of education has been known as one’s philosophy statement on education or
conception on the purposes and meanings of education. Philosophy of education has
been defined in the academic field by different researchers from different aspects
(Peters, 1966; Black, 1969; Russell, 1994; Noddings, 1995; Cahn, 1997; Barrow, 1981;
Frankena, Raybeck, & Burbules, 2002; Gutex, 1997). Philosophy of education, as
defined by Noddings (1995), is “the philosophical study of education and its
problems...its central subject matter is education, and its methods are those of
philosophy" (p.7). She emphasizes the key issues of education which are recognized and
influenced by specific philosophical methods. Simply stated, a certain philosophy of
education will decide on the contents and methods of teaching and learning (Hoai Nam,
2014). However, a clear definition comes from Frankena et al. (2002) which determines
philosophy of education in the whole process of education or a discipline of education.
It concerns aims, forms, methods, and results. Philosophy of education indicates the
orientations as what to teach and learn; how educational process operates together with
its essence; as well as the criteria for good teachers and students and the purposes of
education.
The number of notions and terms addressing educational philosophy have been
determined and mentioned by many researchers (Peters, 1966; Barrow, 1981; Gutex,
1997; Barrow & Woods, 2006). The context of education is an important notion worth
considering due to the fact that it plays the role of a prerequisite condition for
philosophical thought to happen and operate. In fact, education is a category defined by
its sphere, nature and roles in human society. According to Barrow and Woods (2006),
8

education is positioned on a wide scale of not only systems but levels and disciplines to
meet the requirements of the society. This argument is developed by Gutex (1997) as
“the word education refers very broadly to the total social processes that bring a person
into cultural life” (p.4). For the Vietnamese schooling systems, besides state schooling,
private and higher education also rapidly develop worldwide. The levels of education
ranging from primary to teacher training with diversified disciplines prove the
importance of education to humans. The nature of education is emphasized in Black’s
(1969) study that “all serious discussion of educational problems, no matter how
specific, soon leads to a consideration of educational aims, and becomes a conversation
about the good life, the nature of man, the varieties of experience” (p11).
Besides determining the aims of education as a useful means of bettering human life,
how education is conducted and whether education is a process of transmitting
knowledge or upbringing are also main concerns. For years, people around the world
have made great efforts to reform, improve as well as perfect education by realizing
different methods of teaching and learning, applying a number of philosophies, and
focusing on different aspects of human development. In fact, a variety of educational
philosophies has been found from the past to present such as the idealism of Plato,
traditional education of Herbart, the pragmatism of Dewey, critical theory of Freire and
postmodernism of Foucault. In addition, many national or worldwide organizations are
also responsible for initiating and applying philosophy in education; fostering dialogue
and sharing among philosophers from different contexts; and promoting the roles of
philosophy in education such as International Network of Philosophers Education
(worldwide), Philosophy of Education Society (USA), Philosophy of Education Society
of Great Britain (UK), and Canadian Philosophy of Education Society (Canada).
In spite of differences in visions, conceptions, and application of philosophies, both
individuals and organizations share the same subjects of concerning. In this sense, from
the very early statement in their book about the philosophy of education, Barrow &
Woods (2006) assert that “Philosophy is directly concerned with real live issues” (p.9).
The viewpoint is reinforced and clarified by Deweyan tradition (Noddings, 1995) that
9

education should satisfy the interests and needs of every learner. In other words, people
worldwide have always kept asking the same questions of what are the aims and
purposes of education, and who should be educated and how to make education happen.
The central philosophy of education addresses developing people spiritually and
physically. Barrows & Woods (2006) suggest that schools should create favorable
conditions as well as some active steps to strengthen emotional development and create
happiness, independence, and confidence in students. As a result of this, students can
decide on what they want to learn and how to carry out their learning. The role of
teachers is also the main component in establishing any philosophy of education.
Teachers, according to Dewey (1938), are responsible for imposing from above and
outside to the learning process with the knowledge and standards. Teachers must be
responsible for facilitating the learning process of students and providing students with
appropriate knowledge, skills, and opportunities to develop themselves. It is possible
that teachers themselves can actively decide on what roles they play and how much
intervention they apply to class to meet the goals of education; however, it could be
argued that the students’ roles should also be considered at the same level with teachers’
ones. This is because without learning, teaching cannot happen; correspondingly,
teaching and learning are equally important. Dewey (1933) affirms:
“Teaching may be compared to selling commodities. No one can sell unless
someone buys. We should ridicule a merchant who said that he had sold a great
many goods although no one had bought any. But perhaps there are teachers
who think they have done a good day's teaching irrespective of what people
have learned. There is the same exact equation between teaching and learning
that there is between selling and buying”. (pp. 35-36)
Knowledge and curriculum are the two categories indispensable for stating a philosophy

of education. Knowledge, according to Hirst (1974), is not just a collection of
information but what man has gained through learning. He also relates the nature of
curricula with knowledge as they “must be constructed so as to introduce pupils as far
as possible into the interrelated aspects of each of the basic forms of knowledge, each of
10

the several disciplines. And they must be constructed to cover at least in some measure
the range of knowledge as a whole” (p. 132). Typically, knowledge and curriculum go
together in which knowledge is one of the important connotations of the curriculum.
Barrow and Woods’s (2006) concern about curriculum demonstrates the relationship
between curriculum and knowledge as follows:
“It seems clear that, given this superabundance of knowledge of different kinds,
one of the main problems facing us as far as curriculum matters are concerned is
the problem of selection. What we want is a principle, or principles, by virtue of
which we are able to select from the mass of knowledge those things that are in
some way peculiarly relevant to education……” (p.38)

The principle or principles which Barrow and Woods mention seems to be specified by
Gutex’s (1997) statement that “decision making in curricular matters involves
considering, examining, and formulating the ends of education” (p.5). From this, it
follows that curriculum plays a vital role in education as it helps carry out the expected
outcomes. Accordingly, as a result, formulating a good curriculum requires a variety of
processes, considerations and research.
The curriculum can be understood as the experience students have gained from the
educational process (Gutex, 1997; Wiles, 2008; Kelly, 2009). Otherwise, in a specific
sense, the curriculum means a sequence of courses or subjects that form a school
program (Gutex, 1997). A curriculum is designed differently depending on different
levels and purposes of education. The curriculum can play not only a simple role of
helping learners develop basic skills, or acquire scientific knowledge but a more
complicated role that satisfies learners’ needs with flexible and advanced contents. The
latter role of the curriculum is strengthened by Barrow & Woods’ (2006) argument that
schools “should be relevant to contemporary life” and “not to transmit a body of
knowledge” (p. 8) so that students can be actively involved in the learning process by
their own sake.
In general, educational philosophy with its characteristics as mentioned thus far is
closely related to concerns about Vietnamese education. In fact, educational philosophy
11

covers all aspects of education such as the goals of education, roles of teachers and
students, the relationship between teachers and students, students’ learning and
teachers’ teaching; or educational philosophy here is meant to make education work for
development. The current research focuses on clarifying these aspects by reviewing
philosophies from different movements and influential proponents of both educational
philosophies and ideology from both Western and Asian contexts. More importantly, to
clearly define the concepts of philosophy and ideology in education, it is necessary to
distinguish between the philosophy of education and ideology of education.
1.2 Philosophy of education vs. Ideology of education
Every country has its own culture in which principles and social norms are expressed
distinctively. Principles and social norms are an important pre-requisite to help shape
the educational standards in general and teaching standards specifically. When these
standards are implemented uniformly and stably, they will become the philosophy.
Philosophy, as mentioned in the previous part, is closely related to issues in real life
(Barrow &Wood, 2006); and in such a sense, philosophy of education would deal with
educational issues, i.e. educational aims, problems, or purposes (Black, 1969). In other
words, philosophy of education; in the most simply perceived, greatly contributes to the
main core of education from the contents to methods of teaching and learning; and in
broadly recognized, an educational philosophy would help determine types, goals, and
meaning of an education. From the crucial role of philosophy in education, the impact
of ideology on education also needs to be concerned with the theoretical basis of the
research issue. Ideology is summarized for its direct impact on education by Gutex
(1997, p.152) in the following areas:
1. It works to shape educational policies, expectations, outcomes, and goals
2. Through the school milieu or environment, it conveys and reinforces attitudes and
values
3. It emphasizes selected and approved skills and knowledge through the curriculum,
which is the formal and explicit program of the school.
12

Although the impact of ideology on education; to a certain extent, seems to be similar to
that of philosophy, the different characteristics between these two terms need to be
addressed. Indeed, while philosophy of education is objective, follows the rules of life
and analyzes life by a pragmatic approach, the second one, the ideology of education;
according to Meghan & Siraj-Blatchford (1997), is “the set of ideas and beliefs held by
a group of people about the formal arrangements for education, specifically schooling,
and often, by extension or by implication, also about informal aspects of education, e.g.
learning at home” (p.185). According to the researchers, the main difference between
philosophy and ideology is identified in the level of their universality. In this respect,
Tolboll (2013) makes a comparison between the two terms of which educational
philosophy has two objectives of pursuing truth and conducting rational inquiry; on the
other hand, ideological education focuses on “the formation of individuals, who can
effectively conduct their lives within, and support, their political (and/or religious)
community” (p.2). Similarly but more specifically, Gutex (1997) states that ideologies,
when compared with traditional philosophies, are contextual and concrete, whereas the
latter are abstract and universal when explaining the reality. Starting from this point, he
confirms that any society is also operating and based on certain ideological
perspectives; in other words, ideologies always exist in a society, and corresponding to
each different society will be different ideologies. As a result, each society has its own
ideology and the ideology such as Liberalism, Conservatism, or Socialism plays the role
of foundations for forming educational policies and schooling in accordance with the
ideology that society has been operating. Similarly and more concretely, Kiraz &
Ozdemir (2006) confirm that “educational ideologies are rooted in political ideologies
and affect decisions related to education” (p.154). The researchers clarify the viewpoint
by illustrating how specific ideologies shape every aspect of education; for example, the
liberalism decides on education with the following characteristics, such as knowledge
must be a tool for human to solve problems, human as individual is fully responsible for
himself in dealing with social issues; and significantly, the core meaning of liberalism in
education is recognized from its aim to develop the values of individuals.
13

In general, philosophy is objective and approaches education from pragmatic
perspectives by looking and analyzing life whereas educational ideology is rules or
beliefs held by a group of people and is closely associated with a political one. With the
characteristics of these two terms as aforementioned, while educational philosophy goes
along with the development of a society, educational ideology aims to change the
current situation as well as address the development orientation in the future for a
society. For that reason, ideology always has a guiding philosophy behind it. In this
study, educational ideology accounts for a small but significant part in the research issue
and therefore will be taken into consideration equally as educational philosophy so as to
better address the educational issues of Vietnam.
1.3 Teacher as a subject for being aware of and having knowledge about
educational philosophy
A teacher is one of the important factors formulating education policy and making
improvements or educational change (Croll, Abbott, Broadfoot, Osborn & Pollard,
1994; Vandenberghe, 1984; Gutex, 1997; Knight and Collins, 2014). In fact, Martin
(1956) believes that both administrators and teachers must be involved and responsible
for educational policy decisions for which they need to have certain knowledge about
the philosophy of education. In this spirit, Gutex (1997) highlights the significance of
recognizing various educational philosophies as well as identifying curricula and
methods that can help teachers to examine and criticize the policies and programs of
education. He hopes studying of philosophy of education will bring teachers a number
of benefits, such as to “stimulate teachers to think about education in term of
sufficiently general so that they may resist the temptation of subscribing to the promises
of panaceas or to propagandistic slogans”, “aid teachers to recognize that organizational
and instructional innovations can be used for many purposes and can have many
consequences”, and especially “encourage teachers to examine and to formulate the
broad personal and professional goals and should guide educational practice” (p.10). As
a part of their 2014 study in an Australian context, Knight and Collins suggest that
teacher education must realize its crucial role of preparing teachers with philosophical
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knowledge so that they no longer have a thought that philosophical inquiry is needless.
They clarify this point by citing the findings for its limited application in schools from a
number of researchers due to the imposition on human thoughts about the indoctrination
and offense of students, parents and even school administration as a consequence of
answering philosophical questions. Instead, they believe that knowledge about
philosophy can help teacher be able to answer and engage learners in philosophical
discussion, and more broadly, reflect on their teaching goals as well as the purpose of
education.
One more equally important reason when teachers were the subject for educational
philosophy was drawn from the statement about the nature of philosophy of Dartmouth
College in the USA (2010, cited in Griffiths, 2013) as followed:
“Philosophy’s goal is nothing less than a systematic world view. Other fields
study particular kinds of things. Philosophy asks how it all fits together. For
example, if you want to learn about bodies, take a course in physics or biology.
If you want to learn about minds, take a course in psychology. But if you want
to learn about how minds are related to bodies, or how physics is related to
psychology, then philosophy (of mind) is for you.”

As can be seen, teachers are a pivotal representative in the educational system since
they directly intervene in the cognitive processes of the others as well as playing a
bridging role among many parties such as students, administrators, parents, and
businessmen. Because of this, they are worth including in the discussions about
educational philosophies.
In general, whether intentional or unintentional, teachers directly interact and transfer
the values to students in addition to parents; accordingly, teachers bear in mind the
beliefs about how, whom and what to teach, and the nature of teaching and learning.
These beliefs, which would be modified and developed proportionally to teachers’
experience together with learning different educational philosophies and theories,
gradually help teachers shape their own philosophy of education. Teachers’ own
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philosophy of education will support them in professional development and in reflection
on the real meanings or purposes of education.
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CHAPTER 2
AN OVERVIEW TOWARDS GENERAL PHILOSOPHIES OF
EDUCATION: TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY
Over time, there have been a number of philosophies around the world closely
associated with influential philosophers appearing and contributing to the creation of
educational philosophies. Two types of general philosophies recognized to be traditional
and conservative are Idealism and Realism, and contemporary and liberal are
Pragmatism and Existentialism. The first two were the premise for related educational
philosophies known as Perennialism and Essentialism. Similarly, two other philosophies
of education which stemmed from them are Progressivism and Reconstructionism. In
response to the movement of significant philosophies of education, it should be clarified
the world philosophies with their own ideologies that have shaped the related
educational philosophies.
2.1 Traditional philosophies and their influences on education
Idealism
Idealism is a philosophy derived from Western educational tradition. Plato (427-347
BC) a Greek philosopher, who is the founder of Idealism affirms that ideas are the only
true reality or “reality is essentially spiritual or mental and denies the possibility of
knowing anything except ideas” (Gutex 1997, p.18). This also reflects the metaphysical
rationale of Idealism which is the center of this philosophy. Actually, in The Republic,
Plato believed that there are two worlds: a mental world and a world of appearance.
The first one which is the real world of mind and ideas is eternal, permanent, orderly
and regular; otherwise, the other world which can be experienced by human senses such
as smell, touch, or taste doesn’t stay the same or in other world. It is chaotic, imperfect
and irregular. The parallel existence of these two worlds is often referred to as the
duality of mind and body (Cohen, 1999). In Idealism, the mind has an extremely
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important meaning which governs human life. For instance, the spirit which represents
for mind decides matter (the general term for the second world or body); or matter is
dependent on the spirit. Indeed, Idealists pay much attention to abstract world
represented by ideas. This Idealist epistemology was spread comprehensively shaping
the educational process in many European countries in 18th and 19th centuries.
In fact, educational Idealism, which governs the whole process of learning and teaching,
points out clearly not only about the input but the output as well; in other words,
specific regulations are emphasized on curriculum along with teaching methods and
clear targets towards an educational product. From this, it follows that the aim of
education is to stimulate learners’ inborn abilities together with introducing the
exemplars of heroes and examples for them to both imitating and developing moral
aspects to serve the society. Because the focus of education is mainly on the mental, the
Idealist curriculum is characterized by the subject matters of mind or intellectual subject
matters such as literature, history, religion, and philosophy. At the same time, to suit the
education aims with its special subject, the teaching method is to help learners gain the
subject contents as well as to activate their awareness towards latent ideas in their
minds. Teachers use the methods of lecturing, discussing and Socratic dialoguing to
help students handle ideas. Specifically, by Socratic dialogue or method, for example,
teachers must be prepared to ask students a number of leading questions to stimulate or
recall their knowledge or ideas latent in their minds. Due to the perspective that
universal truths are available in human minds knowledge, concepts or ideas can be
gained and classified by Absolute Mind. This is because human beings’ soul was
believed to be formed before they were born; therefore, in Idealism “people become
educated as they systematically bring ideas to consciousness and arrange them into a
system in which the part, or the individual, is related to the whole” (Gutex 1997, p.21).
This idea is also the generalization of Idealism as a world philosophy which broadly
shaped education.
Realism
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Similar to Idealism, Realism represents one of the general philosophies appearing in the
time of Western civilization. This philosophical approach believes that reality exists
independently of the human mind and before human’s experience of it. It means that the
existence of reality is completely separate from human perception. For example, a pen
exists regardless of having a person knowing or using it. Realism differs from Idealism
in that Realism negates Idealism by asserting that the reality is the world of physical
objects and the truth is objective (Cohen, 1999). In other words, Aristotle (384-322 BC),
a student of Plato and also the founder of Realism, disagrees with his teacher’s Idealist
philosophy in the aspect that his philosophical concepts are based on the natural
sciences and from that, reality is learned from the scientific method. The natural
sciences in Realism are not static but consist of a wide range of ascending evolution
step by step from lifeless things such as rocks and minerals to highly evolved animals,
in which human beings were placed in the highest level because of their rationality
(Gutex, 1997). Differently from Idealism, Realist philosophy investigates the world by
learning from both natural and social phenomena and the world; human beings’ life is
the reality that exists independently and externally to human minds. However, this
philosophy also relies on metaphysics as it believes that human’s experience about
physical objects comes from both sensation and abstraction; accordingly, a reality which
consists of two parts of form and matter as dualism existing separately and equally with
each other, or neither of which can be lessened by the other.
It is necessary to demonstrate how Realism imposes its philosophy on education.
Realists believe that humankind is the most rational being because they have abilities to
think, to make choices and to realize their own potential. For that reason, a person who
is educated must master both ethical conduct and political behavior, and the aim of
education focuses on promoting individual strengths. In fact, the goal of education is to
help human beings “attain happiness by cultivating their potentiality for excellence to its
fullest” (Gutex 1997, p.41). By carrying out its epistemology in education, the Realist
curriculum emphasizes the subject matter of physical worlds such as language, history,
science, and mathematics. Accordingly, teaching methods include demonstration,
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discussion and recitation by which teachers are required to be an expert in the content of
the subject and to know how to relate the subject to appropriate bodies of knowledge or
skills; for example, knowledge about some calculations in mathematics or skill of
reading in history. Students as individuals are required to be critically participating in
the learning process and applying what they have learned into practice. In other words,
students are expected to be fully involved in the learning process by their own potential
and develop the moral character followed the rules of conduct.
2.2 Contemporary philosophies and their influences on education
Pragmatism
In late 19th century, a new movement of philosophy which placed its concern at the
center of human life appeared known as Pragmatism, the conception that philosophy
must help solve human problems (Bayles, 1966), Pragmatists reject the metaphysical
absolutes about duality of the universe from the two traditional philosophies; instead,
the universe is evolving and the interaction between humans and the environment is
highly appreciated more than ideas, spirit or mind as in the previous philosophies.
Rather, ideas in Pragmatism are considered an instrument for humans to solve problems
arising during his or her lifespan. In addition, things are real if they are experienced or
observed, and truth is relative or being not absolute or unchanged because of static state
may prevent a human from thinking and working which are essential for human
development. In fact, the reality which is focused on “experience” is continuously
changing and that helps people gain experience from working and vice versa as humans
apply this gained experience to solve new problems. John Dewey (1859- 1952), an
American philosopher and the founder of Pragmatism believed that human is the subject
of the world who has duties to make it become a better place to live by reform and
education (Crunden, 1984). Indeed, Dewey focused much of his effort on educational
problems with a number of ideas guiding the educational process. Dewey’s primary
focus in Democracy and Education is the relationship between society and education
(Gutex, 1997). He suggests that learners must harmonize their relationship with both the
others and the environment.
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The education shaped by pragmatist philosophy has some own characteristics. To
satisfy the need for cooperation with each other and interaction with the environment
and then help provide chances for learners to reconstruct their own experience, school
with its social role emphasizes the subject matter of social experience such as play,
construction, nature study, and self- expression (Gutex, 1997; Cohen, 1999). Teacher as
a facilitator, guides learners with advice and assistance rather than controls the learning
process as in previous philosophies. Also, the teacher is required to create favorable
conditions or environment for learners to fully promote their interests and potential in
studying because learners’ interests and potential are extremely important for achieving
the end of education: “growth” in Pragmatist philosophy. As a result, teaching methods
focus on group problem solving, experimenting, and projects. It is noted that the
learner’s role and experience in this philosophical approach are more important than the
teacher’s role because education is intended to satisfy the learner’s needs. The curricular
emphasis should be flexible to adapt the needs and interests of learners and it focuses on
solving problems from combined disciplines at the same time. Knowledge, in general, is
interdisciplinary and instrumental which learners can apply to real life situations by
their own reconstructed experience gained from working on solving problems and
experimenting in class. Because people from different cultures and ethnicities learn to
work cooperatively and contribute to a society, the ultimate purpose of education is to
create a new social order. At the same time, character is developed through group
consensus about certain results (Cohen, 1999).
Existentialism
Existentialism is a philosophical perspective emerging from the 19th century and
becomes popular in the years after World War II and whose origin was traced to Soren
Kierkegaard (1813-1855), a Danish intellectual and philosopher. According to John
(1972), this philosophy puts its focus on the human subject as existing being from broad
aspects of existence such as acting, feeling and living rather than simply a thinking
subject.
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Unlike other philosophies, Existentialism believes that “essence” goes after “existence”
which suggests the priority of human subjectivity (Morris, 1966 cited in Gutex, 1997).
Morris explains, “all philosophizing begins with an existing being who is aware of his
or her own existence” (p. 114). Existence, as a result, is the first concept before any
others of what define human beings. Accordingly, Existentialist philosophy asserts that
humans as individuals are aware of their existence and define themselves without basing
on any fixed philosophies but by inquiring into things that are meaningful to them
(Cohen, 1999; Magrini, 2012). Gutex’s (2007) idea that “the basic thrust of
Existentialist philosophizing is to portray the human struggle to achieve self-definition
through choice” (p.114) seems to be the best description for this philosophy. Some other
noteworthy features of Existentialism that make it different from the others recognized
as the reality is subjective and depends on the individual; there is no relationship
between the physical world and human existence, and individual choice and individual
standards are regarded as more important than external standards. Freedom is the main
focus and human beings make meaning of his or her life. In fact, individuals are
responsible for their own action or purpose and decision about what they are and their
destinies.
As for education from an existentialist point of view, because the personal role is highly
valued in Existentialism, the curriculum emphasizes the subject matter of personal
choice. It involves the skills and subjects which closely connect to physical and social
reality, and especially reflects the humanities (Morris, 1966). The subjects are history,
literature, mathematics, and science. Learners are encouraged to control their own
learning process by self- constructing meaning or applying their personal views on the
subject. Similar to the other contemporary philosophy, the concern of education is
students rather than curriculum; thus, learners are considered individually an entity
within a social context in which they pursue their own values and identities through
discussion and interaction with their friends. In Existentialist education, the teachers’
role is to create learning situations and maintain a learning environment for students to
explore their own choices, actions, and values. Existentialist teachers can use the
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method of Socratic dialogue for activating students’ own thinking and options or
enhancing students’ self- awareness towards issues related to social reality by a number
of questions. However, the answers are from students and absolutely are not imposed on
students by teachers as in Idealist education. This means teachers completely do not
know the answers before asking and they accept the variety of thoughts from students’
answers. In general, the result of this education facilitates the abilities for making one’s
own decisions for life and shaping one’s own identity.
2.3 The continuum of general philosophies in education
As previously described from some basic features along with their influences on the
education of both traditional and contemporary philosophies, some considerable
changes are found from the focus of different aspects in each philosophy. The
continuum of philosophies is reflective regarding human development from the related
educational philosophies which is more concentrated on the learner later on.
2.3.1 Focus of educational philosophies
Every philosophy has its own focus as the central point in education. The focus of each
philosophy can be arranged in a continuous sequence that is closely related to the steps
of human development. The diagram below illustrates the focus from each philosophy
in chronological order.
Mind
(Idealism)

Body
(Realism)

Experience
(Pragmatism)

Freedom
(Existentialism)

Although these philosophies try to reject each other, if put together sequentially in the
order of the appearance of corresponding philosophy, the focus of each philosophy will
show the unity of all philosophies in helping people fully develop via education. In
short, the philosophy appears later with its different focus from the previous one and
these different focuses are neither conflicted nor gone against with each other according
to the rule of evolution. In fact, the later develops its concerns and objects on education
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together with different ways of intervention and expected outcome at a higher level in
comparison with the previous ones.
2.3.2 Educational philosophies corresponding to general or world philosophies
Four educational philosophies derived from four general philosophies will be
demonstrated with their main focus on education, and the switch from teacher-centered
to student-centered philosophies is also to clarify how philosophies develop over time to
adapt human’s needs.
Four related educational philosophies
First, Perennialism derived from Idealism fully inherits the ideology of its origin. In
fact, Perennialist educational theory focuses on teaching ideas which are everlasting and
transferring the belief that the universal truths eternally exist and remain unchanged.
The curriculum emphasizes the subject matter of mind as literature, philosophy,
religion, and art aim at looking for constant truths. Students are asked to read the Great
Books which provide knowledge about philosophical concepts for their mind
development.
Second, Essentialism which is mainly based on Realism focuses on teaching the basics
of information and skills essential for a human. Teaching the common core subjects for
deep knowledge or getting back to the basics is advised by Essentialists.
Third, Progressivism which originates from Pragmatism believes that lesson must be
relevant and curriculum must be flexible and built based on personal experience, needs,
and interests of the learners. “Student-center” and “experience” are the two main
focuses of this educational philosophy.
Fourth, Reconstructionism derived from Existentialism, in comparison with
Progressivism, focuses much on analyzing world events as well as controversial issues.
A Reconstructionist school is built by combining study with social action with the belief
that education can provide not only solutions for solving social problems but
perspectives for a better life.
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Teacher-centered vs. student- centered philosophies of education
Over time, the epistemology of general philosophies becomes more and more
progressive and that can be seen from the focus of their related educational
philosophies. One of the differences marking a turning point in human education is the
changing roles of teachers and learners. In fact, the transformation from teachercentered philosophies to student-centered philosophies is meaningful for active learning
which helps involve students’ full responsibility for their own study (Rogers, 1983;
Jones, 2007). This characteristic was clarified by Sadker & Zittleman (2004) in their
study as follows:
Perenialism and Essentialism generated the two teacher-centered philosophies which
tend to be more authoritarian and conservative. The teachers’ role is to guide the
educational process by transmitting knowledge and skills. In other words, teachers
decide the curriculum, organize, and manage classroom activities; otherwise, students
play the passive role of receiving information.
Progressivism and Reconstructionism conceptualized student- centered philosophies
focusing on the growth of the student as an individual. The role of students is highly
valued and there is a transaction between the person and environment through the
educational process (Gutex 1997, p. 8). Students are provided with chances for
expressing their needs and interests or they can control their studying. Teachers as
guides or facilitators help students determine what and how to learn as well as achieving
their goals. By actively participating in the learning process, students are prepared to be
independent in the future.
In conclusion, no matter of traditional or contemporary philosophies and how much
they tried to negate each other, the continuum of general philosophies as demonstrated
above aims at helping human beings develop their potential; and grow independently
and holistically. In other words, the philosophies of education tend to complement and
explain for each other; therefore, a careful consideration of all philosophies should be
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completed by not only institutions and educators but also teachers and students to
achieve the most and utmost goals of perfecting human of any education.
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CHAPTER 3
INTRODUCTION TO FOUR PROPONENTS WITH EDUCATIONAL
PHILOSOPHY OR IDEOLOGY HAVING IMPACT ON THE RESEARCH
CONTEXT
The movement of philosophies connecting educational processes from ancient Greece to
the recent time in general and the related theories of education have just been reviewed.
From that background, the philosophy and ideology of education from four Asian and
Western proponents who have been more or less influencing Vietnamese education
from the past up to the present will be introduced in this chapter. The educational
philosophies identified as Confucianism of Confucius, Herbartianism of Herbart, and
Progressive of John Dewey together with the educational ideology of Ho Chi Minh will
be examined in terms of general concepts about education, roles of teachers and
students, the relationship between teachers and students and teaching and learning
activities.
3.1 Confucius and his philosophy of education
Confucius’ original name is Kong Qiu (孔丘Kǒng Qiū); he is known as Kongzi (孔子
Kǒng Zǐ, "Master Kong") and even more respectfully as Kong Fuzi(孔夫子Kǒng Fūzǐ,
"Grand Master Kong") in China (Chin, 2007; Rainey, 2010; Phan, 2012). “Confucius”
is Latinized from “Kong Fuzi” by the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci in the16th century
(Phan, 2012; Starr, 2012). Confucius (551-479 BC) was a Chinese teacher, editor,
politician, and philosopher of the Spring and Autumn period of Chinese history;
however he “is praised as a great teacher rather than a philosopher” by Chinese people
that may indicate “the different value system of China” (Starr, 2012; p.8). Confucius
was born in Zou, Lu state (now is Qufu, Shandong Province) (Rainey, 2010). His
ancestors were believed to be aristocrats being on the wane, moving from Song state to
Lu state because of the political reasons (Huanyin, 1997).
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The era which Confucius was born and grew up was the time of the division and chaos.
Not only did a lot of fighting for gaining power occur constantly among the vassal states
but a number of conflicts also seriously arose as well. It can be said that the second half
of the Zhou feudal period when Confucius lived had been undergoing degeneration and
on the way was trying to revive the heyday which was based on three Hs as humanism,
harmony, and hierarchy in the beginning of the Zhou Dynasty (Starr, 2012). The
situations led to a diversified social class division in the ancient China and played a big
role in forming the philosophical ideas of ancient Chinese in general and Confucius in
specific. In essence, Confucius believed that the causes of disorder were mainly derived
from “unethical” people or lack of moral standards; therefore, it was required to make
people become “ethical” by a unique way of educating them.

Consequently,

Confucianism, which was founded by Confucius during the Spring and Autumn period
and developed by his disciple Mencius, is a system of philosophical and ethical
teachings aiming at bettering human life and society (Stole, 2009; Yang & Tamney,
2011).
In other words, the core of Confucianism is humanistic which centered the important
role of family and harmonious society (Fingarette, 1972; Juergensmeyer, 2005). Its
distinctive feature is clarified by Juergensmeyer’s (2005) comment as “...humanist
philosophies such as Confucianism, which do not share a belief in divine law and do not
exalt faithfulness to a higher law as a manifestation of divine will” (p.70). As other
Chinese philosophers at his time, Confucian philosophy was mainly focused on
“government and ethics rather than logic” (Starr 2012, p.8); and more importantly,
Confucius wanted to retransmit the values in the golden age of the Zhou dynasty to
reconstruct social order and improve people’s behavior and manners through education
(Tu thu, 2003). Because of this, his role as a teacher was more recognizable than any
other roles by the Chinese people, for that reason, his educational philosophy was
spread through South East and East Asia and applied in many other countries as Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam until the early part of the 20th century. A number of
researchers from different contexts study Confucian educational philosophy (Huanyin,
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1997; Yao, 2000; Yee, 2002; Nguyen Phuong Mai, 2008; Joseph A. Adler, 2011; Starr,
2012; Aoki, 2008).
In this research, Confucius’ educational philosophy will be considered in view of his
general concept about education, roles of teachers and students, the relationship
between teachers and students, and how the educational process happens.
In the first place, conceptions of Confucius about education would be summarized for
the general understanding of his educational philosophy about the issues related to
education later on. It is as pointed out by Aoki (2008) Confucian education emphasizes
the value of diligence in studying and studying is to find a good teacher and imitate his
words and deeds. Indeed, due to the fact that moral training is a key part of this
education and then that moral knowledge needs to be cultivated from real behavior, a
good teacher is required to be a good exemplar for students to follow (Starr 2012, p.9).
In other words, Confucianism ranked moral education at the first and extremely
important place. Morality was appreciated so highly that it became one of the most
important standards for evaluating people’s behavior. In addition, the main purpose of
Confucian education is to transmit traditional values and knowledge for adjusting
ethical behavior rather than for gaining scientific knowledge. Unlike Western education
which created opportunities for students to debate, Confucian education concentrated on
learning by heart and memorizing all the information from the available books (Tran
Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009; Starr, 2012). Similarly to Aoki’s finding but more
comprehensible, Yao (2000) also identifies Confucian education from its main features
but adding some values it brings to individual as follows:
“The purpose of Confucian education is not only to transmit and develop
knowledge but also to deliver and apply values. Confucian learning is seldom
meant to be merely a scholarly exercise. It has a wide practical extension and
employees tools to help students put into practice the doctrinal understanding of
family, community, and society: the core of values fostering a spirit of selfdiscipline, family solidarity, public morality and social responsibility” (p.281).
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With a clear purpose, Confucius highlighted the role of education and he is the one who
brought education to students from all classes (Low, 2010) as he asserted “In education,
there should be no class distinction.” (Analects 15:38); and he found himself just a
transmitter of ancient knowledge, not a creator of anything else (Starr, 2012).
That said, it should be noted that the central issue of Confucianism is human beings.
This feature is clarified by Yao (2000):
“The main concern of Confucius was with humans and with the fundamental
principles of humanity. Confucius believed that these principles were the root of
social relationships, the foundation of the stability, peace and prosperity of the
state, the family and individuals” (p. 26)

Confucius stated that the good nature of human consists of the five cardinal virtues
which could be gained from education: benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), wisdom
(zhi), loyalty (zhong) and altruist (shu). To practice the five mentioned virtues, every
human had to follow the three social bonds as king-mandarins, father-son, and husbandwife, and the five moral obligations as king-mandarins, father-son, husband-wife, older
brother-younger brother, and friend-friend. On the other hand, Confucianism’s
conception was to equip human with proper behavior and morality and to enhance the
important role of education which could help evil people become good ones (Luu
Quang Ba,?). This is believed to be a very progressive view of Confucianism.
In the second place, it should be mentioned the roles of teacher which are the spirit of
Confucian education. In feudal society, the old scholar-teachers who passed certain
exams (at least the prefectural examination at the provincial level) were appreciated by
the society (Nguyen Q. Thang, 2005). Because they learned and acquired a lot of
“words”, they were always aware of cultivating the talent and preserving their human
dignity. They were considered to be a model for everyone in the society to follow and
their responsibility was to educate students both in terms of knowledge and ethics (Kim
Dung Nguyen & Mcinnic, 2002). The position of teacher in feudal regime was
determined higher than the father in the family, expressed in the phrase “King, Teacher,
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Father” with the meaning of social hierarchy as First the King, the teacher and then the
father (Bengtson and Lowenstein, 2003). In class, the old scholar-teachers played the
center role while teaching. It is also noted that teacher was so powerful that they had
rights to punish his young students in case that they didn’t obey or focus on the lesson.
In the third place, according to Confucius, studying plays an important role in
distinguishing what types people belong to in society by saying: “Those who are born
with knowledge are the highest type of people. Those who learn through study are next.
Those who learn through hard work are next. Those who work hard and still do not
learn are really the lowest type.” (Analects 16:9, cited in Starr, 2012). In order to train a
perfect person; according to Dang Thi Thuy Hoa (2012, p.3), Confucius proposed an
educational system with three main teaching methods [translated into English by the
author] as follows:
The first method was suggestive dialogue, carried out by exchanging ideas
between teachers and students to promote the dynamics, creativity, and critical thinking
ability of students. He said that “A man who doesn’t want to understand deeply, I
cannot help him to do that. A man who doesn’t want to express his own ideas, I cannot
help him develop. A man who has already known one angle but doesn’t want to make
use of that to learn about the rest three angles, I cannot teach him anymore”.
The second was a combined method in which theory has to go hand in hand with
practice, and words have to be associated with work. It means that learners need to
apply what they have learned into their real life. He illustrated the point of view by
saying: “Learners study literature, for instance, Classic of Documents, Classic of
Poetry… first to widen their knowledge, then, to become good and ethical people thanks
to that knowledge”.
The last one was “reviewing what being learned to know new things” method.
This method requires learners to regularly practice what they have learned, selfimproved the ethics and learned new knowledge. Confucius emphasized, “A man who
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goes over what he has already learned and gains some new understanding from it is
worthy to be a teacher.” (Lin 1994, 203).
It is worthy to note that Confucius appreciated the role of learners in their own learning;
correspondingly, the learners had to study hard and have positive attitudes towards
learning to be successful in life. Confucius said that “if one doesn’t study when he is
young, he will be of no use when he grows up” (Zhou 2005, p.34). In this respect,
Confucius believed that people became different when they practice although originally
they were similar in nature; and education as a useful tool for helping the majority of
people improve themselves due to the fact that “Only the most intelligent and the most
stupid do not change.” (Analects 17:3).
In the fourth place, the relationship among students and teachers is also a concern in
Confucius’ philosophy of education. Indeed, one of the distinguishing features of the
Confucian philosophy of education is the power distance between teachers and students.
According to Confucius, teachers always had to be ideal in other people’s eyes, had to
live ethical and exemplary lives and especially serve as models of correct behavior
(Nguyen Phuong Mai, 2008); consequently, a good teacher must be a good moral
exemplar (Starr, 2012). Without permission from the teacher, students in Confucian
times did not express their ideas or exchange ideas with each other in class and they
rarely dared to question their teachers as well (Nguyen, 2008). In addition, students
showed their respect to teachers by standing up when teachers entered the class and by
paying a visit to their teachers even they were no longer at school (Kenedy, 2002).
Currently, in Vietnam, there is an annual day for honor the teacher and the alumni to
visit the teachers they respect.
Last but not least, how teaching and learning happens is determined clearly in
Confucian education. Learning by heart the available information from books is the core
feature of Confucius’ philosophy (Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009; Starr, 2012). This
feature is clarified by Tran Thi Phuong Hoa’s (2009) study that suggests that the process
of teaching and learning can be recognized as the teachers reading aloud every word,
explaining it and then learners repeating exactly. After reading and explaining the
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meaning of every word in a sentence, the teachers read the whole sentence and again
learners repeated exactly that. The process was repeated again and again. Then, learners
had responsibility for learning by heart what the teachers had just taught them and
practicing writing down the texts.
Confucius’ ideas and his teaching methods seem to indicate a progressive outlook
towards education which appeared extremely early in human society; however, that
education displays some drawbacks. First, teaching and learning that followed the moral
rules in rigorous and inflexible ways made student-teacher dynamic interaction
impossible and ruined creativity and encouraged passivity. Second, rote learning as the
soul of Confucian education created “puppets” who were just good at mimicking other
people’s thoughts and speech; this pushed the society into stagnation.
In short, in the philosophy of education of Confucius, relationships, social ties, and
ethical issues were employed as a foundation for Confucian education. In this education
teacher was the key subject deciding on all aspects of education, particularly in terms of
knowledge and ethics; students were asked to absolutely follow all instructions and the
moral example of their teachers or scholars. Traditional values, as a result, were the
most important thing in this education. Despite some limitations of this educational
philosophy, a Confucian approach to education continues in the Vietnamese educational
context.
3.2 Herbart and his philosophy of education
Herbart, J. F. (1776-1841) was a German philosopher, psychologist, and educator.
Among the three positions, he was recognized as one of the most important contributors
not only in innovating education but in teaching practice and in revolutionizing
pedagogical thinking. He was also a pioneer in the field of empirical psychology, and a
founder who put the first steps to make pedagogy become an academic discipline. A
number of different stages in Herbart’s life gradually led him to a passion for education.
In fact, when he was at a young age, he had opportunities to acquire a wide range of
knowledge towards mathematics, philosophy, and sciences; and he became fond of
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education after reading Homer's Odyssey when studying at the University of Jena. He
expressed his feeling about this work as " one of the happiest experiences of my life,
and in a great degree [responsible] for my love of education" (Hudson 1946, p.160).
It can be said that Herbart has set a big influence on a number of countries towards
education with his new theory known as Herbartianism in the19th century and even up to
now. Herbart focused on his studies; accordingly, he “barely saw the world outside his
study and the classrooms” and his world was just filled with “books and only books”
(Wolman 1968, p.29). It can be said that being a teacher and educator provided Herbart
with valuable experience which formed the central idea of his pedagogical theory and
he was recognized the one who set up the concept of educational teaching. Differently
from traditional teaching which aims to impart knowledge and skills to students, the
main focuses of Herbart’s educational teaching are on practice and skills (Hilgenhefer
2000, p.7)
Similarly to the above part, the educational philosophy of Herbart is also reviewed for
his conception about education and teaching, the nature of teaching and learning,
teachers and students roles and from the review the relationship between teacher and
student can be seen.
Firstly, in terms of conceptions about education, Herbart emphasized moral education
because he strongly believed that the first objective of education was to help enhance
ethics, and good knowledge would result from good personality (Hudson 1946, p.165).
Under his view, education with its correct purposes would be clarified by the moral
ideas of ethics. He also gave prominence to virtue as the supreme purpose of education.
It is also noted that he developed the theory of education from the view of a
psychologist in which he judged that every human being had his unique potential and
character but without education, these would not be promoted. Undoubtedly, due to the
fact that Herbart approached education through the eyes of a psychologist, he
highlighted the role of psychology in learning students’ aptitudes, abilities, and interests
for diversifying educational programs.
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Herbart’s viewpoint should be examined together with the conditions providing him
with the concept of educational teaching and its influences in the present time.
As being known, Herbart experienced the number of academic work in his life, of which
the first job as a private tutor served as the root or initial step for his idea of educational
teaching. The following jobs as an educational adviser, professor of philosophy and
pedagogy, and the head of an experimental pedagogical institute helped shape his ideas
for education.
In 1797, as a private tutor, Herbart took on the burden of the big two roles of teacher
(classical languages, history, mathematics and the natural sciences) and educator for the
three boys at the age of 14, 10 and 8. By carrying out his duty, he attempted to put his
influence on the personality development of the children. Herbart always paid attention
to direct his pupils into two aspects simultaneously: aesthetics/literacy (poetry for
short), and mathematics/nature (mathematics for short) (Hilgenheger, 1993). He did the
job so well and this became surprising that for the year 1800 he could introduce the new
natural sciences on an experimental basis to his pupils (Hilgenheger, 2000). Obviously,
by his experiment and his expectation Herbart considered the teaching of poetry and
mathematics was not purely for education but for the underlying purpose of character
development. Mathematics would provide learners with a theoretical understanding of
the world, and literature, art, and history would be for an aesthetic grasp of the world
(Hilgenheger, 2000). In other words, education of Herbart not only implied the aspect of
the theoretical problem but also served for some kinds of practical purposes. This leads
to a possibility of a correlation between teaching and educating as “educate by
teaching”.
From this, the purpose of Herbart’s education is apparent and from this, the nature of
teaching and learning as the second idea to clarify. In fact, Herbart considered rigorous
education to be a prerequisite for individual development both morally and
intellectually; and teaching certainly influenced to character development. Otherwise,
the first and foremost purposes of teaching were to develop a moral insight and
strengthen individuality. An educational model developed would lead to awareness
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towards social responsibility. Herbart identified five key ideas for his concept about
individual maturation: Inner Freedom, Perfection, Benevolence, Justice, and Equity or
Recompense (Blyth, 1981). According to Herbart, the theory of educational teaching
consisted of two separate sections classified as aims and means of education. The first
section was determined as ethics which could be found from the “General Pedagogics
Derived from the Purpose of Education” written in 1806, and the second section
belonged to the psychological aspect which was in “On the Aesthetic Representation of
the World as the Principal Function of Education” and “Letters on the Application of
Psychology to Pedagogics” published after Herbart’s death. The ethical section was an
aspect that illuminated the real purposes of education or the “internal” values education
aimed at; and psychology, on the contrary, dealt with the adjustment of pupils’ action
and behavior or the “external intervention” when necessary. He believed that “every
child is born with a unique potential, his Individuality, but that this potential remained
unfulfilled until it was analyzed and transformed by education in accordance with what
he regarded as the accumulated values of civilization” (Blyth 1981, p.70)
In addition, Herbart used the psychological theory of “interest” to appeal the learners in
the process of studying. He considered “interest” to be the most important issue of
educational teaching because it could help create intrinsic motivation for the learners to
achieve good results. Interest functioned as a means which permitted individuals to
emancipate the matrix of knowledge. In this theory, Herbart supported replacing drier
basal books which were popular at that time by literature and historical stories while
teaching poetry to stimulate the interests of learners (Smith, 2002). Teaching itself had
to be interesting if it wanted to activate interest of the learners. For illustrating his point
of view, Herbart began to inspire his aesthetic and literary learners’ interest by a reading
of Homer’s Odyssey (Hilgenhefer 2000, p.6).
Herbart found a strong connection between the individual and the environment, and the
mind was formed by the ideas which entered into one’s conscious life2. As a result, the
new ideas students absorbed through learning would create a system of related ideas by
2
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linking to existing ideas called the masses of apperception or assimilation. This was
considered to be the learning process. His other emphasis of learning through
experience and that led him to the teaching activity with the approach of consciousness.
Lastly, Herbart’s educational philosophy has implications for the roles of teachers and
students. These roles are not directly pointed out; instead, they are implied by his
teaching steps. Herbart’s teaching steps or the method of instruction which was known
as Herbartianism consists of the “Five Formal Steps of the Recitation”, preparation,
presentation, association, generalization, and application. This instruction was
developed by his followers relying on Herbart’s distinction between order and discipline
and the transition of these two states, according to Herbart, resulted in instruction
combined with the interest of which instruction determines the will towards virtue,
especially is to develop a many-sided interest for the learner (Knox 1975, p.267). By
explaining this process of instruction, the teacher plays the key role in the
implementation of the total five steps. The teacher was responsible for preparing the
topic relating to relevant past lesson to attract children’s interest; presenting that topic
by means of concrete objects or actual experience; associating new knowledge with
former one in terms of similarities and differences for pupils to remember; generalizing
the lesson by reviewing and summing up the achievements; and then applying the
learned content into daily life by relating it to moral percepts. In other words, the
teacher led the whole process of teaching, which is the traditional teaching. In this type
of traditional teaching, the teacher controls the learning environment by deciding not
only on the contents to teaching but on the outcomes of learning while students, on the
other hand, play a passive role of receiving information from their teacher. Students also
do the exercise following the models given by their teacher. As mentioned by Noddings
(1995), Herbart’s method “is highly cognitive and emphasizes the activity of teacher
more than that of the student” (p.20). In addition, the content in the lessons were given
in the logical or historical way because Herbart believed that it would be easily
understood by human mind that way. He conceptualized that students who just have a
good intellectual apparatus or good mind can follow the lessons. Motivation to learn
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was dependent on students’ intellectual apparatus. The more students used their
intellectual apparatus, the more motivation to study would appear. In this sense, Novak
(1998) points out in his study that the teacher was the main factor making the learning
process happen in traditional teaching. This claim was compatible with Hudson’s (1946)
finding:
“The teacher then must fill the mind with ideas so that the process of
apperception may take place. Pedagogy is the science of imparting knowledge
so as to provoke interest, or to give kindred ideas a chance to get together- the
source of interest one will remember are environment and social intercourse
(p.165)

From what can be recognized about teachers’ and students’ roles in Herbart’s education,
the relationship between these two parties is determined simply as teacher holds the
center role in class who guides the educational process and transmits knowledge and
skills; students played the passive role of receiving information. This philosophy is
rather like that of Confucius’ educational philosophy. The basic difference is that the
educational philosophy of Herbart values students’ interest and aims at developing
individuality.
Herbartianism was applied in many European countries and in Germany at Leipzig and
Jena as the roots of this theory which then was spreading to the United States by those
who studied in Jena. Americans found that that the ideas of Herbart also appeared in the
United States (ca. 1890) and thanks to the advocates, the National Herbartian Society
was founded in 1892 and it is now known as the National Society for the Study of
Education which aimed to promote Herbart's ideas for America's needs. However, his
ideas struggled with extremely formal criticism and then the situation was escalated to
the level that Herbart's instructional method was doomed to fail.
In the 20th century, the interest of Herbartianism has been resumed since 1950 in
Germany and its border-sharing countries. It was noted that the educational philosophy
of Herbart was first introduced to Vietnam during the French invasion of Vietnam in
1858 which lasted for 87 years. The French influence on all aspects of social life,
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especially on education was inevitable in Vietnam. With the ambition of effectively
controlling Vietnam, the French colonialists’ education was employed as a tool for
spreading its culture and educating Vietnamese people.
To successfully organize schools in Vietnam with such a purpose, the French imposed
their education upon the local population which included loyal teachers, curriculum,
ways of instructions, and educational philosophy or ideology. As a matter of fact,
accidentally or intentionally, Herbartianism which was popular in Europe at that time
was brought to Vietnam by the invaders; but still, this philosophy had great influence on
Vietnamese education for many generations. The details of how French colonial
education operated in Vietnam will be reviewed in the later part of this book.
In general, Herbart’s theory of educational teaching was very influential in reforming
education worldwide even to the present day. It is the guideline for any research on
educational aspect and foundation for other branches research.
3.3 John Dewey and his philosophy of education
John Dewey (1859-1952) was an American philosopher, psychologist, educational
reformer and political activist whose ideas have been influential in education and in
many aspects of social reform. He was a philosopher “who concentrated much of his
effort on educational problems” and “his ideas shaped the philosophy of education
throughout the twentieth century” (Gutex 1997, p.79). John Dewey was born in
Burlington, Vermont in 1859 in a family where members were actively involved in
social and political activities of their community. Simultaneously, he was soon affected
by democratic ways of solving problems via discussing, debating and then making a
decision from the community of people from the New England town (Gutex, 1997).
These were important components for forming his leading educational philosophy of
freedom and democracy. In other words, his philosophy of education which derived
from human interaction, experience, and interest blew a new wind in the thinking about
education in late nineteenth-century. In this respect, both Dewey’s philosophical
thought and educational practice dominated in his United States for up to sixty years
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(Holden, 1953). In fact, by the end of the 19th century and the 20th century, Dewey led
an educational reform movement known as progressive education which was considered
a great revolution in teaching. Like other Progressives who advocated or implemented
social reform at that time, Dewey believed that education was the basic method of social
reform helping activate human mission in making the earth a better place to live
(Robert, 1984). It is noteworthy that in his philosophy of education, Dewey rejected the
metaphysical absolutes and dualistic conception of the universe from the previous
philosophies; instead, the harmonious relationship between man and the environment in
which man is the subject of environment control was emphasized (Gutex, 1997). As
indicated, Dewey’s progressive thinking places him in the first place in comparison with
the world’s contributors to the philosophy of education (Kilpatrick, 1953); and his giant
intellectual works consisting of 40 books and over 700 articles, and uncounted other
type ones remain a key role in many fields of knowledge up to now (Devendorf, TED
502).
From general recognition, for Dewey, education cannot be determined by any prior
purposes because what education may bring to human could not anticipate anything but
growth; as he stated in his famous work Democracy and Education, “education is all
one with growing; it has no end beyond itself” (Dewey 1916, p. 51). According to
Noddings (1995, p.23), the end growth as an aim of education of Dewey would lead to
further growth was similar to Darwin’s biology that “the purpose of life is simply more
life”. Growth which was non-stop means that learners’ ability in recognizing and
applying various but united experience had been gradually developed in Dewey’s
educational context. Dewey (1916) stressed the important roles of interaction and
environment as a medium for humans to build up their experience, and that experience
was the core of education as in his statement “education is a constant reorganizing or
reconstructing of experience” (p.89). In this sense, Dewey emphasized, “a continuum of
human experience that related rather than separated thinking and acting, fact and value,
and intellect and emotion” (Putnam & Putnam, 1993 cited in Gutex, 1997).
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Differently from other earlier educational theories which tended to focus on the center
role of teacher; and perhaps underestimated students’ responsibility in their learning,
Dewey’s progressive education evoked the notion of a learning environment in which
students were provided opportunities for experiencing the curriculum and actively
carrying out their own learning. Dewey’s theories and views on different aspects of
education and school were reflected clearly in some influential works entitled My
Pedagogic Creed (1897), The School and Society (1899), The Child and Curriculum
(1902), Democracy and Education (1916), and Experience and Education (1938). For
instance, in the essay My Pedagogic Creed (1897), the educational issues were divided
into five categories such as Education, School, The subject-matter of education, The
nature of method, and The school and social progress and were employed with an
extremely strong and assertive tone. So he reasoned that a child’s experience should be
a priority for the primary purpose of school and education. At the same time, the school
must be a place to satisfy children’s needs and interests; and importantly, learners
should have good conditions so that their new interests and experience can arise and
develop. One of the demonstrations for the social function of school and education
argued by Dewey in this work was “I believe that the school is primarily a social
institution. Education being a social process, the school is simply that form of
community life in which all those agencies are concentrated that will be most effective
in bringing the child to share in the inherited resources of the race and to use his own
powers for social ends” (Dewey 1897, p.78). From this, the role of teacher was
determined not to “impose certain ideas or to form certain habit in a child” but to
arrange the learning environment to stimulate child’s interest in their learning. The
social role of school was again emphasized but in larger scale in The School and Society
written two years later in 1899. Here Dewey upgraded the school to new height of not
just being simply a place where lessons were given and students spent their daytime;
rather, it would be a place for learner to learn how to live and it prepared foundational
skills for the learner in an industrial society to develop not only themselves but the
society they were living in. He maintained the strong belief that school education and
social action in a democratic society had a close connection and therefore, the school
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should help people to contribute to the society through their own potential. In
Democracy and Education (1916), Dewey’s educational philosophy was almost
completed with the idea of democracy as a foundational way for education to be
operated and for people to enjoy freedom in the fullest sense. Correspondingly, his main
concern in this book was the relationship between society and education or how to make
education reflect society. Because of this, Dewey as recognized by Gutex (1997),
“consistently rejected dualism, argued that genuine education proceeded more
effectively in an open and democratic environment that was free of absolutes that
blocked freedom of inquiry” (p.83).
Dewey countered Herbart’s conception of education, especially the intellectual
apparatus. Dewey said that motivation would help students learn better, and learning
could make intellectual apparatus develop. Dewey was particularly interested in the
needs of learners; therefore, this interest conflicted with the main concern of Herbart’s
traditional teaching from how much knowledge students could acquire to what learners
really wanted from their learning. To fully satisfy the learner’s needs, Dewey suggested
changing the way of constructing lessons under the logical or historical form; instead of
this, lessons should start with the problems of the world. A problem occurring in real
life might not only inspire students to find out the solutions but might also attract their
interests and motivate them; as a result, learning can help connect students with the
requirements of society. In addition, Dewey also believed that learning happened when
learners interacted with each other by asking questions (Cohen, 1999). Progressive
education aims to serve the learner rather than the teacher. Learners in this Dewey’s
education are the center of their learning process and are recognized by their own ability
and interest. The teacher plays the role of facilitator who carries out the teaching
process by surveying students’ concern, then listing the problems arising and
hypothesizing about the problems with the suggestion of readings. In other words,
teacher does more guiding than imposing or directing learners in their teaching. In
progressive education, instead of controlling or directing the learning process, the
teacher just does guide for learners who need advice or assistance. In this sense, Dewey
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vigorously criticized for Herbart’s neglect of recognizing the living organism and
purposes in his theory of teaching; specifically, teaching, according to Dewey, could not
always be divided into steps but it must derive from the learners’ needs and purposes for
learning (Noddings, 1995).
Furthermore, Dewey was an advocate of the problem-solving employing project method
in the classroom (Gonon, 2000). This method required students to be involved in
realizing the activities for their own learning rather than following the teacher’s
instruction as in traditional education. From this, it follows that Dewey criticized the
traditional teaching of history, geography, mathematics, science, and language for their
separate information that was very focused on details and rules, and that was mainly
based on textbooks that could neither create nor promote learner’s interests, experience,
and needs. Instead, Dewey suggested a combination of curricula in three levels
recognized as making and doing, history and geography, and organized sciences in his
book Democracy and Education (Gutex, 1997).
Dewey’s philosophy of education opposed the traditional concept of education and
opened up a new perspective on education. The reason why Dewey’s educational
philosophy was one of the main philosophies for investigation in this research was
similar to the one for Herbart’s philosophy. In fact, the appearance of Dewey’s
philosophy in the South of Vietnam went along with the presence of American
influence in education after the Geneva Accords was signed by the French government
and the Vietnamese interim government in 1954. This content will be explained and
clarified in the following chapter. The educational philosophy of Dewey was dominant
in the United States from the end of the 19th and into the 20th centuries was introduced
to education in the Southern Vietnam by the Americans. The education which was
supported by America aimed at improving educational level and working ability,
especially administrative field for people in the South of Vietnam. Such an education
fully reflected the spirit of Deweyan education which was refreshing and progressive.
Still another important reason was that the main contents of this educational philosophy
were employed as the basis for the construction and development of the orientation for
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fundamental and comprehensive innovation of Vietnamese education by the
government of Vietnam (Nguyen Ai Hoc, 2014).
3.4 Ho Chi Minh and his ideology of education
Ho Chi Minh (1890-1969) was one of the greatest leaders of Vietnam in 4000 years of
history and he was also a writer, journalist, poet and polyglot. Ho Chi Minh was born
and grew up in a chaotic period when Vietnam was under the feudal system and the
French protectorate (1985). The situation led him, a politician and communist patriot, to
nearly 30 years’ exile in many countries around the world to find appropriate ways for
his country’s liberation, and during this time he became proficient in French, English,
Russian, Cantonese and Mandarin (William, 2000). Knowing plenty foreign languages
helped him in fulfilling his expectations as well as in learning about the world in the
fullest sense. More importantly, spending time working different jobs for earning a
living and travelling overseas, Ho Chi Minh not only engaged a number of
organizations together with progressive ideas about national liberation but also learnt
from the revolutionary reality in foreign contexts. He found that human factors played
an important role in a revolution, especially for the Vietnamese case. His awareness was
reflected via his statement “For the sake of ten years, we must plant trees. For the sake
of one hundred years, we could cultivate people”3 [translated into English by the
author]. In this spirit, Ho Chi Minh emphasized the roles of education were to expand
people’s knowledge, develop their full potential and make their life better. Accordingly,
the purposes of studying were to provide people with good morality and working
ability, and particularly the ability to serve people and the country4.It is noted that moral
education in Ho Chi Minh’s ideology was also to create ideal persons with talent and
virtue for the society as in Confucian education but it was different from the latter
according to Nguyen Thi Thanh Mai (2004) in that Confucius focused more on virtue
than talent due to the fact that talent was limited to the ability of governance or, in other
words, Confucius just paid attention to the talent of persons with high position and
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power. Otherwise, in Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology, the model of a person with
talent and virtue which was “Hong- Chuyen” in Vietnamese was built up from social
reality and talent here “symbolized socialist ideology and values” (Dung Hue Doan
2005, p.451).
Ho Chi Minh’s conception about ideal persons entirely covered his educational
ideology. It can be said that Ho Chi Minh’s ideology of education was based on the
process of his learning, finding, searching, improving, refining, and implementing in the
revolutionary activities. Furthermore, more or less influenced by the circumstance, his
ideology primarily stemmed from not only his expectations for liberating the country
and evoking personal responsibility but also his love and empathy with the oppressed
people. He said “The only way to prosper the citizen and strengthen the nation is that
Vietnamese must understand their rights and duties. They also have to be
knowledgeable to be able to construct the fatherland. However, to achieve this goal,
people must be able to read and write the national language at first”5 [translated into
English by the author]. In other words, Ho Chi Minh, more than anyone else, was
acutely aware of the exigencies of Vietnamese society at that time.
Before further clarifying the characteristics of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology of education, it
is necessary to briefly mention the main conditions and reasons contributing to its
formation. During nearly 10 years travelling overseas and laboring for living (from
1911 to 1920) in a number of European, American and African countries, Ho Chi Minh
had a chance to understand about the working class and the oppressed and study the
V.I.Lenin’s theories about colonies and people. After the Russian Revolution succeeded
in 1917, Ho Chi Minh turned from patriotism to Marxism-Leninism and led Vietnam to
liberation following the path of socialism. This was the important political turning point
which led to Ho Chi Minh’s establishing a new education system in Vietnam. From his
own experience and awareness, Ho Chi Minh criticized feudal education in Vietnam, for
its emphasis on the scriptures of the sages to be the pinnacle of knowledge and just
reserved for men. Similarly, colonial education was also absolutely to satisfy its
5
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obscurantism to Vietnamese or to govern the masses. The nature of colonial education,
according to him, was more dangerous than ignorant. Governed by the ideology “An
ignorant nation is a weak nation”6 [translated into English by the author], Ho Chi Minh
advocated that education must be the first immediate mission to reconstruct the country
right after Vietnam gained independence in 1945. Between the two missions of against
invaders and illiteracy, Ho Chi Minh preferred dealing with illiteracy to than with
invaders. At the time of Vietnam’s independence in 1945, only five percent of
Vietnamese could read and write. He pointed out “Ignorance is one of the cruel methods
the French colonialist used to rule us. An ignorant nation is a weak nation. Therefore, I
suggest a campaign to fight illiteracy”7 [translated into English of the author]. On
October 4th, 1945 on behalf of the Provisional Government, Ho Chi Minh called for a
campaign against illiteracy from the entire people. He suggested a simple way that
“literate taught illiterate, who know more words taught the ones who know less” 8 to
solve the problem immediately and effectively. In this sense, Ho Chi Minh emphasized
“Education must be improved to serve the demands of revolutions, reconstructing the
country in the North, and reunifying with the South of Vietnam” [translated into
English by the author]. He believed that education would train the children of the lower
classes in the current society to become educated people and useful citizens for
Vietnam. He always thought about how education could develop children in a perfect
way using their own capacities. During more than 80 years of ruling Vietnam, the
French had colluded with the feudal landlords to oppress and make Vietnamese people
ignorant for easy exploitation. Ho Chi Minh illustrated the fact with an impressive
figure “More prisons were been built than schools in the country with the ratio of one
school for every 3245 children versus one prison for every 1000 citizen”9 [translated
into English by the author].From this, Ho Chi Minh identified that school must be a
training unit for the next generations of the country. It must be different from that of the
previous political systems. School is for everybody. Ho Chi Minh pointed obviously
6
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that teaching the children is different and he showed the ways to instruct them to
become good pupil, good friend, and good citizen who love others, like working, and
follow the rules. With the young generation, he detailed that education must bring them
the spirit of patriotism, the love of socialism and the beliefs in the new revolution.
Ethics and talent are both important contents in fostering education, in which ethics is
the fundamental element. In 1964 he said "In teaching and learning, we must notice
both ethics and talent. Ethics is the original and very important. As a result, education
must be in all aspects of “ethics, wisdom, physical education, and aesthetics”
[translated into English by the author] (Trinh Thanh Tra, 2015)
According to Ho Chi Minh, in higher education, it is important to combine theories and
practice, learning the advanced technologies and sciences from peer countries for
adapting those to our reality… will be useful for our work in building our nation. And
for secondary school, it is essential to provide learners with common and basic
knowledge which is practical and suitable to the demands of the society10.
The value of triangle “school- family- society” in Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology
was important in supporting better education at school. He said in 1955 (a year after the
victory of Dien Bien Phu battle with French people) that “Every family should contact
and cooperate tightly with the school in educating and encouraging our children for
their learning, good behaviors and their volunteering to the society”11 [translated into
English by the author] In addition, Ho Chi Minh taught that teachers and students must
discuss and say what they want. If something is not understood well, everybody can ask
questions12. Students must respect teachers and teachers must love students. Education
was characterized as “Education is the public mission career. It is essential to proceed
the socialist democracy, build a good relationship, connections among teachers and
teachers, teachers and students, students with each other, between staffs at all levels and
between schools and citizen to successfully complete this task" [translated into English
by the author] (Nguyen Hoai Dong, 2011). Furthermore, he emphasized the importance
Ho Chi Minh full collection [in Vietnamese]. (2000). Publisher: CTQG, Hà Nội, volume 8, p. 184
Ho Chi Minh full collection [in Vietnamese]. (2011). Publisher: CTQG, Ha Noi, volume 10, p. 186
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of organizing in school because with good organization, everything will bring good
results. As for learning methods, he advised students not to learn by heart or parrot-like.
He put emphasis on learning together with thinking and analyzing, learning must be
connected to the reality and experiments (Bui Dinh Phong, 2006).
From his own thought and the heritage from Vietnamese history, he taught that the
teachers, students, and educational administrators must love the teaching job because it
is noble. Training the next generations will positively contribute to the developments of
the society. He pointed out that a good or real teacher has his honor as “Although this
teacher has not been recognized in the newspapers, gained no special awards, a good
teacher will always be a nameless hero”13 [translated into English by the author]. He
also noted that the mission of a teacher is very glorious because without a teacher there
will be not any education (Nguyen Hoai Dong, 2011); from this, the teacher must be
always a good example for students to follow, or in other words, teachers need to be
pioneers in learning as well as all other fields and by doing so they are worth deserving
the title “a mind engineer” [translated into English by the author] (Tran Van Hoa,
2012; Van Nhan, 2015).
In general, the education Ho Chi Minh established and operated in Vietnam in 1945 and
the following years closely addressed the practical need of Vietnam at that time. This
will be clarified in the later part. Ho Chi Minh’s educational model came from the
pressing requirements of a nation formerly under oppression for many centuries; and the
most importantly, from the progressive thought and human love of Ho Chi Minh. He
expressed his ambition “My only one desire, an utmost desire is to make our country
completely independent, our people completely free; everyone has food and clothing,
and is able to access to education”14 [translated into English by the author]. MarxismLeninism was the root and foundation of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology; simultaneously, his
ideology was the succession and development of fine traditions of Vietnamese people,
patriotism, ethnic solidarity and the quintessence of human culture. In other words, Ho
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See ibid., volume 11, pp. 331-332
Ho Chi Minh full collection [in Vietnamese]. (1995). Publisher: CTQG, Ha Noi, collection 4,p.161
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Chi Minh applied Marxism-Leninism creatively but not mechanically. He took into
account the reality of Vietnam as a feudal and half- colonial country mainly based on
backward agriculture when applying Marxism-Leninism for Vietnamese revolution.
Due to the fact that the tenet of Marx and Lenin was built upon the basis of European
society, Ho Chi Minh posed questions and shared his insights to illustrate his flexibility
“Marx built his theory on a certain philosophy of history, but which history was? It was
European history. What did Europe mean? This was not the whole of humanity”15
[translated into English by the author]. It can be said that Ho Chi Minh’s ideology of
education was a combination of progressive ideas about humankind worldwide at his
time and derived from his patriotism and love for people.
To sum up, the ideology of education of Ho Chi Minh was partially formed to solve the
short-term problems in his time: illiteracy, the need for national liberation, and serving
the homeland. This ideology continues in Vietnamese education today. This ideology
has been employed as foundations for the regulations, orientations, and resolutions
towards education and always occupies a certain place in the thoughts of Vietnamese
people.
The above parts review the educational philosophies and ideology of Confucius,
Herbart, Dewey and Ho Chi Minh as related to teachers’ teaching profession and
education. In this research, the four mentioned philosophies and ideology are employed
to examine the perspectives of educational philosophy from teachers. None of these
philosophies and ideology is underestimated or appreciated due to the fact that every
educational philosophy aims to develop and perfect humankind, especially when they
are applied together reasonably in education as demonstrated in the previous part. To
realize the reality of educational philosophy in Vietnam together with issues affecting it,
the following chapter will deal with presenting the characteristics of Vietnamese
education.

15

See ibid., volume 1, p. 465
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CHAPTER 4
AN OVERVIEW OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF VIETNAMESE
EDUCATION: ITS ROOT AND CONSEQUENCES
The beginning of Vietnamese education cannot be determined exactly, but it has been
organized as a system for more than 500 years (London, 2011). Due to the country’s
complicated history of occupation, education in Vietnam was influenced and
determined by other foreign countries including China, France, and the United States of
America. From the second century BC, Vietnam was under the domination of the
northern feudal Chinese dynasties for four times in total accumulated up to 1,096 years,
civil conflicts for 261 years16; followed by French domination and Vietnamese
resistance against the French colonialists for nearly 100 years, and then Japanese
domination for 5 years and resistance against U.S. imperialism for 21 years17. Among
different stages of Vietnamese history, education was employed as a major tool for
governing Vietnam by the two main invaders, China and France, and later the
application of the American education model in Southern Vietnam contributed to form
some both values and consequences for today’s Vietnamese education. Also, the
ideology of socialist education derived from communist view of education of Marx and
Lenin, Vietnamese tradition and culture. Most recently, the development of Vietnam’s
economy with a free market orientation more or less shapes the ideology and
philosophy of Vietnamese education. These factors which have directly impacted on
Vietnamese education system will be separately addressed with their characteristics in
the following part.
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Between the two dynasties of Le and Mac (1527-1592), and between the two dynasties of Trinh and Nguyen
(1533-1788)
17
Saigon Technology University, “Lịch sử Việt Nam 4 ngàn năm qua 1 Video Clip” [Vietnam’s history through a
video clip]. Retrieved fromhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ualx5aqucgs.
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4.1 Vietnamese education under the influences of other educational backgrounds
4.1.1 Confucianism
Undergoing thousands of years under the feudalism, Vietnam is a country in Asia
heavily influenced by the thoughts of Buddhism, Taoism and especially Confucianism.
Confucianism was a system of ideological philosophy, ethics, and ruling regulations and
appeared very early in China (under the Western Zhou Dynasty). At that time,
immediately after appearance, “Confucianism began entering Vietnamese society as a
tool to enslave as well as provide the assimilation of ideas and spirit of Vietnamese
people, especially to act as a Pooh- Bah for the distinguish of “the Emperor” and
“subjects” with its theories of legitimacy and fatalism” [translated into English by the
author] (Nguyen Hai, 2011). In other words, the ultimate goal of the Chinese feudalism,
according to the researcher, was to make Vietnamese people disregard their national
consciousness and lose their will for regaining the independence of the country by
establishing not only a political system but also a social structure and manners and
customs exactly like itself. To effectively spread Confucianism, Chinese oppressors had
opened schools not only to teach Chinese characters but to train a large number of
Vietnamese mandarins as an efficient henchman group for the dynasty. Confucianism
with its own principles, in a certain historical period of Vietnam, had become prevalent
and a useful political tool in dominating the oppressed. At the same time, Chinese
characters played the role in propagating the customs, practices, and rites of the Chinese
feudal ruling class. In other words, the introduction of Confucianism in Vietnam was an
initial step of China; as mentioned by Woodside (1971 cited in London, 2011), to
change the entire social structure of Vietnam in terms of scholarship, politics, family
structure, bureaucracy, and religions as well. Confucianism which was founded by
Confucius set a big mark in a number of aspects of Vietnamese social and economic life
from the past up to the present, especially during Vietnam was under feudalism from
14th to the late 19th century. As a result, with the purpose and its operation, “impacts of
Confucianism on the development of education in Vietnam reflected the peculiarities of
Vietnamese social life” (London 2005, p5-6). During Chinese domination, Chinese
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characters were taught to Vietnamese people by Chinese rulers; Confucianism became
popular among the masses under the Ly Dynasty (1010-1225), and the system of
competition- examinations also appeared in this time of Ly rulers (Nguyen Q. Thang
2005, p.36; Phan Ba Ham and Nguyen Tan Cam, 2014). A discussion of the practical
significance and the drawbacks of Confucian education’s curriculum, schooling system,
teachers, students, and ways of teaching, learning and examining follows.
During the Chinese feudal dynasties in Vietnam, although the Confucian curriculum
was adjusted a bit to suit the condition of Vietnamese society, almost all of the
textbooks for children and adults were Chinese ones (Nguyen Q Thang, 2005). These
books include Three- Character Classic for children, the Four Books (Great Learning,
the Analects, Mencius, and Doctrine of the Mean) for adults to master before continuing
with the Five Classics (Book of Changes, Book of History, Book of Poetry, Book of
Rites, and Spring and Autumn Annals) (Yee, 2002). Ways of learning in this period was
pointed out by Nguyen Q. Thang (2005):
“Learning Chinese characters are conducted in a classic way; learning is to
understand clearly about constant obligations of morality and moral
principle. Any lesson is also a lesson on morals, so it doesn’t require any
certain age for a certain curriculum….” (p.78) [translated into English by
the author]

As in the statement, not only was the nature of Confucian education indicated but the
characteristic of a Confucian class was included and; in this respect, students from
different ages could learn together in the same class, where the older students would
help the younger ones to remember the lessons taught by the teacher. This also
importantly demonstrated the fact that a Confucian teacher could teach a number of
students from different levels and ages at the same time. Up to the Nguyen Dynasty
(1802-1919), some learning materials compiled by Vietnamese people were added to
curriculum aiming at limiting the tremendous impact of Chinese education on
Vietnamese society. These materials included New Elementary Book (Sơ học vấn tân),
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Five - Word Book for Children (Ấu học ngũ ngôn thi), and History of Vietnam (Nam
sử).
The schooling system at that time was characterized by two kinds of schools: private
and public. The public schools were opened by the feudal dynasty in the capital,
provinces, and districts; the private ones were opened in the villages or at home
(Nguyen Q. Thang 2005, p.61). However, a better description addressing this issue is
given by London (2005):
“Up until the nineteenth century, education in Vietnam occurred largely in
privately run village schools led by Confucian scholars, who trained local
candidates (cử tử or sĩ tử) - always boys or men- for exams and eventual
careers as clerks, bureaucrats, or mandarins. Beyond the village, schools
were state- sponsored prefectural schools (tràng/trường học), provincial
school, and imperial college (Quốc tử giám)” (p.6)

This moral education that even took place in village schools and in state academies
aimed to satisfy two principles of establishing social order and improving oneself (Dung
Hue Doan, 2005). Similarly but a bit more specifically, Nguyen Q. Thang (2005)
identifies three purposes of learning: “(1) to acquire the constant obligations of
morality, (2) to pass the exam(s) to earn a mandarin title; from that, one could be able to
both serve the King and have position and fame for life, and (3) for the case of poor
people, learning at least in some years to be literacy for being able to read family
genealogy, to write a title- deed for trading houses or cattle, and to avoid being
deceived” [translated into English by the author]. The information from Nguyen
provides evidence for the recruitment of mandarins in Vietnamese feudalism that was
completely based on the system of competition- examinations (khoa cử). There were
three kinds of examinations in total divided into 3 levels with some features as indicated
by Phan Ba Ham and Nguyen Tan Cam (2014) as follows:
(1) The prefectural examination (thi hương) was organized locally in the hometown of
candidates for the Bachelor or Baccalaureate. The candidates from 4 to 6 provinces
would come to take the exam in a province specified by the court. For the exam,
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candidates must satisfy some requirements such as being a virtuous person and having
clean resume within three generations that was confirmed by the local authority. Those,
who disrespected their parents; were not living in harmony with the surroundings or
were incestuous; or were mourning their parents traitorous actions; or worked as
musicians or singers, were not accepted for the exam and were their descendants for
three generations. Although women were not verbally banned from taking the exam,
they could not because they were not allowed to study.
(2) The metropolitan examination (thi hội) was reserved for the candidates who passed
the first mentioned exam. This exam was held at the national level; and before 1442,
passing this exam was just a condition for the next exam. From 1442 onward candidates
who passed the exam would get a doctorate degree.
(3) The court examination (thi đình) which was the last and highest one was organized
in the imperial palace. The King directly gave the exam and approved the candidates
who passed the exam. Based on the scores, three best candidates would gain the
following titles: first-placed doctoral candidate (trạng nguyên), second-placed doctoral
candidate (bảng nhãn), and third-placed doctoral candidate (thám hoa). On different
dynasties, these titles were changed [translated into English by the author]
These three kinds of examinations which lasted for 845 years in Vietnam from 1075 to
1919 were altered slightly in some aspects under different dynasties. However, the
examinations were always based on knowledge of the classics and literary style; in other
words, the examination system was focusing on explaining Confucius's words and
ancient events, from which required memorizing information from a large number of
books. The purpose of the examinations was mainly to select human resources for the
state bureaucracy or more broadly; “education was the route to social status and
material success, and promoted harmony based on morality and hierarchy” (Starr 2012,
p.4).
In addition, Confucian teaching and learning in Vietnam also reflected some specific
characteristics. It can be said that teaching in Vietnamese society; especially under
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feudalism, has long been considered a noble profession which has been honored and
respected by society. For that reason, the old scholar-teachers (thầy đồ) who passed
certain exams (at least the prefectural examination at provincial level) were appreciated
by society (Nguyen Q. Thang, 2005). Because the old scholar-teachers learnt and
acquire a lot of “words”, they were always aware of cultivating the talent and preserving
their human dignity. They were considered to be a model for everyone in the society to
follow. The position of teacher in the feudal regime was determined higher than the
father in the family, expressed in the phrase “King, Teacher, Father” with the meaning
of social hierarchy as: First the King, then the teacher and then the father. In class, the
old scholar-teachers played the center role while teaching. The process of teaching and
learning was that the teachers read aloud every word, explained it and then the learners
repeated exactly. After reading and explaining the meaning of every word in a sentence,
the teachers read the whole sentence and again learners repeated exactly that without
understanding. More ridiculously, these Chinese ideas and literature were applied in
Vietnam mechanically regardless of their appropriateness and the reality of Vietnamese
society (Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009). The process was repeated again and again. All
the learners had responsibility for learning by heart was what the teachers had just
taught by practicing writing the texts. It is also noted that teacher was so powerful that
they had rights to punish his young students if they didn’t obey or focus on the lesson.
Starr (2012) offers the best overview of Confucian teaching and learning:
“….These included teacher-centered whole class teaching, very large
classes, apparent passivity on the part of learners with low levels of active
learner participation, and much use of teacher-led chanting, rote learning and
mimetic methods” (p.4)

Given the summary of Confucianism and its operation in Vietnam, some questions are
posed as for whether Confucianism contributed to the formation of the identity of
Vietnamese education or not. What were the practical significance and drawbacks that
Confucianism brought to Vietnamese education? And how have the drawbacks affected
Vietnamese education even till now? For the first question, the answer is absolutely yes.
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Obviously, nowadays Vietnamese education has been still guided by the motto “Study
ethics first literacy later” which is painted as a mural everywhere in the Vietnamese
school system, in each primary, and secondary and even high schools. This motto was
summed up from the ideological background of Confucianism which gave prominence
to increasing virtue before literacy. The two explicit steps of education in the motto
have been taken into consideration for if this separation has been appropriate for
Vietnamese education anymore in the context of globalization, and whether the motto
should be removed or not by Vietnamese authors (Thanh Phong, 2012; Le Do Huy,
2012). The authors reason that these two steps must naturally go together and
complement each other, and the first phrase “Study ethics first”; according to Le Do
Huy’s (2012) finding in his study, was interpreted by a young teacher in the way that
“being kowtowing and obsequious” [translated into English by the author], and “she
also demonstrated her words by putting her hands in the chest and stooping down”
[translated into English by the author]. As a result, that posture from the teacher evoked
in the author’s mind the image of the subjugation which used to be a nightmare for
Vietnamese people. In addition, that the literature- based exams were the only way to
select mandarins and that becoming mandarins was the unique way to change a life or to
be prosperous caused a significant problem for Vietnamese education, as pointed out by
Nguyen Q. Thang (2005) and Tran Thi Phuong Hoa (2009). They demonstrated this
claim by figuring out some points that the mentioned education went against the and
some ideas such as development of human beings which were never seen in Western
education such as “set up examinations for mandarin selection”; “some high-ranking
mandarins (who made career through exams) considered themselves the virtuespreservers, only know how to read poems, stick to old dogma, despise teachers and
civilization” (Tran Thi Phuong Hoa 2009, p.4); and the only dream of the learners were
just to pass the exams to become mandarins for its mentioned benefit, and as a result,
led them to a kind of “extortioner” [translated into English by the author] (Nguyen Q.
Thang 2005, p.161). Furthermore, this education entirely deprived women of growth
opportunities.
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Vietnamese education has been famous for the tradition of “respect teacher, respect
morality” which was originated and preserved for years from Confucian education. This
fine tradition has been seen; i.e. on the occasion of Vietnamese Teachers’ Day on
November 20 when Vietnamese students and alumni have a chance to either visit or
think about their teachers. Similarly, Vietnamese students have been also recognized for
their traditional fondness of learning (Tran Thi Tram, 2012, Cao Xuan Hao, 2015).
Still, preference to work as a “master” rather than a “worker” has ingrained in the minds
of Vietnamese people specific motivation to study; accordingly, the imbalance in
training allocation ratio as well as a series of negative issues in testing and using fake
degrees have become a big concern for Vietnamese education. In other words, studying
to get a degree, and getting a degree rather than the knowledge or skills has been the
general thinking among the Vietnamese people.
In summary, the emergence of Confucian education in Vietnam is closely associated
with a historical period when Vietnam was under the domination of the Northern
invader. With undeniable values of a progressive ideological philosophy over 1,000
years ago, Confucianism contributed to the formation of the ethical foundation,
traditional values and the identity of Vietnamese people.
However, because of the political purposes of China when spreading Confucianism in
Vietnam as well as the narrow-minded ideology of the ruling class, there were some
inevitable negative consequences such as misperceptions about the role of education,
bad learning habits, and violation of human rights by preventing female from accessing
education.
4.1.2 French colonial education
Similarly to the period of China’s domination, French colonial education was also used
as one of the tools for obscurantism when invading Vietnam in the mid-19th century.
French colonialists had implemented a colonial policy and spread the culture and
education of its own. The purpose of this policy was to mentally enslave the masses, to
make them become self- deprecating and cowards in front of the power of the oppressor
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and to completely lose their faith in the resilience of the nation (Tran Thanh Giang,
2010). In addition, the French limited the number of schools due to the fact that
illiterates were easily influenced and oppressed. In this sense, Dumoutier (1887, cited in
Tran 2009, p. 7) stresses that “School is the most effective, strongest and most
convincing tool” and “If we (French) want to exercise our influence in these pays, to
draw Indochinese people to follow our way, to liberate them and raise their spirit, we
should deliver our ideas to them, teach them our language and everything should start
from school”. Indeed, by fostering the ignorance of education and degeneration of the
native culture to the Vietnamese, the French could benefit from fully exploiting a
colonial country and maintaining its influence in Vietnam with the invaluable support of
education.
Back to the history, France invaded Vietnam in 1858 beginning the process of 87 years
ruling this country. Under French colonialism, Vietnam experienced an education
reform which entirely eliminated Confucianism along with its Chinese characters. In
Cochinchina (today the South of Vietnam), the prefectural examination was last
organized by 1864; and since 1878 Chinese characters in administrative papers and
documents were officially replaced by French and Romanized Vietnamese language
(chữ Quốc Ngữ) (Tran Bich San, 2007). Similarly, in Tonkin and Annam (the North
and Central of Vietnam now), the old style or Confucian examinations were also
abolished respectively in 1915 and 1919, and the use of French and Romanized
Vietnamese script for replacing Chinese characters in official documents was
recognized in these areas in 1932 (Nguyen Q. Thang, 2005; Tran Bich San, 2007).
Instead, French colonialists replaced Confucian education by modern (western)
education with the French language; and Vietnamese people could use Vietnamese
script which also derived from Latin alphabet as a second language for communication.
During the time under the French influence, Romanized Vietnamese script which is
Vietnamese today was created by Western Catholic missionaries (Dung Hue Doan,
2005). French colonial authorities had begun to restructure the school system for
serving the urgent need of the process of colonization in Vietnam (London, 2011).
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Indeed, when building up an alternative education in Vietnam, the French; according to
Tran Bich San (2007), wanted to satisfy three purposes: training the class of executor
aiming at governing and exploiting not only in Vietnam but the Indochina (including
Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia); spreading French ideas, appreciation towards French
civilization and loyalty to France; and demagogically making Vietnamese people
believe that the French education system in Vietnam was civilized and progressive.
Since 1917, the colonial government in Vietnam had a system of education for the three
regions of North, Central, and South. There were three levels of education recognized as
primary, secondary and tertiary and the curricula for each level were mainly based on
the French ones with a little bit of adjustment to suit the context of Vietnam. The
establishment of Franco “Annamite” schools in the French protectorate of Cochinchina
(Southern Vietnam now), beginning in 1861 significantly marked the first influence of
French colonialism on organized education (London 2011, p.9). Franco-Vietnamese
general education was carried out for a number of different total years depending on
different stages and regions and was researched by many researchers (Nguyen Q.
Thang, 2005; Tran Bich San, 2007; and Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009). Regardless of any
stages regions or length of time the curriculum of this education was mainly focused on
French acculturation by teaching learners the history of France, how the French
pacified, occupied and ruled Vietnam. For tertiary education, French colonialism built
up two simultaneous school systems of College (École Supérieure) and University
(Université) in Indochina. The process and main reasons for opening tertiary education
in Vietnam are identified in three stages by Tran Bich San (2007) as follows:
(1) During his tenure from 1902-1907, despite the fact that building general education
system had not been finished yet, General Governor Paul Beau decided to establish
Hanoi University consisting of five Colleges in 1907 with the aim to inhibit and prevent
Dong Du movement initiated by Phan Boi Chau. This movement is a revolutionary one
in early 20th century in Vietnam. It called for Vietnamese youth to study abroad (in
Japan) aiming at preparing forces for taking back the independence of the country, and
Phan Boi Chau, a Vietnamese patriotic scholar was an initiator for the movement.
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(2) One year later in 1908, General Governor Klobukowski abolished this
establishment.
(3) However, in 1918 General Governor Albert Sarraut reorganized the system because
“opening Colleges in Hanoi University for Annamites not to have rights for getting out
of Indochina” [translated into English by the author].
Although French colonial authorities didn’t set any rules about gender or social
background for students, French education was still characterized an elite one as pointed
out by Thuy-Phuong Nguyen (2004) with some statistics about the limit number of
children who could attend French schools; i.e., only about 20% of Indochinese
outstanding children could enroll in the Franco-indigenous system which was
established in 1917 beside the French education system. When opening the Francoindigenous or Franco-Vietnamese school system in parallel with the French one in
Vietnam, the French aimed to keep Vietnamese people out of the latter system and to
easily train human resources for administrative occupations in the way they wished
(Kelly, 1975 cited in London, 2011).
Some other notable characteristics can be seen from the educational systems of France
in Vietnam:
First, right after the occupation of Vietnam, the first business of the French was to
establish their educational system in Vietnam, starting with teaching French to
Vietnamese and vice versa to satisfy both the purposes of assimilating people and
serving the need for interpreters and clerks working in the colonial government.
Apparently, for this, the first Franco- Vietnamese schools were set up in Cochinchina in
1861, and 1897 the French Indochinese administration was officially established (Tran
Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009).
Second, due to the fact that French colonial schools’ purpose was not mainly to expand
literacy levels for Vietnamese people, the number of schools was limited and this was
reflected in the work “Verdict for French colonialism”(in French: Le Procès de la
colonisation français) written by Ho Chi Minh (1925) as follows:
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“Indochinese people earnestly ask for opening schools because it is lacking in
schools seriously. Each year, in the opening time, many parents have to go
knock on the door, run about soliciting favors, and sometimes pay double the
amount of money for boarding, but still, cannot find a place for their children to
learn. And thousands of children would rather be stupid because of the
shortages” (p.12) [translated into English by the author]

Such a limitation on the number of schools along with the impact of World War II led to
about 95% of Vietnamese population not being able to read nor write because they
received a minimal education (Thuy-Phuong Nguyen, 2004; Kaiser, Kriele, Miethe &
Piepiorka, 2015). In addition, the distribution of schools was not balanced among
regions of Vietnam. Specifically, in Cochinchina (the south) 126 Franco-Vietnamese
primary schools was calculated at the end of 1869 (Thompson 1937); in Tonkin (the
north) the first schools were not for children but reserved for training interpreters and
retraining mandarins; and notably, there were only 42 Franco- Vietnamese schools in
Tonkin in 1887 (Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009). Such a distribution of French educational
system in Vietnam reflected France’s purpose of partitioning Vietnam. In fact, France
divided Vietnam into the three regions of North (Tonkin), Central (Annam) and South
(Cochinchina) and ruled them by different policies to easily dominate. Furthermore, the
three regions merged into Laos and Cambodia to establish French Indochina in 1887;
therefore, Vietnam totally disappeared from the world map. As a certain consequence
and maybe the scheme of French colonialists, enmity developed between the three
regions, religions, ethnic groups, provinces and even between families; among the
Vietnamese and other peoples in the Indochinese peninsula happened more and more
seriously. This certain result is relevant to the finding of Kelly (1982) who noted that
education aimed to promote regional inequalities and class tensions rather than promote
integration.
Third, the schools were located in urban centers so students had to move to there for
their education. Urban residents and those from the rural area who earned their degrees
seldom returned to the rural areas, often became elite, and gradually leaving behind the
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characteristics of the ethnic origins with more than 90% of Vietnamese population was
farmers at that time (Vu Quang Hien, 2013). This phenomenon led to the consequence
of a stratified culture. The situation was explained by a result from Nguyen Thi Thanh
Thuy’s (2012) study that when living away from rural areas, French- educated
intellectuals usually had misperceptions about the rural people. Indeed, in her research
about the perspectives of the Vietnamese “Westernized” Intelligentsia, this upper class
often considered rural residents to be outdated and dirty, full of lice, ignorant and
subservient; and conversely; they believed themselves to be very knowledgeable and
civilized because they absorbed Western education.
However, the French colonial education system brought Vietnam a number of
undeniable benefits. As mentioned by Thuy-Phuong Nguyen (2004) the educational
system of France resulted in “the emergence of a French- speaking or even Francophile
elite- journalists, lawyers, doctors, scientists, businessmen, landowners- many of whom
became figures of the independence movement” (p.4). Similarly, Tran Thi Phuong Hoa
(2009) believed that education of the French blew a fresh wind in training Vietnamese
people not only for diversified professions but also in a plethora of unprecedented
scientific branches in Vietnam and various educational forms which were the
foundation for Vietnam’s academic background later on.
In short, the French colonial educational system in Vietnam for 80 years marked an
important turning point in creating a generation of Vietnamese intellectuals. The
“civilization” that the French meant in their education, regardless of good or bad,
brought to Vietnamese intelligentsia a new horizon of knowledge or scientific
knowledge which was free from rigidly obsolete moral standards of the previous
education; after that, the progressive thinking was provided with fertile ground for
development. The intellectuals with such type of thinking did contribute considerably to
national liberation and other scientific fields, truly. On the other hand, the education
which was a tool for humans to carry out their own purposes also caused some serious
consequences as studying just to earn a certificate for a position in the society, and a big
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gap or harsh differentiation between urban class people who had plenty of opportunities
for pursuing studying and people in rural area.
4.1.3 In postcolonial context
Before mentioning the education of Vietnam in this period, some historical events
which mainly influenced and decided the curriculum of Vietnamese education not only
in the past but also in the present need to be clarified
In September 1940, by taking the advantage of France’s surrender to Germany in the
middle of World War II as that country became weak politically and militarily, Japan
asked for a position sharing in Northern Vietnam control both China and Southeast
Asia. For over 4 years, Japan and France remained in jointly ruled Vietnam; until March
9, 1945, when Japan attacked and removed the French from administrative control in
entire Indochina (Huynh Kim Khanh, 1971).
Under the harsh rule of the Japanese together with a terrible famine occurred in the
North of Vietnam causing two million deaths from October 1944 to May 1945 (Marr,
1995). This was considered a turning point to the solidarity of whole people and
resulted in a general uprising in the entire country for national liberation as well as a
number of earlier small and scattered rebellions and uprisings against French colonial
rule. For example, Can Vuong movement (Aid the King) which was a large-scale
rebellion between 1885 and 1889 aiming at expelling the French and bringing the boy
emperor Ham Nghi to the country’s leadership (Zinoman, 2000). More importantly,
Germany lost to the Allies in Europe on May 7, 1945, and around three months later,
the Japanese emperor announced surrender unconditionally after the United States
dropping two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6 created favorable
conditions for a revolution of national liberation in Vietnam.
On August 14, 1945; the August Revolution broke out led by the forces under Viet
Minh (League for the Independence of Vietnam) to defeat and regain control of
Vietnam from the current government of Japan. The general uprising occurring within
two weeks helped Viet Minh seize power in many localities nationwide (Duiker, 1983).
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After the victory, Ho Chi Minh declared Vietnam’s independence on 2 September 1945;
and established the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. However, while in the North, Viet
Minh could easily control the situation as well as seize authority, it was really difficult
for them to enforce the new government in Southern Vietnam where there were many
other organizations such as Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, Viet Minh that competed for control at
the same time (Duiker, 1981). In November 1946, French forces returned to Vietnam
attempting to re-establish its colonial rule and this sparked the First Indochina War of
resistance again the colonial power (Worthing, 2001). However, due to its failure in the
war in 1954, France agreed to negotiate in the Geneva Conference which was organized
in Geneva, Switzerland from April 26 to July 20, 1954 (Young, 1991). In the
Conference, the Geneva Accords was signed between the Vietnamese interim
government and the French government ending France’s presence in Vietnam and
splitting Vietnam into North and South with the formation of two new states: the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) in the North and the Republic of Vietnam
(RVN) in the South.

Not surprisingly, the political purposes of each government

resulted in two different educational systems. In other words, education was still the
instrument for any state to promote its power in a wide range of aspects such as social
order and consent, economic growth and welfare (London 2011, p. 13).
Vietnamese education in this postcolonial time was perceived in a fierce transfer to
response the peculiar goals of the authorities. Educational transfer is a term showing a
phenomenon in which ideas, policies, institutions and practices are transferred across
national borders and this happens when a series of solutions sought from other foreign
educational contexts or other societal sectors are carefully considered for
appropriateness to deal with the local problems (Beech, 2006; McDonald, 2012). As
recognized by Kaiser et al. (2015) “most research focuses on transfer in and between
industrialized countries, ignoring the study of transfer in postcolonial settings” (p. 243);
because of this, Kaiser et al. carry out a comparative research on the contributions of
Workers’ Faculties to educational transfer for solving problems in postcolonial contexts
among representatives which used to be French colonies. Regarding this issue, soon
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after seizing power in Northern Vietnam before the Geneva Accords was signed,
educational policies from the DRV were designed to be egalitarian and consisted of
literacy campaigns and general education to solve the immediate problem of serious
illiteracy resulting from the colonial educational system (Vasavakul, 1994 cited in
Kaiser et al., 2015). As pointed out by the researcher, although this short-term literacy
campaign lasted one year from after August Revolution to the outbreak of First
Indochina War in 1946, it provided 2.5 million people with the opportunity to read and
write.
Education also played an important role in preparing for Vietnamese country’s
liberation as it helped eliminate illiteracy and thereby, develop

people’s ideology

toward the communist party; the Viet Minh employed this tool as a preparation step for
their future plan by opening clandestine schools in Tonkin in early 1938 before the
outbreak of August Revolution in 1945 (London, 2011). Similarly, it is also noted that
the formation and translation of the North Vietnamese secondary program initiated by
Professor Hoang Xuan Han began soon right after Japan overthrew France (Nguyen Q.
Thang, 2005).
Depending on each stage of history with different top concern, the DRV’s education
performed different tasks. When the communist party became powerful after its victory
in China in 1949, the DRV government turned its emphasis on land reform and class
struggle; after that class criteria were considered for approaching education in which
workers and peasants were prioritized from the early 1950s onward (Kaiser et al., 2015).
The education in the North of Vietnam, as recognized by London (2011), was
successful in not only solving the illiteracy problem in postcolonial with the evidence of
increasing number of school enrolments annually but also was an effective instrument
for the state authority as it would effectively contribute to developing the new socialist
citizens. To effectively promulgate Vietnamese curriculum with such a purpose, an
educational transfer was identified from learning experience and copying the training
models of the Soviet Union- the first socialist state (Woodside, 1991). The education
with some adaptations in the North was characterized as below:
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From 1950 to 1956, primary and secondary education was classified to shape the
general education system consisting of 9 years: 4 years of primary, 3 years of junior
high school, 2 years of high school (Nguyen Q. Thang, 2005). After 1956, following the
educational model of the Soviet Union, the system required 3 years for high school
level. In addition, after 10 years of studying, students had to take the graduation exam
for the secondary diploma. At the same time, five universities were opened in Hanoi 18,
copying the teaching program of the Soviet Union. These universities were the
Polytechnic University, the University of Agriculture and Forestry, the University of
Education, the University of Arts and Science, and the University of Medicine and
Pharmacy.
While Vietnamese educational programs were realized in the North since 1945 and had
undergone many reforms, the South still applied the French educational program up to
the mid-1950s because of the return of French troops for the second invasion. Until
1955, when the First Republic government of the Republic of Vietnam was established
with the backing of the US, Vietnamese educational programs were applied in Southern
Vietnam (Nguyen Thanh Liem, 2006). From this time, education began to separate from
the influence of France due to the fact that French education just taught a small number
of Vietnamese elites (Thuy-Phuong Nguyen, 2014); on the other hand, the American
education model was both designed for the masses and to be practical. In this sense,
Phuong-Thuy Nguyen explained that while the French spread their education to
preserve their influence in Vietnam, the Americans aimed to improve the educational
level together with improving the administrative ability for people in the RVN to create
correlation forces for combating the growth of communism in the North. The RVN
education which applied the model of the United States had some different
characteristics in comparison with the DRV’s one as follows:
The general education consisted of 12 years in total which included 5 years of primary,
4 years of junior high school, and 3 years for high school. Students also took the
graduation (Baccalaureate) exam after finishing high school program.
18

The capital of Vietnam
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For higher education, some Universities or Institutes were created with the following
academic

areas:

Health,

Medicine,

Education,

Agriculture,

Economics

and

Management, Engineering Technology, National Administration. The US model
employed the credit system.
Despite the fact that the RVN education just existed in 20 years (1955-1975), the
education system quickly adapted to the learning needs of the people and importantly,
trained an intelligentsia who contributed considerably in building the nation as well as
their own development in foreign countries. Tran Thanh Liem (2006, cited in London
2011, p. 15) notes that the number of children completing primary education doubled
between 1960 and 1970 and by 1973 there were more than 100,000 students enrolled in
over fifteen community colleges and universities. This corresponded to the finding of
Nguyen Van Canh (1983) that the total number of students taking part in universities
was just 150,000 by 1975.
One more idea worth considering from this education is that its foundation based on
three educational philosophies: humanistic, nationalistic and emancipated. The
education’s operation was based on these three educational philosophies, as mentioned
by (Tran Thanh Liem, 2006), and it aimed at helping individuals develop holistically,
developing national spirit in every student and developing democratic and scientific
spirits. Despite the fact, these philosophies were removed immediately with the
termination of the RVN education in 1975.
In general, the reality of Vietnamese education was mentioned by Brooks (2010) was
“shaped and reshaped by an overlap and conglomeration of foreign models of
education: Chinese/Confucian, French, Soviet and American” (p.12), more or less
hindered the continuous development of the education. However, the question was
whether the previous education contributed to some aspects in Vietnam or not. This was
also a concern in Raffin’s (2008) study about postcolonial Vietnam. From her findings,
the role of French colonial education could be realized through the process of applying
scientific knowledge to build a socialist nation with the belief of bringing more benefits
for the Vietnamese community. Compatible with Raffin’s findings, Tran Thi Phuong
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Hoa’s (2009) and London’s (2011) also indicated considerable contributions of the
Vietnamese intellectual generations who studied under French educational systems to
the country such as changing perceptions of Vietnamese people about their autonomous
roles, sacrificing themselves for national liberation and particularly for building and
developing scientific fields.
The next part would present some general features of Vietnamese educational system
after 1975, and then some issues and problems resulting from historical facts in
education currently will be pointed out.
4.2 Vietnamese education in different conditions
4.2.1 Orientation and main features of Vietnamese education after 1975
In 1975, the North and the South of Vietnam were united and renamed the Social
Republic of Vietnam; however, until 1981 national education system for the whole
country was applied (London, 2011). Since then, education has always been considered
to be the top policy by the Vietnamese government. Correspondently with its political
regime of socialism which was established since the very day of national liberation,
Vietnamese education and has been developed in a socialist orientation; this was
strongly confirmed in the Resolution 29 promulgated on November 4th, 2013 by the
Secretary General bringing out a comprehensive view and innovation about Vietnamese
education and training. Accordingly, the objectives and contents of education and
training must ensure for the development of humans and society and in order to
effectively realize this expectation, the State resources plays a key role in the investment
of the budget for education and training (ĐT, 2014) The Resolution indicated a series of
drawbacks in Vietnamese education such as educational quality and efficiency, quantity
and quality of human resources and management; proposed solutions for dealing with
the problems the resolution proposed reforming and developing education in both short
terms and long terms in response to the requirements of the market economy. Although
this Resolution was considered to be a philosophy for Vietnamese education, its
contents were still too general and could not help to carry out a real change for the
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education. Rather, this document seemed to convey political ideologies helping orient
the education under socialism as Kiraz & Ozdemir (2006) defined educational ideology
in their study.
To thoroughly understand the Vietnamese educational system, its main features will be
summarized in terms of condition for approaching higher education, and the
introduction of Vietnamese Law of Education in which the model of educational system
along with some important provisions and roles and responsibilities of people in charge
are presented.
The educational goals which were the decisive precondition for teaching, learning, and
management were presented in Article 2 of the 2005 Law of Education:
“The goals of education are to train Vietnamese into comprehensively
developed persons who possess moral qualities, knowledge, good health,
aesthetic sense, and profession, and are loyal to the ideology of national
independence and socialism; to shape and foster personality, quality and
capacity of citizens, satisfying the national construction and defense
requirements.”

Regarding general education which is an important stage every Vietnamese student
must undergo before entering higher education, some characteristics are found. It is
noted that general education system 12 years has been applied to the whole country
since 1981. After high school, students must take the national exam for high school
graduation, then those who want higher education must take a national entrance exam.
This policy of requiring the national exam for higher education changed in 2015 when
the Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam applied the method of considering
GPA from high school for tertiary education. This change was stipulated in Circular No.
03/2015/TT-BGDĐT dated February 26, 2015, of the Ministry of Education and
Training.
Besides, in terms of the Law of Education which determines educational activities,
Vietnam did promulgate the Law of Education first in 1998 and in 2005 due to the
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requirements of social change; a new version of Education Law No. 38/2005/QH11 was
issued replacing the old one. In 2012, the Law no. 44/2009/QH12 was enacted by the
Congress for amending and supplementing a number of articles of the Education Law
2005.
According to the categorization in the current Vietnamese Law of Education (2012), the
system includes kindergarten, basic, higher and post-graduation. While kindergarten is
options for the ages under 6, basic education is required for the ones from 6 years old or
up. Higher and post-graduation are for those who want to pursue their studies.
Professional and vocational education is considered as preparation for those who enter
into society right after secondary or high schools. After graduating from vocational
schools, learners can continue to higher education if they wish. The chart below
demonstrates the aforementioned system

Chart 1: Vietnamese education system
(Retrieved from http://www.tchc.hcmut.edu.vn/vi/tin-noi-bo-o/48-hoi-dap/51-so-do-he-thong-giao-ducviet-nam-nhu-the-nao )
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Furthermore, Item 1 of Article 41 of the 2005 Vietnam’s Law of Education prescribed
authority over higher education programs as follows:
“The Minister of Education and Training shall, based on the appraisals of the
National Review Council for Higher Education Programs, shall define the core
program for each field of training for college and university degrees, including
content structure of all subjects, duration of training, proportion of training
duration among different subjects, between theory, practice and internship.
Colleges and universities shall design their own programs based on the core
program. The Minister of Education and Training shall define the knowledge
volume, program structures, thesis, and dissertation for master and doctoral
education.”

Currently, a ten point- scale is used to evaluate students in the general education system
and some higher education systems; students must earn at least a five out of ten to pass.
In addition, some universities have changed to use a 4-point scale for their training
programs under the credit system followed the model of the US.
Teachers’ responsibilities were described in Article 72 of Chapter IV of 2005 Law as
follows:
1. Conducting education and teaching according to educational objectives and
principles, observing fully and qualitatively realizing educational programs;
2. Being exemplary in the implementation of civic duties, provisions of law and school
charters;
3. Preserving the teachers’ moral quality, prestige and honor; respecting learners’
dignity, treating learners equally, and protecting legitimate rights and interests of
learners;
4. Studying and training themselves constantly to raise their moral qualities, political
and professional qualifications, renew teaching methods, and set good examples for
learners.
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5. Other duties provided for by law.
Responding to teachers’ responsibilities learners were also assigned with five duties as
in Article 85 of Chapter V:
1. To perform learning and training duties according to the educational programs and
plans of schools or other educational institutions;
2. To respect teachers, staff of schools and other educational institutions; unite with and
assist one another in learning and training; to observe school regulations and charters,
and abide by the State laws;
3. To participate in labor and social activities, environmental protection activities
suitable for their age groups, health, and ability;
4. To preserve and protect properties of schools or other educational institutions;
5. To contribute to building, protecting and promoting the traditions of schools or other
educational institutions.
In general, Vietnamese educational system in general, especially higher education along
with its characteristics have just been introduced for an overview of a context in which
teachers are research subjects. Basically, although Vietnamese education has been
determined with some orientation for its operation and development, it has still faced a
number of drawbacks and shortcomings due to the influences from the old educational
systems and the lack of any strong philosophy and practical guidance for change. The
next part will specify the main problems resulting from the lack of an educational
philosophy in Vietnam.
4.2.2 The features of educational philosophy in Vietnam
Since Vietnam was fully liberated and unified in 1975, a number of questions about
Vietnam’s educational philosophy have been asked. It would not be to say Vietnam
hasn’t had any philosophy of education; however, no clear educational philosophy has
been being confirmed. The ideologies and thoughts about education were consistent
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with each stage of Vietnam’s one consistent aspect has been folklore, however, and it
has been one of the most popular ways to orient human through folk songs and proverbs
and moral philosophy (Le Huy Thuc, 2015). Via folk songs and proverbs Vietnamese
have preserved the traditions of “respect teacher, respect morality” and the appreciation
of the role of learning from generation to generation. Educating people through folk
songs and proverbs has become a fine tradition of Vietnam (Giang Lam, 2014). It can be
said that if Vietnam has spent 4,000 years of history, Vietnamese folklore was also
4,000 years old. It played a special role for the development of Vietnamese culture and
society (Ngo Duc Thinh, 2005).
There are a number of Vietnamese folk songs and proverbs19 revealing the ideologies
and thoughts towards education in some aspects as follows:
* The vital roles of teacher:
- Like teacher, like pupil (Thầy nào, trò nấy)
- To prove your elegant manner, build a luxurious bridge. To have your child welleducated, pay caring attention to his/ her teacher (Muốn sang thì bắt cầu Kiều. Muốn
con hay chữ phải yêu lấy thầy)
- Nothing can succeed without the help of one’s teacher (Không thầy đó mày làm nên)
- He who teaches you one word is a teacher, he who teaches you half a word is also a
teacher (Nhất tự vi sư, bán tự vi sư)
- Rice father, clothes mother, knowledge teacher (Cơm cha, áo mẹ, chữ thầy)
- A teacher is an engineer of the soul (Giáo viên là kỹ sư tâm hồn)
* The importance of learning:
- Knowledge is power/ Investment in knowledge pays the best interest (Một kho vàng
không bằng một nang chữ)
19

Translated into English by Collection of Common Idioms and Proverbs in Vietnamese and English [Tuyen tap Thanh ngu
Tuc ngu Ca dao Viet-Anh thong dung]
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- Learning is the eye of the mind/ Learning makes people wise, ignorance, otherwise.
(Học thì sáng, không học thì tối/ Nhân bất học bất tri lý)
- Learn to be the good man (Học là học để làm người)
- It is better to be a has-been that a never-was (Không thành công cũng thành nhân)
* Ways of learning:
- First learn to be polite then learn for the literacy (Tiên học lễ, hậu học văn)
- We learn not at school but in life (Học thầy không tày học bạn)
- Better to ask the way than go astray (Muốn biết phải hỏi, muốn giỏi phải học)
- Better late than never (Muộn còn hơn không)
- Small rain lays great dust (Mưa dầm thấm sâu)
- Learning and practicing must go together (Học đi đôi với hành)
- Travelling forming a young man/Travelling broadens one’s horizons (Đi một ngày
đàng học một sàng khôn/Đi buổi chợ học mớ khôn)
- Repetition is the mother of learning (Ôn tập là mẹ của học tập)
- (It is) never too late to learn/ (You are) never too old to learn (Còn sống còn học)
* Results gaining from learning:
- Having rice if plowing, having literacy if learning (Có cày có thóc, có học có chữ)
- The more you learn, the more you get (Học hành vất vả, kết quả ngọt bùi)
- Gain/ win one’s laurels (Công thành danh toại)
* The roles of learning hard
- Diligence can replace the lack of intelligence (Dốt đến đâu học lâu cũng biết)
- Learning hard brings best results (Luyện mãi thành tài, miệt mài tất giỏi)
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- Nothing is impossible to a willing hard (Có công mài sắt có ngày nên kim)
* Truths drawn from teaching and learning:
- Learn young, learn fair (Tre non dễ uốn)
- Train up a child in the way he should go (Dạy con từ thuở còn thơ)
- A man is known by the company he keeps (Gần mực thì đen, gần đèn thì sang)
- The highest heads are most exposed (Càng caodanh vọng càng dày gian nan)
- Good can never grow out of evil (Ở bầu thì tròn, ở ống thì dài)
- Haste is of the devil (Dục tốc bất đạt)
- Patience is bitter but its fruit is sweet (Kiên nhẫn là mẹ thành công)
Besides the two aforementioned genres, fairy tales and legends have been also used to
educate children. Patriotism, loving peoples and family, ethics, and humanity are learnt
through characters in the stories. These genres have been told to children by their
parents, grandparents or the elderly; and they are frequently employed in the
Vietnamese educational context up to now. These specific proverbs, fairy tales and
legends make Vietnamese education distinctive and different from other countries’, and
they help preserve national traditions; however, this way of teaching can be seen as
obsolete, evoking past glory rather than looking towards the needs of the future.
In recent years, in spite of being still a developing country, Vietnam has been
attempting to catch up with the development of the countries in the region and around
the world. Vietnam adopted a market economy and entered the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations bloc and World Trade Organization. However, many problems continue
to exist, especially in the educational system despite undergoing several educational
reforms in 1950, 1956, 1979, 1981, and some adjustments to the curriculum to suit the
requirements of the open market in 1986.
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Vietnamese education still struggles with determining appropriate contents, methods,
and forms of training and educating. One serious issue, for example, has been the time
allotted for teaching required content to deal with a content-heavy curriculum, teachers
often use the most effective means of instruction, i.e. one-way transmitting method to
catch up with the time. The active roles of students in their learning have been
underestimated. Regarding the inconsistency as well as lack of orientation in education,
many meetings, workshops, seminars, discussions and studies at the state level taken
place frequently for revisions of textbooks; and perhaps more importantly, for
determining and answering a series of questions: What is the educational philosophy?
Has Vietnam had any philosophy of education? Why is it important? For instance, a
scientific seminar "Vietnam educational philosophy" [translated into English by the
author] was held by the Education Management Academy under the Ministry of
Education and Training of Vietnam on 21 September 2007 to deal with such questions
(Lan Huong, 2007). Typically, when asked about philosophy of education, Vietnamese
have usually illustrated it by some common statements and proverbs such as: “First
learn to be polite then learn for the literacy”, “Learning and practicing must go
together”, “Nothing can succeed without the help of one’s teacher”, “To prove your
elegant manner, build a luxurious bridge. To have your child well-educated, pay caring
attention to his/ her teacher”, “For the sake of ten years, we must plant trees. For the
sake of one hundred years, we could cultivate people” and “An ignorant nation is a
weak nation” [translated into English by the author] (Hoai Nam, 2014).
While the first and second ones are educational philosophies derived from Confucian
education; the others reveal the attitudes and ideology about aspects related to education
from Vietnamese and Ho Chi Minh. The ideologies and thoughts about education in
Vietnam, which have some underlying philosophy, cannot be developed into philosophy
because they have been formed to solve the short-term problems in history such as
against illiteracy, national liberation, and serving the homeland, etc.; and to suit the
social norms existed many decades ago.
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Over time, along with the development of society, these ideologies seem to be obsolete
and cannot help Vietnam shape a clear and strong philosophy for education which in
turn would help to set clear objectives and appropriate orientation for ongoing
improvement. These ideologies do not help develop a philosophy of education which
would have a decisive influence on the content and methods of teaching and learning . In
addition, such obsolete ideologies; according to Hoai Nam (2014), cannot help
Vietnamese education develop correspondingly to the four learning objectives set by
UNESCO: “Learn to Know. Learn to Do. Learn to Live Harmoniously. Learn to be
Independent” that Vietnam chose to follow [translated into English by the author].
A lack of a clear and unified and forward-looking educational philosophy also has other
consequences, most of them having to do with historical practices or something like
that. The philosophy of learning to become mandarins or governmental staff which used
to be the best way for Vietnamese to overcome the adversity during the time under
Confucian and French education has been ingrained in Vietnamese people minds. As
commented by T. Giang (2015), “learning to become mandarins” has been diagnosed
one of the “diseases” of Vietnamese education and concurrently considered a
“philosophy” of education. As a result, many people continue to value education not for
the learning, the content, but for the education’s value as a means to get a good job or a
promotion. Cheating on examinations and selling of fake degrees happen frequently.
This leads to a question of whether the expectation of the Vietnamese along with their
way of learning have made them learn as a “machine”, and concurrently they have
developed a psychology of exaggerating the importance of degree over the knowledge
and skills.
Some drawbacks of old- fashioned teaching methods in education and from the lack of
continuity between levels and mode of education and training resulted in fake quality,
students’ shyness and inability to orientate for future jobs. These were also pointed out
in the Resolution 29 NQ/TW promulgated on November 4th, 2013 of the General
Secretary on bringing out a comprehensive view and innovation about Vietnamese
education.
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The information presented above reviewed the issues of the philosophy of education in
Vietnam; from that, some drawbacks resulting from the lack of a philosophy and from
historical facts were provided for an overview of Vietnamese current education.
SUMMARY
The four chapters above review the key concept of philosophy of education under some
components of educational goals, teacher’s teaching and students’ learning, teacherstudent relationship and the center of educational decisions from the perspectives of
teachers. Accordingly, the notions of educational philosophy and ideology were
distinguished to suit the research context and the importance of teacher’s awareness or
knowledge about educational philosophy is also addressed. General philosophies of
education together with their corresponding educational philosophies are introduced to
have an overview of the research concept. The theories and arguments about the
philosophies of Confucius, Herbart and Dewey and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh have
been reviewed for the foundation for learning about teachers’ perceptions about
educational philosophy. Furthermore, the characteristics of Vietnamese education with
its historical roots are also issues to consider for pointing out the current situation of the
education which a strong educational philosophy can help adjust.
In conclusion, the theoretical background for the research can be summarized with some
key points as follows: teachers should be aware and have knowledge about the
philosophy of education as well as apply it in their teaching practice. From that, teachers
can not only improve their teaching and thoroughly understand the meanings of
education in general and their teaching specifically but also actively take part in
building and examining educational policies and programs. More importantly, teachers’
awareness about educational philosophy would help change the stereotype about many
aspects of education; i.e. students are the ones who receive knowledge from teachers
and contribute to the reform as well as the development of Vietnamese education.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODOLOGY
The Chapter aims at sketching the framework of the study and describing the research
methodology as well as the approaches for handling the collected data and the results.
The study design including the research question, the research design, the participants
and research site, and the research instruments are presented. In response to the
purpose of the study, the research paradigms and appropriate methods with data
analysis and interpretation of the results will be addressed.
5.1. Research questions
To obtain the insights regarding the philosophy of education in a higher educational
system together with practical and useful solutions for Vietnamese higher education
drawn out from the research outcomes, the study focuses on answering the following
question:
What are the educational philosophies of Vietnamese teachers?
5.2. The nature of the study
The current study is descriptive research in which the philosophy of education is
investigated in the context of a higher institution in Vietnam. The instruments of the
questionnaire and interview used both quantitative and qualitative approaches in order
to obtain relevant data. These two research methods with their own strengths, when
used together, can supplement each other and provide a clearer comprehension towards
the research issues (Creswell, 2002). The aim of this section is to define the research
paradigms and discuss how the paradigms are relevant to the research.
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5.2.1 Descriptive research
Descriptive research, among the three types of scientific research recognized as
exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory, is often used for the purpose of clarifying
interests from a phenomenon or phenomena drawn from available theories or
documentation (Bhattacherjee, 2012). By describing exact events or situations, involves
for instance, the characteristics of a population or phenomenon occurring in the current
state as well as examining the connection between variables, descriptive research
attempts to collect information, describe and construe data by answering the “what”
question instead of addressing the questions “how”, “when”, “why” a phenomenon
happened (Cohen & Manion, 1989; James, 1997; Shields & Rangarjan, 2013). In
educational research, descriptive research is utilized by many researchers as an
investigation tool for collecting data to answer the research questions (Gay, Mills, &
Airasian, 2006). In other words, descriptive research is used to explore the existing
certain phenomenon, and by using it, the researcher can better understand the research
phenomena. Descriptive research is characterized as to “not fit neatly into the definition
of either quantitative or qualitative research methodologies, but instead, it can utilize
elements of both, often within the same study” (Knupfer & McLellan 1996, p.1196). As
a result, this type of research is believed to be unique as concluded by Knupfer &
McLellan (1996) “the combination of its characteristic summary and correlational
statistics, along with its focus on specific types of research questions, methods, and
outcomes is what distinguishes descriptive research from other research types” (p.1197).
In essence, descriptive research is the implementation of empirical work which deals
with the process of validating theories about social phenomena for answering the
research questions, selecting appropriate theoretical framework and research design,
collecting and analyzing data, and interpretation of the research results.
In short, the current study which seeks for learning about a special concept in the
educational field as well as investigating deeper insights towards the research issue
followed the paradigm of a descriptive research. The empirical evidence gained from
the instruments of the questionnaire and interviews of the research will be analyzed
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quantitatively and qualitatively. In other words, the research employs both qualitative
and quantitative approaches for empirical evidence because the quantitative method
alone cannot help analyze the social and cultural aspects of participants (Silverman,
1993), and the combination of both two methods can help complement for each other
and then increase reliability (Phan, 2010).
5.2.2 Research approaches
Quantitative approach
The quantitative approach is a research method in education and other social sciences
used to investigate phenomena via statistical, mathematical or computational techniques
(Given, 2008). A more concise definition addressing this issue is given by Aliaga &
Gunderson (2002):
Quantitative research is explaining phenomena by collecting numeral data
that are analyzed using mathematically based methods (in particular
statistics)

Indeed, this approach is essential for explaining a phenomenon from numerical data
collected by quantitative methods, for example, tests, questionnaires or experiments
(Newman, 2006). Thanks to the characteristic of the collected data which can be
measured statistically; the quantitative approach is valued higher than the qualitative
approach in many social sciences as mentioned by Berg (2001, p.2) in his book:
“quantitative orientations are often given more respect. This may reflect the tendency of
the general public to regard science as related to numbers and implying precision”.
Berg’s idea seems to be strengthened by Hunter & Leahey’s (2008) findings that twothirds of 1274 articles employed quantitative methods from their comprehensive
analysis of the articles published in the top two American sociology journals in the
period 1935-2005. The process of measurement of numerical data is central to
quantitative approach with the help of statistical or mathematically methods (Given,
2008). According to a case study of Hamel, Dufour & Fortin (1993) about using
quantitative and qualitative research methods among some schools, quantitative
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research is often placed in contrast to qualitative research which causes “clashes of
schools”, beginning from the early 1900s. To differentiate between quantitative and
qualitative approaches, Dabbs (1982) focuses on the core meanings of quantity and
quality that “quantity is elementally an amount of something and quality is essential to
the nature of things” (p.32). That quantitative data which can be easily and quickly
administered or evaluated makes quantitative research be more popularly used than
qualitative research in social sciences. However, the strengths of quantitative research
are also its weaknesses in that it is not effective for realizing inner characteristics of a
human such as perceptions, identities, and beliefs (Dudwick, Kuehnast, Jones &
Woolcock, 2006). It is as Silverman’s (1993) assertion in his study that quantitative
research cannot analyze the social and cultural aspects of participants which qualitative
research can help. Because of this, the two methods of quantitative and qualitative
usually go together in scientific investigating. The mixed methods provide an
outstanding benefit of promoting the strengths and simultaneously minimizing the
weaknesses of both quantitative and qualitative research; in other words, these research
methods can supplement each other, which in turn contribute to the validity and
reliability of the study (Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991).
The characteristics of qualitative research together with some criticisms about it are
discussed and clarified in the following part.
Qualitative approach
Doing research in the field social sciences is somehow different from the field of natural
sciences, in which relationships between things in natural sciences are rational,
corporeality and believed to be laws or inevitability but never found in social ones
(Berg, 2001). Rather, social or human problems which are the initial purpose of social
scientific research frequently operate in unpredictable ways or “within fairly regular
patterns” (Berg, 2001, p.31). Consequently, to make sense or fully study about social
phenomena requires not only simply a statistical tool for measuring a certain quantity
but significantly an in-depth analyzing instrument for recognizing the essence of
research issues. The essence of a social phenomenon, more or less, can be “clarified and
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described from different aspects by a theory or theories” (Babbie, 1998). Because of
this, qualitative approach must predominate in social research due to the fact that it can
realize “processes and meanings that are not rigorously examined or measured” (Denzin
& Lincoln, 1994, p.3). Qualitative research is very essential for uncovering the
concepts, definitions, metaphors and characteristics of things or social phenomena
together with seizing deep feelings, thought, attitudes and faiths of participants, of
which quantitative research cannot match (Jackson, 1968; Marshall & Rossman, 2006).
Bogdan (1972, cited in Berg, 2001) strengthens this viewpoint by confirming that
“qualitative research has left its mark conceptually and theoretically on the social
sciences” (p.2). Quantitative research, in contrast, displays its strength in analyzing data
collection or measuring things by dealing with numbers rather than qualitative data
(Dabbs, 1982). This feature also differentiates and lifts the position of quantitative
research over qualitative research one. In fact, although some distinctive roles of
qualitative research are recognized in social sciences as aforementioned, its practice has
been criticized for “being nonscientific and thus invalid” by some researchers (Berg
2001, p.2). For instance, Snape & Spence (2003) argue that qualitative research is
nonscientific because it cannot be measured by any scientific method used by natural
sciences. As a result, qualitative research has been seen as supplementary to quantitative
research and not a substitute for it (Kaplan, 1964; Silverman, 1993). In other words,
qualitative research “has been criticized for its restricted capacity to make
generalizations of social phenomena; and for offering non-objective findings” (Nguyen
Van Loi 2011, p.102). The idea was argued by Berg (2011), from this, it follows that:
“Of course, some qualitative research projects have been just as poorly
conducted as have some quantitative studies, but one need not dismiss the
entire qualitative school of thought just because some studies inadequately
applied the paradigm and methods” (p.2)

The above criticisms together with the main concern when dealing with qualitative
research lead to an important question of how to ensure the rigor for that type of
research. It requires diversified ways ranging from research strategies, design to
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analysis processes. Some methods for guaranteeing research quality applied to the
current research will be demonstrated in the next part of the chapter.
In short, the current study which seeks for learning a special concept in the educational
field as well as investigating deeper insights towards the research issue followed the
paradigm of qualitative and quantitative research. In other words, the combination of
quantitative and qualitative approaches as mixed methods promisingly contributes to not
only the collection of relevant data but the reliability and validity of the research.
5.3. Ensuring research rigor
Since just a single method which has been much employed in social research in recent
years may not enhance the confidence for stating the findings or ensure the validity of
findings from a phenomenon. Instead, methodological triangulation which uses more
than one method of data collection can help facilitate trustworthiness and
persuasiveness of a research interpretation. Again, the reasons for triangulating derived
from the evidence that a weakness from one method will be partly fixed by another
method (Gray, 2013). For these reasons, the study took into account not only
triangulation of methods but also appropriate research design, analysis, and
interpretation.
5.3.1 Triangulation
Triangulation in general, according to Mathison (1988), is a device dealing with data
collection to answer research questions for improving the quality of research or research
rigor. He emphasizes:
Triangulation has risen an important methodological issue in naturalistic and
qualitative approaches to evaluation [in order to] control bias and establishing
valid propositions because traditional scientific techniques are incompatible
with this alternate epistemology. (p. 13)

Specifically, the idea of triangulation by using multiple methods, data sources,
investigators, theoretical perspectives for facilitating deeper understanding the research
phenomenon or dealing with finding answers to the research questions is advocated by
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a number of researchers (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz & Sechrest,1966; Denzin, 1978;
Denzin, 1988; Patton, 1999; Guba & Lincoln, 2005). In their work, Webb et al. (1966)
relate the term triangulation to the idea of unobtrusive method as follows:
“Once a proposition has been confirmed by two or more independent
measurement processes, the uncertainty of its interpretation is greatly
reduced. The most persuasive evidence comes through a triangulation of
measurement processes” (p. 3)

The above viewpoint is strongly supported by Denzin’s (1988) idea that triangulation
can help overcome the drawbacks from “single-methods, single observers, and singletheory studies” (p.307). Similarly, applying triangulation in addressing a research
phenomenon is believed to help improve the validity and reliability of the study or
strengthen the findings (Mathison, 1988; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Yin, 1994; Patton,
2001). For instance, applying multiple methods to research “reflects an attempt to
secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question” or it “adds rigor,
breadth, and depth” (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p.2). In fact, Patton (2001) illustrates that
multiple methods which “strengthen a study… can mean using several methods or data,
including using both quantitative and qualitative approaches” (p. 247). In regard to
making clear about how to associate triangulation to research methods and designs,
Denzin (1970) and Patton (1999) divide it into four types with its own characteristic as
follows:
1. Methodological triangulation- using different methods for gathering data to
examine a research issue. It commonly includes qualitative and quantitative data in a
study to ensure the stability of findings.
2. Data triangulation- using the same method to check out the consistency of
different data. The same research method could be conducted on a variety of people, at
a different time, situations or places… for gathering diversified data.
3. Analyst triangulation- using more than one researcher, observer, or analyst in
collecting and interpreting the data. This type helps the data be analyzed from different
multi- angles by different ways of seeing it.
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4. Theoretical triangulation- using more than one theoretical perspective or
position to examine and interpret the data. It is useful for verifying the findings.
As said before, the current study was realized in the context of learning about the
perspectives towards philosophy of education from higher education teachers.
Therefore, it should be much emphasized ensuring the consistency of collected data
from each method being as a prerequisite for accurately gaining the results with the
greatest reliability. Finally, practical lessons and helpful implications could be drawn
out from the research findings. From this, it follows that the methodological
triangulation was used with both qualitative and quantitative methods to answer the
question.
5.3.2 Other factors involving research process
Triangulation alone is insufficient to guarantee the quality of research; quite a range of
appropriate research design, analysis, and the report should, on balance, be included in
the research process (Buchanan, 1992; Nguyen Van Loi, 2011; Guba & Lincoln, 2005).
Because of this, it has been claimed that the quality of a qualitative research "cannot be
determined by following prescribed formulas. Rather its quality lies in the power of its
language to display a picture of the world in which we discover something about
ourselves and our common humanity", (Buchanan 1992, p. 119). Correspondently,
Liamputtong and Ezzy (2005, cited in Nguyen Van Loi, 2011) develop the argument
further by stating that theoretical, procedural and interpretative rigor are the three
techniques can help ensure research quality beside triangulation. According to them,
the first category is the consistency in research design in which the research methods
must be well established and relevant to the research questions. The second one
involves a description of the whole process of investigating a research problem such as
how to approach participants, how to collect data and deal with it or any matters arising
during the time. The last type is interpretative rigor which indicates the credibility of the
exposition or how findings are applicable to reality (Merriam, 1998). Yin (1994)
emphasizes the importance of choosing appropriate measures in the research process.
Fundamentally, the adoption of research procedures after determining the research
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problems such as reviewing relevant theories, choosing appropriate design and means
for data collection and analysis play an important role in reporting reliable findings or
achieving research quality.
Some techniques to ensure rigor for the current research or strengthen its quality were
pointed out by the researcher. The effectiveness of these techniques will be illustrated
during the process of conducting this study in the later parts.
5.4 Research instruments
The questionnaire and interviews are the two data collection methods used in this
study. They are believed to be complementary to each other, thus increasing reliability.
Table 1 shows how data were collected for this study.
Table 1: Research instruments for data collection used in the study
Instruments

Questionnaire

Functions

Elicitation Format

To measure

20 closed-ended

participants’

followed five-scale

perspectives and

questions and 5

practice of their own

open-ended

philosophy of

questions

Response

Quantitative

Format

or Qualitative

Written

Quantitative
Qualitative

education
Interviews

To gain more insights

Three clusters of 10

into the participants’

opened-ended

whole stories about

questions

Verbal

Qualitative

teaching career and
educational
philosophy
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5.4.1 The questionnaire
The questionnaire is one of the main tools used for collecting data for a number of
scientific, social and educational research types (Popper, 1959; Ackroyd & Hughes,
1981; Foddy, 1994; Munn & Drever, 1999; Newman, 2000; Robson, 2002; Gillham,
2008). This research instrument which consists of a list of questions has been employed
by many researchers for eliciting both the thinking and experience or simply gathering
information on some subject or subjects from one or more individuals (James, 1997).
Another reason for choosing this means comes from the fact that it is one of the most
feasible techniques for obtaining information from a large number of participants
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1993 cited in Phan, 2010). The viewpoints are strengthened
and modified by Foddy’s (1994) statement:
“Asking questions is widely accepted as a cost-efficient (and sometimes the
only) way, of gathering information about past behavior and experience,
private actions and motives, and beliefs, values and attitudes (i.e. subjective
variables cannot be measured directly)” (p.1)

However, Gillham (2008) notes in his book that “in research, we have to balance
between the gains and the losses in anything we choose to do” (p.5). By minimizing the
“losses” from using a questionnaire by, for instance, making adjustments or using other
simultaneous research tools, the huge “gains” can be seen from a variety of aspects
determined by Gillham apart from the aforementioned ones such as, respondents can
complete the questionnaire when it suits them; analysis of answers to closed questions
is straightforward; less pressure for immediate response; respondents’ anonymity; lack
of interviewer bias….
The closed- ended questions in comparison with open- ended ones can help researchers
not only quickly and easily get answers from the respondents (Newman, 2000) but also
effectively collect relevant and predictable data for the prearranged questions (Gillham,
2008). On the other hand, open-ended questions, as pointed out by Foddy (1994), allow
“the respondent to express an opinion without being influenced by the researcher”
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(p.127). These two kinds of questions can complement each other by promoting the
strengths and fixing the weaknesses of each other. Specifically, when open-ended
questions asked after closed-ended ones can help “explore deviant responses to the
close-ended questions” (Lazarsfeld, 1944 cited in Urša Reja et al., 2003). Jackson
(2009) generalizes about the advantages and disadvantages of these two kinds of
questions as:
“Open-ended questions allow for a greater variety of responses from
participants but are difficult to analyze statistically because the data must be
coded or reduced in some manner. Closed-ended questions are easy to
analyze statistically, but they seriously limit the responses that participants
can give” (p. 89).

In this study, the questionnaire started with a yes-no question aiming at both activate
participants’ thinking about the term of being researched and gaining their perceptions
about the field they are working in. Following this question was an open-ended question
for participants to provide evidence in case their choice was “yes”. Then, the main part
of the questionnaire consisting of 20 closed- ended questions followed five- point scales
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree and 4 open-ended questions (See
Appendix 1, p.233) was utilized for collecting both quantitative and qualitative data.
The questionnaire is to recognize the perspectives and practice of teachers about their
own philosophy of education. The questions or items were grouped in four
distinguished clusters conveying the nature of the philosophy of education or the
components that make education happen as the goals of education and the roles of the
curriculum; students’ learning; teachers’ teaching; and how the educational process
takes place. Based on the mentioned purposes, outstanding and progressive philosophies
and ideology of education from four influential men from both Asian and Western
contexts were selected to complete the questionnaire. The reasons why the philosophies
and ideology from these three philosophers and Ho Chi Minh were selected as the
foundation for constructing the questionnaire was determined:
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(1) To some extent, the historical situation of Vietnam with the presence of China,
France and America and some other foreign countries over many years inevitably had a
profound and undeniable impact on every aspect of social life in Vietnam, especially in
education. In this respect, Confucian education appeared in feudalism has long been
employed as a tool to politically and culturally govern Vietnam.
(2) J.F. Herbart, and J. Dewey are the two Western philosophers recognized to be
founders of the teaching philosophies with great influences from West to East. Nor
could Vietnamese education be out of this trend because Vietnamese education was
influenced by the indigenous education which invading countries applied in Vietnam for
political purposes
(3) Ho Chi Minh was one of the greatest leaders in Vietnam who made a huge
contribution in national liberation and in the war against illiteracy right after Vietnam
gained independence in 1945. His ideology and work towards education helped guide
and shape the identity of Vietnamese education to this day.
(4) Last but not least, the questionnaire cannot generalize the entire trends of
educational philosophies which may occur in Vietnamese education, so an open- ended
question was employed after every cluster to both deal with the limitations and provide
participants with an opportunity to express their own understanding and ideas about
educational philosophy.
Table 2 below shows the proponents with their names, countries, professions, and
educational philosophy or ideology.
Table 2: The proponents with their names, countries, professions, and educational
philosophy or ideology
No.

Names

Countries

Recognized roles

Educational
philosophy or
ideology

1

Confucius (551-479

China

teacher, politician,

Confucianism
90

BC)
2

philosopher

Herbart, J. F. (1776-

German

philosopher, psychologist Herbartianism

America

philosopher,

1841)
3

John Dewey (18591952)

Progressivism

psychologist, and
educational reformer

4

Ho Chi Minh (1890-

Vietnam

1969)

politicians, president,

Ho

Chi

teacher, patriot

ideology

Minh

In response to the four aforementioned clusters of the questionnaire, statements relevant
to each proponent are arranged randomly as follows in Table 3:
Table 3: The proponents with corresponding statements
Clusters with
corresponding

Names of the proponents
Confucius

Herbart J. F.

John Dewy

Ho Chi Minh

1,6

4,7

2,5

3,8

12

9

11

10

15

14

16

13

19

18

17

20

statements
Cluster 1 (Statements
1- 8)
Cluster 2 (Statements
9-12)
Cluster 3 (Statements
13-16)
Cluster 4 (Statements
17-20)

The questionnaire was written in Vietnamese to ensure the thorough understanding of
academic terms with deep meanings. Conducting the questionnaire in the languages of
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the participants made it possible for them to choose the most appropriate scale and to
express their ideas for the situations.
5.4.2 The interviews
In addition to the questionnaire, the interviews were employed as a key technique in this
study to collect more information in detail about participants’ perceptions towards their
own philosophy in education through their teaching practice. The outstanding features
of this qualitative research technique are determined by Boyce & Neale (2006) as:
“In-depth interviews are useful when you want detailed information about a
person’s thoughts and behaviors or want to explore new issues in depth.”
(p.3)

In addition, in light of collecting qualitative data for an educational issue, this
instrument as a method of inquiry, can help gather information from participants’ own
life experience effectively and “it is most consistent with people’s ability to make
meaning through language” (Seidman, 2006, p.14). In other words, through the use of
language, human behavior can be drawn out (Heron, 1981). This notion is illustrated in
Heron’s (1981) research which points out the interviewing tool as the basic mode of
inquiry:
“The use of language, itself ….contains within it the paradigm of cooperative
inquiry; and since language is the primary tool whose use enables human
construing and intending to occur, it is difficult to see how there can be any
more fundamental mode of inquiry for human beings into the human
condition.” (p. 26)

In line with the questionnaire instrument, the interview when being conducted
simultaneously would contribute to reduce the weaknesses and to increase the strengths
mutually. It’s due to the fact that every research method has its own weaknesses and
strengths, and so as a result; using multiple methods helps balance the two elements
(Gray, 2013). Specifically, a well- designed interview can help test and clarify the
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information collected from the questionnaire (Minichiello et al., 1990, cited in Phan,
2010)
Similarly, the interview shares the characteristics with the questionnaire in that it has
both advantages and disadvantages. In fact, in addition to some inconveniences of timeconsuming, and possible costs for arranging the interviews and traveling to the place of
data collection when using the interviews…. huge benefit of gaining more extra
information from the interviewee’s voice, intonation and non-verbal language cannot be
denied (Opdenakker, 2006).
A multitude of approaches for interviewing or types of this technique is determined by
different researchers (Schuman, 1982; Leedy, 1993; Nieswiadomy 1993; Fontana &
Frey 1994; Rubin & Rubin, 1995). According to Nieswiadomy (1993), the interview is
classified into at least three types of standardized, unstandardized and semi-standardized
interviews; or as structured and unstructured ones by Leedy (1993) and Fontana & Frey
(1994). A clear approach to carrying out an interview is pointed out by Schuman (1982).
The researcher divides the interviews into three chronological orders which help
gradually lead the interviewees on telling their stories naturally and recalling their
experience in a right context. In other words, interviews have been broken down into
three types to better exploit the data from interviewees. For the first stage of the
interviews, the interviewer gets to know the participants so that the context of shared
experience can be established. Second, the interviewer focuses on facilitating the
participants’ reconstructing process with more details and experience within that
context. And in the third stage, the strategy encourages the participants to connect their
thoughts with work, life, and reflection so that they easily share their more thoughtful
words to the interviews.
The interviews consist of ten questions evoking the whole stories about every aspect of
their teaching career and through that the educational philosophy of teacherrespondents would be learned. In fact, each respondent’s story will be started with
defining the aspirations or reasons which led him or her to choose teaching; and then
expectations towards the career and experience in the first time of teaching. Then,
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information about concerns and perceptions towards teaching career and education,
teaching practice and some related regulations from the institution will be investigated.
Last, the participants have a chance to express in- depth their philosophy or conception
of education and this is considered the key point of the interviews. The interviews were
designed following the structure of Schuman (1982) (See Appendix 2, p. 237). The first
three questions belonged to the first type of the interviews focusing on eliciting the
participants’ past events, experience related to the researched issues. To help create a
context as well as orientate the interviewees to the right reminiscence, the first three
questions act as the foundation for the whole interviews. In this sense, this mentioned
type of interview was expected to provide people with interests and ready psychology
for getting involved in reflecting their own more detailed experience from the past to the
present life. The second type of interview appeared to be bigger than the other two ones
with six questions. It results from a wide range of detailed information about not only
the perceptions but also the practice towards the area of study need to be collected. At
this stage, the questions were designed by putting the participants’ experience in
specified contexts; therefore, they can reconstruct the information easily and concisely.
The last type of interview was applied to only one question. The unique question but
meaningful due to its role as requiring participants to reflect the sense of what they have
experienced in their real life. Likewise, it “addresses the intellectual and emotional
connections between the participants’ work and life” (Seidman, 2006, p.18).
The interviews were conducted individually in Vietnamese to guarantee the participants
could have opportunity to express their ideas and thinking in the most meaningful ways.
The questions were immediately explained or rephrased if there were any
misunderstandings; or asking for clarifications from the participants when their
responses were not clear enough.
The data from the interviews were also recorded to avoid missing any important details
during the interview process.
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5.5 Piloting research instruments
The questionnaire
The questionnaire was carefully designed for its validity and reliability before being
officially used. Due to the fact that the researcher is studying in a university in Poland,
the questionnaire after being edited by a professor was piloted by teachers from the
Faculty of Social Sciences at Gdansk University with the result as below.
In fact, after being designed carefully, the questionnaire was sent to an influential
professor who specialized in the pedagogical field for considering, editing and
correcting. The final version reflects careful consideration not only of the
appropriateness of the terms but also the clarity of each question, consisting of 20
closed- ended and 5 open-ended questions. Furthermore, to test the reliability of this
instrument, the questionnaire was piloted among fifteen academic Polish teachers from
six Departments of Didactics, Research on Schools and Children, Social Pedagogy,
Regions and Beliefs, Philosophy of Education, and Philosophies of Education and
Cultures in the Faculty of Social Sciences in Gdansk University. The reliability of the
pilot questionnaire was Cronbach’s alpha (α) = .793. Along with positive responses to
the questionnaire, some feedback for reconsidering the meaning and structure of some
statements in the questionnaire was also suggested as follows:
First, in terms of the meaning, two participants shared their idea that the item 10
“Students should learn not only at school or books but also in family and society to
serve the homeland and become the master of the country”, which aims to measure the
perceptions of the participants towards students’ role in educational process, reminded
them about the time Poland was under the control of the Fascists. This was because,
according to them, students had their own choices for their studying and it wasn’t
necessary to teach students in order for them to serve the country.
Second, in terms of the structure, two participants suggested that two items 10 and 15
should be separated into two ideas for each because for them just the first or second
phrase from these statements was suitable for their beliefs and situations. For instance,
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there was a recommendation that the item 15 “Teachers are scholars who know
everything and are the model for students to follow” be split into two different items as
“Teachers are scholars who know everything” and “Teachers are the model for students
to follow”.
All ideas and suggestions were highly appreciated, however, the researcher decided to
keep the original of the questionnaire because of one main reason of this is a research
which is going to be conducted in Vietnam, an eastern country, and as a result it cannot
be avoided that some concepts in this context are not familiar and easily accepted by the
other context. To deal with this problem which may arise, an open-ended question is
employed after every cluster to collect participants’ responses and their own
perspectives towards the research issue.
The interviews
Similar to the questionnaire, the interviews were also piloted to validate the interview
questions, and three participants from Vinh Long Community College were invited to
pilot them. During the pilot interview, the interviewer paid attention to whether the
questions were understandable enough to elicit the answers effectively. The most
important thing from the pilot of the interviews was to guarantee the responses related
to the main purposes of the study. As a result, correction regarding word choice was
made after the pilot. Regarding to the problem, the participants got confused with
question 7 “What are your most priority concerns towards teaching?” because they
thought it was already asked in question 5 “Can you share me your perceptions about
education in general and teaching career specifically?” It was explained that the terms
“most priority concerns” in question 7 which followed after question 6 “What
subject(s) are you teaching? What do you and your students usually do in the class?”
actually means “the priority while teaching in class”. For that reason, the question 7
was adjusted as “What are your top concerns while teaching in class”.
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5.6 Participants and research site
Due to the aims of the study, a number of teachers from social sciences from Tra Vinh
University were invited to participate in the investigation. Specifically, forty-two
teachers of the school took part in answering the questionnaire and seven of them were
assigned to be the interviewees by the recommendation of the school for their
willingness to participate in the in-depth interviews. Seventeen male and twenty-five
female teachers with different years of teaching experience are distributed as in the
Chart 2 below:

Chart 2: Allocation ratio of participants from different years of teaching experience
The reasons why Tra Vinh University was chosen to conduct this study was determined
as follows:
(1) Tra Vinh University was neither a regional nor national university in Vietnam. It
was recently established in 2006 and may not have a full set of core values as well as an
educational philosophy.
(2) Instead of that, it is a local public university among many other ones in the Mekong
Delta which has interdisciplinary training and is very open to international cooperation.
Currently, it has partners from over the world; for instances, in America (Canada, the
United States), in Europe (Belarus, Netherlands, Switzerland, and United Kingdom),
and in Asia (the Philippines, Korea, Japan, Singapore, and Cambodia…). In addition,
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Tra Vinh University is located in the same island area of Cuu Long 20 where the
researcher was born, has been living and working.
From these two mentioned conditions, especially the openness in international relations
making this school become special in Mekong Delta; and from that, it may have some
progressive thinking in teaching and management which is the main component of the
philosophy of education, Tra Vinh University was chosen as a research site for this
study.
5.7 Data analysis and interpretation
Data analysis is an important step playing a foundation for interpretation of the data.
The results from the questionnaire were subjected to the SPSS version 20 for data
analysis. In terms of qualitative data, according to Merriam (2009), data analysis is a
complex process for making qualitative data meaningful in response to research
questions which involves the number of work such as consolidating, setting boundaries,
and interpreting. Simply stated, data analysis is a process used to find out answers for
the research problems and it should be realized as soon as the data was collected (Stake,
1995). The overall process of analyzing qualitative data is clarified and thoroughly
instructed by many researchers (Dey, 1993; O’Connor and Gibson, 2003; Merriam,
2009). In fact, O’Connor and Gibson (2003, p.65) guide six steps for dealing with
quantitative data as (1) organizing the data; (2) finding and organizing ideas and
concepts; (3) building overarching themes in the data; (4) ensuring reliability and
validity in the data analysis and in the findings; (5) finding possible and plausible
explanations for findings; and (6) an overview of the final step. Similarly, Schutt (2012,
p.325) shortens these six steps into five techniques by combining steps four and five as
“corroboration/legitimization, by evaluating alternative explanation, disconfirming
evidence, and searching for negative cases.” As can be realized, it doesn’t matter how
many steps are carried out to accomplish this kind of analysis; three important tasks
need to be ensured recognized as (1) the data which is documented must be initially
20

Cuu Long was the previous name of the two provinces Vinh Long and Tra Vinh in which Vinh Long is the
home town of the researcher.
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understood in accordance with research problems or questions, then (2) the concepts or
ideas involving the research questions must be identified for arranging relevant data,
and finally (3) interpreting and reporting data would be the final steps in the process.
The data analysis of this study was treated in the ways as mentioned.
5.7.1 Documentation of the data and understanding of the data
This step includes transcribing and translation the interviews and questionnaire together
with its qualitative data, labeling for the transcripts and questionnaire, and showing how
to organize the data.
5.7.1.1 Transcribing and translating
The interviews were conducted in Vietnamese by the researcher to ensure the
interviewees could understand the questions clearly and then the responses were derived
from their careful thinking. To guarantee the information was understood correctly, the
information during the interviews were written down for their main ideas by the
interviewer and simultaneously recorded by a recording device. One by one individual
interview was carefully transcribed from records to paper in exact Vietnamese. After
finishing transcribing the data with careful checking for accuracy, the researcher
translated all of the interviews into English. Due to the fact that researcher directly
conducted the interviews, she can thoroughly understand what the interviewees meant
and implied through their both verbal and non-verbal languages. In addition,
transcribing our own interviews, as pointed out by Merriam (2009), would benefit us in
“generating insights and hunches about what is going on in our data” (p.174). The
transcription in English version didn’t include participants’ non-verbal languages such
as hesitations, laughter and pause and the transcription was checked for accuracy and
readability by a Vietnamese Ph.D. student in the same field of study.
As described earlier in this Chapter, the questionnaire was constructed to gather
responses about educational philosophies and ideology from four influential proponents
arranged in a matrix together with open-ended questions. The questionnaire was written
in English and then translated into Vietnamese by the researcher for the first draft.
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Furthermore, to guarantee the equivalence in meaning between the two texts along with
the understandability of Vietnamese version, four other people were invited to check
and edit the questionnaire. The first person is a Vietnamese Ph.D. student, whose
specific area of specialization is pedagogy, helped check the meaning of specialized
terms and equivalence when translating languages. The second one who teaches
Vietnamese literature proofread the translated version to figure out if there were any
unintelligible points or sentences. After this adjustment, one teacher who is studying
MA in English teaching and the other who teaches psychology helped check for
readability of the questionnaire before it was used. The qualitative data from obtained
from the questionnaire were translated into English for analysis by the researcher and
the translation was checked by a colleague.
5.7.1.2 Labeling for identification of data
To identify the qualitative data gained from the interviews and questionnaire, transcripts
and questionnaire were labeled. More importantly, in order to ensure confidentiality for
those who involved in the interviews, symbols or pseudonyms would be used instead of
their real names. Following are the labels corresponding to participants who took part in
the interviews and the questionnaire
A001= Teacher 1, A002= Teacher 2, A003= Teacher 3, A004= Teacher 4, A005=
Teacher 5, A006= Teacher 6, A007= Teacher 7
QQ= Questionnaire
5.7.1.3 Understanding the data
Due to the fact that collected data from the interviews were huge so that it should focus
on figuring out the data that can answer the research questions; otherwise, it would
require a lifetime for analyzing all information (O’Connor and Gibson 2003). This step
contributes considerably in facilitating the next step of organizing the data into concepts
or themes. In fact, when conducting the interviews, the researcher paid attention to
locating the important notions and information which may be necessary for answering
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the research question. In particularly, after transcribing the interview data and in order
to prepare for proceeding to the next stage, the researcher read the transcripts for many
times until she thoroughly understood the data from many pieces of interviews. This
helps the researcher save time for sorting out the relevant data to appropriate
frameworks in response to answering the research question.
5.7.2 The unfolding matrix technique
After initially identifying the data in the first step, Padilla’s (1994) technique named
“The unfolding matrix” was employed to classify the raw data from the interviews to set
a foundation for figuring out the findings and analyzing the data. This technique’s
strengths in capturing qualitative data are summarized by Padilla as follows:
“First, it sets boundaries for the data to be collected by clearly specifying a
domain of relevant data for each data vector. Secondly, it provides a
structured way of capturing the desired data. Thirdly, the technique
automatically precodes the data in a rough sort way as they are being
collected.” (pp. 276-277)

In this sense, Padilla’s technique contributed to not only classifying the data to
recognize phenomenon from conceptual terms but exploring the relationships of the
categories “vertically from the cover terms and horizontally along the relevant
characteristics emphasized by the matrix” (p.284).
In this research, Padilla’s unfolding matrix was realized in three steps to clarify the
issues regarding the unique question “What are the educational philosophies of
Vietnamese teachers?”
For the first step of unfolding matrix, the raw data was picked out to organize into seven
concepts as follows:
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Table 4: Padilla’s unfolding matrix for step 1
Concepts

Interviewees
A001

A002

A003

A004

A005

Questionnaire
A006

A007

Teacher’s general
awareness about
philosophy of
education
Teachers’
perceptions about
the goals of
education and the
roles of curriculum
The teacher roles
in accordance with
the recognizable
educational
philosophies and
ideology
The notions of the
teacher’s teaching
The relationship
between the
teacher and
students
The notions of
learning
What should
students learn?
The center of
educational
decisions
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After finishing unfolding the raw data into the matrix for the first time as in the above,
the data was continued to be extracted into second unfolding matrix layer for its deeper
meaning.
Table 5: Padilla’s unfolding matrix for step 2
Concepts

Sub-concepts

Interviewees
A001 A002 A003

Teacher’s

Teacher’s

general

perceptions about

awareness

Questionnaire

A004 A005 A006 A007

educational
philosophies and

about

ideology of four

philosophy of

proponents

education
Teacher’s
perception about
philosophy in
Vietnamese
education
Teacher’s
awareness of their
own philosophy

Teachers’
perceptions
about the
goals of
education and
the roles of
curriculum
The teacher
roles in
accordance
with the
recognizable
educational
philosophies
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and ideology
The notions of

The notions of

the teacher's

teaching
The perceptions

teaching

during stages of
teaching

The

The interactional

relationship

models between
teachers and

between the

students

teacher and
The distance

students

between teachers
and students

The notions of
learning
What students
should learn
The center of

The center role of

educational

school in making

decisions

educational
decision
Teacher’s decision
on how to teach in
class
Student’s passive
role in their
learning

The coding methods used for each concept in the unfolding matrices above as follows:
Table 6: Coding methods for unfolding matrices
Code
A002G13

Extracts

Coded for

In my opinion, no matter what we do we must

A002 = The interviewee 2

reserve love for our job. A teacher must have a

G = Teacher’s general awareness

heart and a passion for the job. It means teacher

about philosophy of education

must do something to ensure that all contents in

13 = extracting order of the data

the curriculum must be transmitted. One more
thing, currently teacher doesn’t have time to
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nurture ethics for students. If possible, teachers
should be responsible for teaching both literacy
and ethics for students to become a good human.”
A003E176

“When talking about education, I just think of

A003 = the interviewee 3

teaching and transmission”

E = Teachers’ perceptions about the
goals of education and the roles of
curriculum
176 = extracting order of the data

A007R08

I just play a role of a coordinator who offers and

A007 = the interviewee 7

guides students to perform the activities. For

R = The teacher roles in accordance

example, raising an issue for students to discuss

with the recognizable educational

for a while and getting them to do presentation by

philosophies and ideology

many ways such as every student takes turn to

08 = extracting order of the data

speak out his idea, or the whole group will stand in
front of the class to present, or every group brings
out its idea and the following groups cannot repeat
the ideas from the previous groups.
A001T39

When I first entered this university, I observed and

A001 = the interviewee 1

learned the ways my older colleagues taught

T = The notions of the teacher’s

before I started teaching. And when I went

teaching

internship I did experience how to guide in the

39 = extracting order of the data

van, simultaneously I learned that from other
people. In a word, these mentioned two are rather
similar and modify each other.
A004I25

I think that they trust me. One side, they believe in

A004 = the interviewee 4

my professional capacity. Another side is their

I = The relationship between the

confidence in my kindness [fairness]. They are

teacher and students

never afraid of being treated unfairly as by other

25 = extracting order of the data

teachers. They told me that they didn’t dare to ask
some teachers because of being shouted at and
these teachers became glum when students asked a
lot of questions. I never have that attitude. My
students are quite friendly to me and they are not
scared of me. Sometimes when seeing me from the
far distance, they play a joke by saying “Today
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you look beautiful” (laughing). They never do that
to other teachers. [A004I25]
A004N125 Regardless of a practice hour, it must take place in
class. Accordingly, for a situation of a crowd

A004 = the interviewee 4
N= The notions of learning

behavior as you mentioned above, the teacher must 125 = extracting order of the data
collect data for students to analyze. It means they
resolve the situation based on available data. In
case my students and I go out for a field trip in an
hour of practice, I may face a big problem of
quitting teaching if the person in charge doesn’t
see me in class at that time (laughing). As a result,
I can only use the way of collecting data for my
students to learn from the practical situations. It
can be said that students approach and analyze the
problems under their teacher’s perspective.
A006L140

University students are required to have

A006 = the interviewee 6

excitement and passion for their future jobs. The

L = what should students learn

teacher must do something to help students have

140 = extracting order of the data

these two things in their learning process. By that,
students will actively self-explore and learn. I
think that students are similar to me who found the
passion for learning by self.
A006D126 Currently, teachers can self-arrange their class; for

A006 = the interviewee 6

example, they can ask for dividing a large class

D = The center of educational

into two smaller classes. While teaching,

decision

depending on the students’ capacity, teachers can

126 = extracting order of the data

decide on alternating between theory and practice
or separating theory and practice. It much depends
on the teachers.

Once again, Padilla’s unfolding matrix was used to group the data into examined
philosophies and ideology for satisfying the requirement of the research
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Table 7: Padilla’s unfolding matrix for the last step
Concepts

Sub-concepts

Philo.
and

Interviewees

Ques.

A001 A002 A003 A004 A005 A006 A007

Ideo.
Teacher’s

Teacher’s perceptions about

general

educational philosophies

awareness

and ideology of four

Dewey
Teacher’s perception about
philosophy in Vietnamese

of education

Herbart

proponents

about
philosophy

Confucius

HCM

education
Teacher’s awareness of their
own philosophy

Teachers’

Confucius

perceptions

Herbart

about the
goals of

Dewey

education

HCM

and the roles
of
curriculum
Confucius

The teacher
roles in

Herbart

accordance
with the

Dewey

recognizable

HCM

educational
philosophies
and
ideology
The notions

The notions of teaching

of the

Confucius
Herbart

teacher’s
The perceptions during
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teaching

stages of teaching

Dewey
HCM

The

The interactional models

relationship

between teachers and

between the

students

Herbart
Dewey

teacher and
students

Confucius

The distance between

HCM

teachers and students
Confucius

The notions
of learning

Herbart
Dewey
HCM
Confucius

What
students

Herbart

should learn
Dewey
HCM

The center

The center role of school in

of

making educational decision

Confucius
Herbart

educational
decisions

Teacher’s decision on how

Dewey

to teach in class
HCM
Student’s passive role in
their learning

5.7.3 Interpreting, validating and reporting the data
For interpreting the data, between the two ways of analyzing qualitative data: deductive
and inductive, suggested by Burnard, Gill, Stewart, Treasure, and Chadwick (2008), the
study employed the former one by predetermining framework from the interviewed data
for the structure of analysis. From that, the findings of this study were also written up
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following the deductive approach; that was, according to Burnard et al. (2008, p.432),
“….simply report key findings under each main theme or category, using appropriate
verbatim quotes to illustrate those findings” as in inductive way but “incorporate the
discussion into the findings chapter”. To guarantee the validity of the data, the
methodological triangulation together with other factors in the research process as
aforementioned were employed and paid attention while analyzing and writing up the
report in light of the theoretical framework.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS OF TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS ON EDUCATIONAL
PHILOSOPHIES
This chapter reports the main results with interpretation and discussion of the study
relevant to the research question presented in Chapter Four. The data collected from
the questionnaire demonstrates the statistical findings on participants’ perceptions
about their own philosophy of education which were supplemented by the descriptions
of information from the interviews. The findings from the questionnaire and interviews
are also addressed.
6.1 Teacher’s general awareness about philosophy of education
The findings from the questionnaire and interviews showed that teachers were aware
and had recognition of educational philosophy of Vietnamese education at a certain
level as well as they could generalize their own educational philosophy. The importance
of the teacher’s awareness about educational philosophy was stressed by Martin (1955),
Gutex (1997), Knight and Collin (2014) with arguments that it would not only
encourage teachers to build up their personal and professional goals in their profession
and recognize the purpose of education but help them be able to contribute to
formulating educational policies and be an active participant in improvement of the
education.
6.1.1 Teacher’s perceptions about educational philosophies and ideology of four
proponents
The overall results from the questionnaire indicated that perceptions about philosophy
or ideology of all of the proponents among teachers were very high and fairly similar.
However, some differences in perceptions may be identified clearly by further
considerations which aim to explain how the presented data and findings were different.
The philosophies or ideology of four proponents were displayed separately by using the
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cross-tabulated graph builder to see the distribution within the perception to each
philosophy or ideology relating to years of experience of the participants.

Chart 3: Distribution of perspectives in correlation with philosophies and ideology vs.
years of teaching experience
As can be seen from Chart 3, although participants’ perceptions about all four
philosophies and ideology were significantly different from the accepted means or they
were really high, there were considerable fluctuations in different philosophies and
ideology and participants’ perceptions fluctuated slightly in terms of different years of
teaching experience among the participants.
Overall, the participants hold highest perceptions about the educational ideology of Ho
Chi Minh in almost all of the periods as prescribed, except for the cases of participants
with 16-25 years of experience that philosophy of Dewey was slightly higher. In the
remaining three philosophies, Dewey’s one occupied for the second highest place in
different stages of teaching, except for teachers who had 11-15 years of teaching
experience where Herbart’s philosophy became more important. Overall, the teachers
with any amount of experience had the least appreciation of Confucius’ ideas.
Specifically, those who taught less than 5 years thought Ho Chi Minh’s ideology was
the best choice for them to follow; the next ones were Dewey’s and Herbart’s
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philosophies. The lowest percentage was recognized to be Confucius’ philosophy. This
allocation ratio was similarly with teachers who had 6-10 and more than 26 years of
experience. On the other hand, the proportion among three philosophies and one
ideology was slightly changed for the two periods of teaching experience 11-15 and 1625 years. For the first mentioned period, the ideology and philosophy of Ho Chi Minh
and Confucius in turn still ranked in the first and last places. The remaining two
philosophies of Herbart and Dewey swapped positions with each other so that
awareness of the philosophy of Herbart was raised to the second place and Dewey’s was
decreased a bit to the third place. Lastly, in terms of 16-25 years of teaching experience,
perception about the philosophy of Dewey was a bit higher than the ideology of Ho Chi
Minh which was ranked first in the group. The second and third places were Dewey’s
and Herbart’s philosophies; and substantially unchanged, Confucius’ philosophy was
the one least chosen by the participants.
Furthermore, each philosophy and ideology should be separately considered to better
see the fluctuations in the level of awareness regarding years of teaching experience for
each type of philosophy or ideology.
Below was the charts represented for 4 separate philosophies and ideology:

Chart 4: Perspectives on Confucius’ philosophy distributed according to years of
teaching experience
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Chart 5: Perspectives on Herbart’s philosophy distributed according to years of
teaching experience

Chart 6: Perspectives on Dewey’s philosophy distributed according to years of teaching
experience

Chart 7: Perspectives on Ho Chi Minh’s ideology distributed according to years of
teaching experience
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The Charts showed that teachers from different years of teaching experience had
different perspectives about any philosophy or ideology of education. It fluctuated
wildly in charts 4 and 6, and slightly in charts 5 and 7. The participants with 11 to 15
years of experience valued educational philosophy more if they identified with
Confucius or Herbart while they paid less attention if they identified with the
philosophy of Herbart and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh. Another highlight was that
educational philosophy or ideology was not a big concern anymore for participants who
had more than 26 years of teaching experience.
In general, all of the participants had a high awareness about educational philosophy or
ideology and about aspects contributing to the formation of a philosophy of education.
Among the four philosophies and ideology, the ideology of Ho Chi Minh was the most
appreciated by teachers from almost all years of teaching experience, except for ones
from 16-15 years for whom Dewey’ s philosophy was their choice. The second, third
and fourth choices were the philosophies of Dewey, Herbart, and Confucius in which
the philosophy of Herbart occupied the second place from those who had 11-15 years of
teaching. The findings also indicated that teachers from 11-15 years of teaching
experience paid more attention to Confucius’ and Herbart’s philosophies and less
attention to the philosophy of Dewey and ideology of Ho Chi Minh, and teachers who
had worked for more than 26 years became less interested in the aspect of educational
philosophy or ideology. From this recognition, awareness of Vietnamese education was
also an issue to learn from respondents in the questionnaire and the results were as in
the following part.
6.1.2 Teacher’s perception about philosophy in Vietnamese education
In terms of recognition of whether Vietnamese education has a philosophy and
specifically what it was, the diversified responses from teachers reflected the vagueness
in awareness about this important component which determined many aspects in
forming education (Noddings, 1995; Max Black, 1969; Nam, 2014; Gutex, 1997). The
results from the questionnaire showed that only twenty-four out of forty-two surveyed
teachers (57.1%) believed that Vietnamese had a philosophy; on the other hand, the
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other eleven teachers hold the opposite view; and especially, the remaining seven
teachers seemed to avoid answering this question for unknown reasons.
For the philosophy of Vietnamese education specifically, only seven out of 24 teachers
who thought Vietnamese education had a philosophy were willing to share their own
knowledge or recognition about it. The philosophy of Vietnamese education was mainly
recognized from some features of Confucius’ philosophy and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology;
philosophy of Dewey was also seen from teachers’ awareness about Vietnamese
education. In addition, for the cases of QQG06 and QQG07 Vietnamese education
philosophy was stated from their vague understanding about philosophy and the
influence of historical events on their thinking.
Firstly, in relation to the philosophy of Confucius and ideology of Ho Chi Minh, the
philosophy of Vietnamese education was mostly perceived from moral training which
resulted in good personality or behavior of Confucian education (Yao, 2000; Starr,
2012) with two out of four comments:
“Product of education is human personality” [QQG01]
“Training human for comprehensive development of personality” [QQG03]

The philosophy of Vietnamese education was also perceived from the combination of a
fine tradition of “respect teacher, respect morality” of Vietnamese people (Pham Thi
Huyen, 2016), and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology about the purpose of education (Nguyen
Thi Thanh Mai, 2004), and:
“Respect teacher and respect morality; training people for both virtues and
talent to respond to the needs of society and international integration”
[QQG05]

Similar reply but from Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology perspective21:
“Learning must go along with practice; according to HCM, learning to
work, to be good human and cadre. Learning is to serve the community, the
21

Ho Chi Minh full collection [in Vietnamese]. (2000). Publisher: CTQG, Ha Noi, volume 5, pp.684, 253, 235,
235.
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working class and people, homeland and mankind. To be able to carry out
that, [students, teachers or someone else?] must have integrity, uprightness,
and impartiality.” [QQG04]

Secondly, completely different from the above perceptions about Vietnamese
educational philosophy, the philosophy was believed to be from the educational
philosophy of Dewey which was compatible with Gutex’s (1997, p.98) finding in his
book that “educational aims belong to the learner rather than the teacher”
“Learners are the center in educational and teaching process” [QQG02]

The last two ideas about Vietnamese educational philosophy seemed to make clear the
term “philosophy” by defining and explaining how it was applied in Vietnamese
education and especially listing some remarkable milestones in Vietnamese education
from the past to present rather than mentioning what it was
“Philosophy is the scientific arguments aiming at guiding an educational
process to achieve optimum efficiency. Vietnam's educational philosophy is
specified in principles, the principles of teaching and education, more
specifically, the pedagogical rationale.”[QQG06]
“Systems of former competition- examinations, mandarins, and people as
the foundation; patriotic philosophy; revolution; after the revolution in
August 1945, education reform in 1986, individual values.” [QQG07]

These two cases’ ideas could be explained by the fact that Vietnamese education was
influenced and built on the background of foreign education in many centuries and the
efforts for changing the situation were still visible in the minds of Vietnamese people. It
was, as indicated by Brooks (2010), Vietnamese education was not endowed with a
solid foundation for continuous growth for it was shaped by too many different types of
foreign education such as Chinese, French and American; and this also resulted in the
vagueness and inconsistency of defining what is really the philosophy of Vietnamese
education presently.
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In general, from recognition by most teachers except for QQG02, Vietnamese
educational philosophy was still bound to the concepts of Confucius’ philosophy and
Ho Chi Minh’s ideology that emphasized moral education, obsolete traditional values,
and particularly highlighted the dominant role of the teacher in educating and training
students. The findings also showed the situation of confusion or lack of a philosophy
which is an important guideline for developing education. In other words, Vietnamese
education has been not built on the foundation of a clear and consistent educational
philosophy. Even in the opposite case, there has been too much thought about
Vietnamese educational philosophy recently or Vietnam hasn’t had a strong philosophy
which plays an important role in creating an identity for its education. The following
will be the self-identification of teachers from the interviews about their philosophy of
education which helped create the overall picture towards the research issue
6.1.3 Teacher’s awareness of their own philosophy
Regarding the results from the interviews which were synthesized from teachers’ verbal
statements about their own philosophy of education, some similarities and differences
were recognized in relation to the four examined philosophies and ideology and
philosophy of Vietnamese education collected from the survey.
In terms of similarities, teachers’ own philosophies were also diversified and found
from the combination of the philosophies and ideology from the four chosen research
proponents. On the other hand, the main differences were figured out from the high
appreciation for Confucius’ educational philosophy which was contrary to the results of
the questionnaire, and other philosophy was also seen from respondent’s sharing from
the interviews. Some reflections about the status of Vietnamese education were also
mentioned. The part would demonstrate the viewpoints of teacher-respondents as
mentioned.
In the first place, teachers’ own philosophy came from the combination of different
philosophies recognized from the models of Confucius- Ho Chi Minh, ConfuciusDewey, and Confucius-Dewey-Ho Chi Minh. Obviously, in correlation with the
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perceptions about the philosophy of Vietnamese education, teachers’ own educational
philosophies which were collected from A002 and A003 also derived from the
combination of both educational philosophy and ideology of Confucius and Ho Chi
Minh. A common point seen from these two teachers was that they perceived the
educational philosophy from their roles as a teacher in diversified aspects of the
teaching profession. The findings as in the extracts:
“In my opinion, no matter what we do we must reserve love for our job. A
teacher must have a heart and a passion for the job. It means the teacher
must do something to ensure that all contents in the curriculum must be
transmitted [help students understand] [Ho Chi Minh]. One more thing,
currently teacher doesn’t have time to nurture ethics for students. If
possible, teachers should be responsible for teaching both literacy
[knowledge] and ethics for students to become a good human.”
[Confucius][A002G13]

This teacher used the opportunity to criticize the reality in Vietnamese education for its
emphasis on the teacher’s mission of accomplishment of teaching the content rather
than the education of ethics for students. The idea of teaching knowledge must go along
with ethical training as implied by A002 was found in Ho Chi Minh’s education for
nurturing a Vietnamese young generation with both “red mind and expertise” or “ethics
and talent” (Nguyen Thi Thanh Mai, 2004; Dung Hue Doan 2005, p.451)
“However, teaching knowledge is much important in a classroom which
requires the teacher to accomplish certain contents in one teaching hour or
in that course. As a result, teaching for being a good human is more
underestimated than teaching for knowledge.”[A002G16]

It appears that the teacher must be a pioneer in every aspect of life from Ho Chi Minh’s
education (Tran Van Hoa, 2012; Van Nhan, 2015) and transmission of knowledge in
traditional education of Confucius (Tran Thi Phuong Hoa, 2009; Starr, 2012) seemed to
be perceived as her educational philosophy by A003
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“I am not sure that I can generalize a philosophy of education by my own. I
think it is okay for me when I adhere to the provisions of the school and
complete my assigned tasks as a teacher [Ho Chi Minh]. I think that no
matter if a teacher uses traditional or modern methods; provided that the
teacher achieves the goal of transmitting knowledge [Confucius]. [A003G11]

Respondent A001 seemed also to apply the core meanings of Confucian and Deweyan
education in terms of “transmission” for knowledge and “sharing” for satisfying
learners’ needs (Noddings, 1995) but to serve her ongoing efforts in improving herself
as a good model of a teacher in Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology. Again, educational
philosophy bound within how to perform teaching well was expressed by A001
“It is the transmission and sharing. For me, teaching profession is an
experienced step for perfect ourselves. Day by day, year after year I’ve met
many different types of students which can help me improve my ways of
transmission. My teaching methods may be not different from class to class
but it also has distinctive feature for every single class, in other words, my
teaching methods also have something suitable to every class. Time passing,
I’ve recognized the differences in my students’ reaction.” [A001G14]

Furthermore, from a sharing of A006, Dewey’s educational philosophy was recognized
in the spirit of sharing and mutual learning instead of imposing on students together
with the expectation of satisfying students’ needs; however, the ultimate goal of her
teaching was to help students gain knowledge and improve their behavior which was
found in Confucian education (Yao, 2000; Starr, 2012) rather than stimulated learner’s
interest in their learning (Dewey, 1879). A006 was the first one who accounted for the
students’ role in her educational philosophy
“To me, teaching is like sharing knowledge. I don’t want to use the word
“teach” here because sometimes teacher must learn from students [Dewey].
Besides knowledge, it also includes behavior, attitude, and even deportment.
For example, when teaching I usually share with my students about how to
behave with not only children and parents but also leaders and colleagues.
Sharing knowledge only is not enough; it must include attitude, behavior and
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passion for teaching job [student’s future job] as well [Confucius]. I want a
teacher to be a supporter or facilitator and students must play the active role
in their learning. Teacher satisfies students’ needs is much better in
comparison with the vice versa. [Dewey]” [A006G15]

Differently from the cases of A002, A003, A001, and A006, the respondents A004,
A007, and A005 seemed to choose a specific philosophy or ideology to pursue in their
teaching. The philosophies of Dewey and Paulo Freire and the ideology were seen from
these respondents’ own educational philosophy. Specifically, as in A004 case, her
perception of the philosophy of education was compatible with Dewey’s “constant
reorganizing or reconstructing of experience” (Dewey 1916, p.89). However, not being
bound in the experience of learners as in Dewey’s, what A004 implied about the
experience here was related to the shortages found from her teaching context for the
requirement of facilitating students’ learning by appropriate and on time investment in
both necessary equipment and financial issues.
“To me, education is to experience. The experience here means doing.
Education which is not doing is completely a failure. In addition, it closely
related to money too. Without money, we can do nothing with education.
Students cannot acquire the fullest sense of some courses because of lacking
supported facilities. For example, a practice room for the course
“Psychological Disorder” which doesn’t exist in my school. In some case, I
truly spend my own money and call for contribution from students, i.e. to pay
for field trips to Centers for Social Protectorate. Students go there to give
gifts and get acquainted with street children and orphans; from these children,
they can directly observe, sense and learn about the symptoms of
psychological disorder. The school has neither had that policy nor scheduled
any practice hour for the course.” [A004G12]

A difference was found from A007 that her philosophy of education was based on
Freire’s famous saying “estudiar no es un acto de consumir ideas, sino de crearlas y
recrearlas” in English “Study is not an act of consuming ideas, but rather one of creating
them and recreating them” (Gadotti, 1994) as in the extract.
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“About philosophy, to me I employ the philosophy of recreation. It means I
teach by organizing and creating activities for students to be able to create
knowledge. Through the activities, they can understand the contents from that
they can create knowledge by their own. I never speak out the knowledge
first.” [A007G17]

In this sense, A007 seemed to apply the problem- posing education of Freire which
helps students “engage in acts of cognition rather than transfers of information” (Freire
1972, p. 79).
The statement “An ignorant nation is a weak nation” that governed the educational
ideology of Ho Chi Minh (Nguyen Thi Doan, 2015) was found from the philosophy of
education of A005 in the extract below. The teacher focused on the role of education in
building and developing society which was also recognized from Ho Chi Minh’s
ideology (Do Van Quan & Dang Anh Tuyet, 2005)
“To education, I think that the learning society should be built for
development of our society. If literacy levels are low, it is difficult to strongly
develop. Therefore, my brief statement about the philosophy of education is
how to develop an educational system with its true meaning. The true meaning
here is to develop higher education scientifically and aesthetically. Just doing
so we can contribute to building a learning society and promoting social
development. Education must go with real teaching and real learning.”
[A005G18]

The weaknesses of Vietnamese education were claimed for lacking of educational
philosophy, and policies being carried out but gaining fewer effects from the Ministry of
Education and Training of Vietnam were also mentioned by A005. This partly reflected
an interest in finding immediate solutions for long-term problems of Vietnamese
education. This comment was compatible with the reflection of Associate Professor Dr.
Nguyen Le Ninh (2016) about educational philosophy in the Vietnamese education
system
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“Some teachers in the north have talked a lot about it, but the philosophy of
Vietnamese education is still vague, or not clear as the one of Malaysia and
Thailand. We haven’t found out appropriate educational philosophy yet. As a
result, it [education] is chaotic and messy. The Ministry of Education and
Training itself gets confused when its proposed project has been interrogated.
That is the serious lack of working scientifically. When seeing other countries
doing something well, we have also sent people for training and gradually
gathered of [ways of teaching, curriculum, philosophy…]. Nearly 20 years we
have still at the stage of gathering. For example, we have sent students to
study in different foreign countries; finally, we haven’t known which
philosophy we are following. Initially, our education followed the model of
socialism of the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries; then modeled
after French and Japanese education. Generally, Vietnamese education lacks
orientation and macro planning. It needs a true philosophy.”[A005G19]

The findings above showed that the teachers had certain perceptions about educational
philosophies and ideology in general and they could recognize the connection and core
values of these in dealing with situations or problems arising in their work. What the
teachers perceived about their own philosophy of education would be the underlying
foundations deciding on all of the aspects of their teaching practice.
To sum up, teachers were aware of the philosophy of education; from which, they
displayed some diversified perceptions about different aspects of the investigation. In
fact, the findings from the questionnaire indicated that teachers paid attention to all four
philosophies and ideology rather equally, in which Confucius’s seemed to be less
appreciated. Years of teaching experience proved to be a criterion for measuring
teachers’ perceptions about their educational philosophy; of that, teachers with 11-15
years of teaching experience seemed to be the followers of Herbart and Confucius and
vice versa less supported the philosophy of Dewey and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh.
Another important discovery was that educational philosophies and ideology from any
proponents were not a big concern for teachers with more than 26 years of teaching
experience.
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The in-depth interviews showed that many teachers perceived their philosophy of
education in the core meaning of Confucius’ that was least chosen in the survey and
teachers showed that their teaching was derived from a certain philosophy as well as the
eclectic combination of diverse philosophies. On the other hand, the philosophy of
Herbart which was ranked in the third place according to respondents’ choice for
recognition about educational philosophy was not mentioned in any teachers’ own
philosophy. The philosophy of Vietnamese education was mostly perceived from
traditional values. It could be a good signal for identifying education; however, these
values were obsolete and no longer consistent with current trends as well as the
orientation that Vietnamese government has been pursuing reforming and developing
education. A vague educational philosophy together with a vague awareness caused a
series of drawbacks in the education of which was partially illustrated with some
weaknesses by the teachers as above. The goals of education and roles of the curriculum
which were the main concern as well as resulted from an educational philosophy were
reflected by the teachers and this provided some explanations for the drawbacks of the
education.
6.2 Teachers’ perceptions about the goals of education and the roles of the
curriculum
As one of the special parts in teachers’ perceptions about the philosophy of education,
goals of education and roles of the curriculum were investigated from both the tools of
questionnaire and interviews. These two aspects are in close relation to educational
philosophy as indicated by a number of researchers (Black, 1969; Hirst, 1974; Barrow
and Wood, 2006). They were considered under the four examined philosophies and
ideology from the questionnaire together with participants’ self-reflection about their
own understandings or ideas from the interviews. The findings from the questionnaire
and interviews showed the status of Vietnamese education regarding the research issues.
Firstly, the results of the questionnaire were presented to clarify the viewpoint.
The Descriptive Statistic Test and One Sample T-Test were run to analyze the
participants’ perspectives towards the goals of education and the roles of the
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curriculum. The results showed that participants’ perspectives towards the goals of
education and the roles of the curriculum are more positive than that of the accepted
mean (M = 4.2 (SD = .48) was different from 3.0, (t = 16.386, df = 41, p = .00) (see
appendices for details). The following table summarized teachers’ responses for each
item of the research issues.
Table 8: Summary of participants’ responses to each item in the cluster
Item

Strongly
Agree and
Agree

Neutral

1. The priority of education is to develop good

90.4%

4.8%

Strongly
Disagree
and
Disagree
4.8%

85.8%

7.1%

7.1%

90.4%

4.8%

4.8%

88.1%

11.9%

0.0%

95.2%

2.4%

2.4%

69.1%

21.4%

9.5%

85.7%

9.5%

4.8%

95.2%

0.0%

4.8%

personality, meanwhile, knowledge becomes secondary.
2. Educators should initialize the learning environments
in which learners will nurture independently through
both determined and predetermined activities and
experience.
3. The primary goal of education is to fight against
obscurantism and train useful citizens for the country
because an illiterate nation is a powerless one.
4. Education as a science is the combination of ethics and
psychology, in which its aims are of ethics and its means
are from psychology, aims at cultivating moral character.
5. The curriculum should be flexible to adapt the needs
and interests of students.
6. Traditional values should be given priority over social
problems.
7. The teaching of knowledge should help build moral
character.
8. The curriculum must be associated with the practice of
social life, to train people for the purpose of serving the
country and the people; it must focus on educating
human holistically both in talent and morality.
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It is interesting that all of the 8 items about goals of education and roles of curriculum
were highly appreciated, but “traditional values should be given priority over social
problems” as a role of curriculum from Confucius’ philosophy was the least chosen for
agreement or strongly agreement (69.1%); otherwise, the types of curriculum from the
philosophy of Dewey and ideology of Ho Chi Minh were most appreciated (95.2%). In
addition, although the item 4 from Herbart’s didn’t account for the highest rate of
agreement in comparison with the others, there was not any negative response towards
it. It was also important to note that the goal of shaping learner’s personality from
Confucian education was highly appreciated equivalent to Ho Chi Minh’s education of
“fighting against obscurantism and train useful citizens for the country”. In other words,
in establishing the validity of the learning objectives, a clear abandonment of traditional
values could be seen in favor of the needs of learners, solving social problems and
combining teaching with practice.
Regarding the open-ended question for gaining more or different ideas from the
participants about the goals of education and roles of curriculum, there were 3
participants who expressed their views, which at first glance seemed to be irrelevant to
the research issues; however, the ideas were very meaningful in terms of showing some
valuable insights drawn from their teaching process and contributing to the realization
of some certain goals of the education.
A participant conveyed a message for how to make education better and this came from
the ideology of Ho Chi Minh about the pioneering role of teachers in education.
“As a teacher, you must have professional conscience in order to train
useful people for the society” [QQE170]

A note on curriculum was also mainly stemmed from the ideology of Ho Chi Minh
“Learning must have practice; knowledge must go along with ethics”
[QQE174]

Unlike others, one participant reflected one of the realities existing in Vietnamese
education and this idea would be mentioned as follows:
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“In Vietnam, students have been never allowed to choose what and
how to study.” [QQE172]

Teachers relied mostly on the ideology of Ho Chi Minh when defining both the goals of
education and roles of the curriculum. After that, the role of education from Dewey’s
philosophy was the most appreciated. Although an issue of harvesting good personality
as the goal of education from Confucius’ philosophy was chosen by most of the
participants, the core value of his curriculum in which traditional values “were given
priority over social problems” was the most underestimated compared to other
philosophies. This seemed to be a good signal when teachers linked education to solving
social problems.
Secondly, the findings from the interviews helped reaffirm teachers’ perceptions and
reflection about the quantitative research issues. However, from what the teachers
eagerly shared, the goals of education were misconceived as practical coping with their
teaching job; and similarly, the roles of the curriculum were recognized from their
experience in academic contexts. In terms of the goals of education, the extracts of
A003E176 and A001E173 showed the teachers’ ways of teaching in relation to the core
meanings of Confucius’ philosophy and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology in words and phrase as
“teaching”, “transmission”, “understanding”, and “learn from life more than from
school”.
“When talking about education, I just think of teaching and transmission.”
[A003E176]
“Education is teaching and understanding, teaching is simply a transmission of
knowledge, I think people can learn from life more than from school.”
[A001E173]

The roles of the curriculum which was only mentioned by A004 and was reflected
through a drawback in the current education:
“From my own perspective, I see that higher education in Vietnam has been
facing some big problems. I fully feel about it because I used to be a student
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and knew clearly at least about my curriculum. I felt a little bit discontent
when I was in the second year.” [A004E175]

She pointed out the weaknesses in skills training for students recognized from the whole
system of Vietnamese higher education that causes problems for students after
graduation:
“I found some serious shortages in skills from the curriculum. When I finished
the second year, I wanted to quit the university to find another major to follow
from which I could see more specifically in skills. For that reason, I
simultaneously studied a number of neurological intensive courses at the
University of Medicine and Pharmacy. However, I recognized that school also
focused much on theory. Then, I decided to continue my major [pedagogical
psychology] due to the fact that it was the same despite studying at any
schools. I decided to remain unchanged; after that, I studied English and spent
more time for reading materials to widen my knowledge. To be honest, I think
that our training has been very “poor” regarding practice and skills. As a
result, the majority of Vietnamese students don’t have enough either general
skills or professional skills.” [A004E177]

Not only was he different from the other participants in the scope of recognition of
education but also A005 provided facts and figures for mentioning the deficiencies in
the managerial hierarchy of the educational system regarding the goals of education. His
perceptions about educational goals were a combination of the aspect of moral
education from Confucius’ philosophy, the cooperation among the stakeholders (family,
school, and society) in education from Ho Chi Minh’s ideology and the policies for the
development of education from the government.
“I think that education must derive from the philosophy of education.
Education plays a special role in creating social consciousness. Firstly, it
promotes and perfects personality of each individual and each group of people
in the community [Confucius’]. Secondly, it enhances social development
about culture, science, and technology. Those are two roles of education in
orientating and enhancing the development of both individuals and the society
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[Ho Chi Minh’s]. Therefore, the roles of education as in Vietnam, we have the
policies that “education is a national priority” and “investment for education is
an investment for development” [Vietnamese Law of Education]. I think that
we need to realize educational activities right with its true meaning. That is
how to perform all of the functional roles of education in social life. School
education, family education and social education must be in harmony and
carry out the right functions of not only transmission of knowledge but
continuity between generations and outlining the direction for individual and
social development [Ho Chi Minh’s]” [A005E171]

Therefore, from teachers’ acceptance of almost all of the examined philosophies and
ideology about the goals of education and roles of curriculum, it could be seen that
teachers tried to reconcile promoting learners’ advantages and the goals of Vietnamese
education set by the government as in the Law of Education 2005:
“The goals of education are to train Vietnamese into comprehensively developed
persons who possess moral qualities, knowledge, good health, aesthetic sense,
and profession, and are loyal to the ideology of national independence and
socialism; to shape and foster personality, quality and capacity of citizens,
satisfying the national construction and defense requirements.”

Thus, the goals of Vietnamese education seemed to be rather abstract and didn’t
recognize the autonomous roles of students in their learning. As a result, when all
students were oriented to develop in a predefined direction, they could not develop their
own identity and abilities, and such problems towards the Vietnamese education system
in general and its curriculum as reflected from the extracts QQE172, A004E177 and
A005E171 were understandable. The teachers’ roles in teaching from their own
recognition would be analyzed in the following part.
6.3 Teachers’ self-identification of their roles in accordance with the recognizable
educational philosophies and ideology
The results from the questionnaire and interviews showed that all of the participants
were fully aware of their roles in teaching practice. The teacher roles were recognized
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from different sources of data in the interviews. It was surprising that all interviewees
saw their roles as the teachers similar to that of described in Dewey’s philosophy
(Gutex, 1997) although multiple perspectives were also found in the cases of A001,
A002, A005, and A007. The results from the interviews were somewhat similar to the
results of high perception about their roles as a teacher from the questionnaire.
It could be seen from the results that there was a strong correspondence of perceptions
about the teacher roles compatible with Dewey’s from both the questionnaire and the
interviews. From the questionnaire, the highest percentage of 92.8% of agreement or
strongly agreement on item 16 “To promote interdisciplinary subject matter, students
should experience democratic and project-based classroom through teachers’ facilitating
and encouraging” shared their roles of the teachers from Dewey’s perspectives.
Table 9: Summary of participants’ perceptions about the teacher roles
Item

13. Teachers as educators need to be pioneers in

Strongly
Agree and
Agree
90.5%

Neutral

7.1%

Strongly
Disagree and
Disagree
2.4%

88.1%

9.5%

2.4%

57.1%

14.3%

28.6%

92.8%

4.8%

2.4%

learning as well as in all other fields.
14. Teachers as the main concern in education are
responsible for leading the teaching process.
15. Teachers are scholars who know everything and
are the model for students to follow.
16. To promote interdisciplinary subject matter,
students should experience democratic and projectbased classroom through teachers’ facilitating and
encouraging.

Furthermore, as presented in Table 9, of the four types of teachers’ roles, the second and
third highest percentages of 90.5% and 88.1% which were given to the item 13 and 14
enhanced the active role of teachers in their teaching or they were the main factor
making the educational process happen. In other words, the teacher as the center of
education who took the main role in making teaching process occur and must be
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pioneers in every aspect of life; as stated in the ideology and philosophy of Ho Chi
Minh and Herbart, was also occupied the large number of agreement from participants
(90.5% and 88.1%). The philosophy of Confucius which advocated the absolute
position of teacher in education was also accounted for 57.1% of the agreement. Such
beliefs reflected a paradox in participants’ thinking and maybe resulted from a
combination of traditional and modern roles that teacher- respondents took in their
teaching context and from insufficient awareness of teachers about their roles in
teaching.
The strong connection among the data was also resulting from the interviews in which
all respondents showed their roles as the teachers in accordance with Dewey’s
philosophy. While A003 saw her roles in teaching as encouraging students to learn,
A006 wanted to be a supporter or a facilitator in her teaching process. Dewey’s roles of
teachers were also found in other five teacher-respondents as in the following extracts:
“Teacher just plays the roles of activation and orientation for them to selfstudy.” [A004R02]
“I played the role of a seller and my students were customers. My goal
[creating such a relationship] was to add an excitement and lively atmosphere
to the class.” [A002R03]
“I just play a role of a coordinator who offers and guides students to perform
the activities. For example, raising an issue for students to discuss for a while
and getting them to do presentation by many ways such as every student takes
turn to speak out his idea, or the whole group will stand in front of the class to
present, or every group brings out its idea and the following groups cannot
repeat the ideas from the previous groups.” [A007R08]
“…the third one is to help students self-evaluate their learning ability. That is
the role of a teacher in terms of teaching.” [A005R09]

Both the philosophy of Dewey and ideology of Ho Chi Minh were found in the
perceptions about teacher roles in the case of A001 regarding the similar interests in
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facilitating students to learn and grow from the experience. A minor difference between
these two regarding the identification of their roles as teachers was that Dewey
mentioned students learning to develop a certain experience to a new level or new
experience while Ho Chi Minh still emphasized that students learn from not only from
the school but society.
“My other role is reflected through the willing of receiving information from
my students. Whenever my students come back from their internship, I
always ask them for information about what they gained from their trip, and
how they were treated. It’s worth learning their experience gained from the
reality although the trip is short.” [A001R01]

The elements of the ideology of Ho Chi Minh regarding this matter was also found in
the case of A005 when his perception about the teacher’s role as the mental engineering
for personality development.
“It means the teacher must play the role of a mental engineering that both
orientates for human development of capacity and personality and promotes
the strengths by improving weaknesses of the learners for them to achieve the
learning outcomes at the highest point.” [A005R07]

The interview data also presented the case that a respondent perceived about teacher
roles in connection with multiple philosophies as in the following extract:
“I take the role of guiding and orientating students for them to follow the
course [Dewey’s]. The second is organization; I organize for students to
comprehend knowledge and practice [Herbart’s]. The third one is to help
students self-evaluate their learning ability [Dewey’s]. That is the role of a
teacher in terms of teaching. About educating, although being a teacher, I
spend a certain amount of time to do the work of an educator e.g. inserting
into the lectures some lessons about humanity and patriotism [Ho Chi
Minh’s], and educating about ethics and aesthetics [Herbart’s]. It means
when teaching in class, I have two roles of both teaching knowledge about
psychology and helping students apply psychological knowledge to daily life.
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And the mission of students when going to a class is to study under the
instruction of me [as a teacher]. Moreover, I also orientate students for many
directions to apprentice, doing scientific research and self- learning and selfresearching [Herbart’s]” [A005R07]

Respondent A005 saw the teacher roles with a variety of perceptions which were similar
to the core features in the philosophies and ideology of Herbart, Dewey and Ho Chi
Minh concurrently. In addition, at least the philosophies of Herbart and Confucius
appeared in the following extracts about teacher roles.
“Teacher imparts knowledge and educates the young generations. The most
important thing is how to help students gain the knowledge”. [A002R05]
“Teacher plays two roles of teaching and educating simultaneously of which
just lacking one of the two roles is not acceptable, not machinery.”
[A005R06]
“Teacher shouldn’t go to a class and teach as a machine but he must be close
and have contact with students. To do that, the teacher can know about his
students for their strengths and weaknesses as well as learn about their
aspirations to adapt.” [A005R10]

A difference was found in the cases of A002 and A007 that the perceptions about
teacher roles could be classified to be in the group following Confucius.
“Teacher must do something to ensure that all contents must be transmitted
[help students understand] which are in the curriculum. One more thing,
currently teacher doesn’t have time to nurture ethics for students. If possible,
teachers should be responsible for teaching both literacy [knowledge] and
ethics for students to become a good human.”[A002R04]
“The most important one is teaching methods. It’s because even with good
expertise a teacher who doesn’t have an effective tool for transmission
[knowledge, skills] to students, he or she cannot meet the requirement”
[A007R08]
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Regarding the specific philosophies from the questionnaire with the open questions, the
role of teacher stressed and specified together with the active roles of students. These
two main educational counterparts’ roles were determined as if without one of them,
educational or teaching process cannot happen effectively. A participant pointed out the
role of teachers as in Dewey’s philosophy:
“Teachers guide and orientate students on courses; students must explore and
accumulate skills and knowledge for themselves.” [QQ01]

However, the qualitative data from the survey negates the fact of using project-based
learning as one of the features in Dewey’s:
“The project-based classroom has not been applied in Vietnam yet.” [QQ02]

Although most of the participants mentioned their roles as information providers,
coordinators, organizers, or guides which were found in the concepts of progressive
philosophies of education of whom they were supposed to promote active role of
students in class, they still subscribed to the ultimate goal of helping the learners to
understand the lectures so as to be able to carry out the class activities. Roles of teachers
relied on Dewey’s educational philosophy about the teachers’ main role in a problemcentered school (Gutex 1997, p.98), and simultaneously indicated that Vietnamese
education lacks of project- based classroom which was also found in Dewey’s education
in the questionnaire (See Appendix 1, p.233). Instead of thinking in this way, teachers
must be a resource person who creates favorable conditions together with useful
activities; i.e. problem-solving one for students to learn effectively and independently.
From teachers’ perceptions about their roles in teaching as a background for their
awareness about the next practical issues, the following part would be involved
clarifying the notions of teachers’ teaching from the results of the questionnaire and
interviews.
6.4 The notions of teachers' teaching
It could be seen from all four philosophies and ideology that the notions of teachers’
teaching were diverse. If teaching was simplified as a process, it would be, in Confucian
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education, the process of telling students good words of the ideal images in both history
and current society from the compulsory books and from teachers’ knowledge as well as
their ethics. The word “telling” was used in Confucian teaching because teaching
process happened mainly one-way such that students would listen and the teacher would
speak to them. A similar situation and understanding would be for those who followed
Ho Chi Minh’s ideology because Ho Chi Minh was born and raised in a family and
hometown with Confucian tradition (Nguyen Thi Thanh Mai, 2004). However, Ho Chi
Minh developed his ideology of education in a more radical way to solve the immediate
problems of the country in postcolonial time in which only about 5% of the citizen
could read and write (Thuy-Phuong Nguyen, 2004; Kaiser, Kriele, Miethe & Piepiorka,
2015). That teaching could take place in class or in the society in which students would
learn from their teachers and discuss their learning was the core feature of Ho Chi
Minh’s education. The ones who knew more could teach the ones who knew less and
everyone could become a teacher in one way or another.
From different perceptions, regarding the notions of teaching, the followers of Herbart
defined teaching as the process of educating in which the teachers played the main roles
in preparing the lessons and taught the students. The implementation of steps in
teaching would help the teachers to ensure that students could be able to accomplish the
exercises after learning as the requirements of the lessons (Hudson, 1946; Noddings,
1995; Novak, 1998). In contrast, the followers of Dewey focused on the students’
interests, needs, and experience. In Dewey’s educational philosophy, teachers had a
function of a facilitator or guide in making learning process happen (Dewey, 1897;
Gutex, 1997).
This part continues with the findings from the questionnaire before dealing with the indepth analysis from the interviews about the notions of the teacher’s teaching.
First, to analyze the participants’ perspectives on how the educational process takes
place in the teachers’ teaching, the Descriptive Statistic Test, and the One-Sample TTest were used. The results showed that the participants significantly had good
perceptions about how the teaching process happened (M = 3.9, SD = .64, testing mean
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3.0, t = 9.262, df = 41, p = .00) (see appendices for details). The following table
displayed the portion of participants’ responses about the notions of teaching.
Table 10: Summary of participants’ responses to each item
Item
17. Learners’ potential should be achieved through

Strongly
Agree and
Agree
92.8%

Neutral

2.4%

Strongly
Disagree and
Disagree
4.8%

66.6%

11.9%

21.5%

59.5%

11.9%

28.6%

95.2%

0.0%

4.8%

academic freedom, responsibility, and perceptions
with experience
18. Teaching must formally follow the sequences of
instruction

as

preparation,

presentation,

comparison, integration and application.
19. Knowledge can be gained from the imitation of
good teacher’s words and deeds.
20. Learning must come with thinking; it must go
along with practice and experiment, and theories
must be attached to reality.

As presented in Table 10, of the four items, items 20 and 17 were accounted for the
highest percentages of agreement (up to 95.2% and 92.8%). They shared the same ideas
that learning process happened when it attached to some factors, and the learners must
be provided with some favorable conditions during the learning process. Otherwise,
only 66.6% of the participants believed that teachers played the main role in imparting
knowledge; however, only 59.5% of them supported that teaching should follow a
certain process. In order to explain this table with the linkage of the examined
philosophies, the core philosophies should be clarified in each item in which item 17
was connected to Dewey’s, item 18 as from that of Herbart, item 19 was to describe the
teaching notion of Confucius and the last one was for that of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology.
The results showed that the participants were aware of their teaching with high
consensus for Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology in terms of the connectivity of
lessons to the reality and Dewey’s philosophy with the notions of full development of
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the learners. It also revealed that the philosophy of Confucius was not the respondents’
recognition in their notions of teaching. This would be a good signal for teaching and
education in common in the research context.
Analyzing the data from the interviews allowed deeper interpretation of the findings so
that the notions of teachers’ teaching would be understood in the personal philosophies
of the respondents. However, the data of the interviews were more diverse and pointed
to different aspects of teaching so that it should be divided into smaller classifications.
Therefore, the next part would illustrate the results found from the participants’
interviews regarding the teachers’ teaching in terms of (1) the notions of teaching, and
(2) the perceptions during stages of teaching
6.4.1 The notions of teaching
It could be seen from the notions of teaching that the respondents shared their different
perceptions about teaching in the same research context and these perceptions shared
some similar features of the examined philosophies. Among seven participants, four of
them bore in minds the notions of teaching from more than two examined philosophies
at the same time. The rest of three respondents had his or her notion of teaching that was
compatible with only one of the philosophies or ideology. Of all participants’ sharing,
the features of Confucius’ educational philosophy were found from up to five
participants and that of Dewey’s had the same number of participants. Three
participants had the notions of teaching derived from the features of Ho Chi Minh’s
educational ideology. None of them mentioned the philosophy of Herbart though the
results from the questionnaire had at least 66.6% of the agreement.
The juxtaposition of both qualitative and quantitative data appears meaningful here.
When the lowest agreement in the questionnaire (59.5%) was to show the teachers’
perception compatible with the philosophy of Confucius, five out of seven interviewees
revealed their similar notions of teaching which closely related to Confucius’
(respondents A001, A003, A004, A005, and A007). For example, in the following
extract, it could be seen that the teachers’ sense of teaching was developed from
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copying or imitating the methods of others without critical thinking as in the process of
learning to teach with the philosophy of Confucius.
“When I first entered this university, I observed and learned the ways my older
colleagues taught before I started teaching. And when I went internship I did
experience how to guide in the van, simultaneously I learned that from other
people. In a word, these mentioned two are rather similar and modify each
other.” [A001T39]

It could be seen from this extract that the respondent shared the common features of not
only the philosophy of Confucius but also the ideology of Ho Chi Minh in which
learning from other people should be emphasized for the process of balancing the theory
and practice from reality.
“The most important one is teaching methods. It’s because even with good
expertise a teacher who doesn’t have an effective tool for transmission
[knowledge, skills] to students, he or she cannot meet the requirement.”
[A007T43]
“Generally, sometimes I use some techniques to encourage my students to
involve in learning such as giving high marks or some small gifts.” [A003T40]
“Well, I just pay attention to the content of the lesson on that day and how to
help students understand exactly about the lesson.” [A004T41]

It was found that the philosophy of Confucius appeared in the answers of these
respondents as in the above extracts. When teaching was understood as the process of
transmitting knowledge, respondent A004 required the learners to be able to capture the
teachers’ exact knowledge of the teaching process. In addition, if teaching in Confucius’
educational philosophy was mainly for learners to become the governors (Dung Hue
Doan, 2005; Nguyen Q. Thang, 2005), the high scores or materialized motivations
would have been used as the tool for teachers who advocated this philosophy. In this
sense, teaching was more connected to the notions of learning to get the good score or
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degree for a different purpose in the society, but not for the achievement of skills and
knowledge development.
The philosophy of Confucius was also found in the answers of A005 and A007 as
follows:
“Machinery can replace the teacher in terms of teaching literacy and teaching
knowledge; however, it absolutely cannot replace the teacher in terms of
converting students by his nice personality. Students are concurrently
influenced by two factors: firstly, the knowledge and talent of teachers; and
secondly, emotional life and ethics of teachers.” [A005T48]
“To me, teaching is using effective tools or methods to transmit knowledge to
students. We [teachers] also fail in case we have the knowledge to transmit but
the tool for transmitting is not effective.” [A007T44]

These two extracts were separated and analyzed later because the respondents had not
only one notion of teaching. When the above extracts of A005T48 and A007T44
revealed the features of teaching as the process of knowledge transmission and the sole
important role of the teachers’ talents and knowledge, the signal of the philosophy of
Confucius was recognized with the key values of transmission, ethics, and emotions,
and the teachers’ talents (though it could also be classified to be of Herbart). The
majority of features were similar to that of Confucius.
For the case of A005, the philosophy of Confucius would not be enough to describe his
notions of teaching. Teaching should be only one of the educational activities because
teaching activity was from the teacher and learning was from students. Ho Chi Minh did
not explicitly address about the notion of teaching, but A005 did say the ideas in which
the teachers and students could be able to discuss for the learning process to happen
were important for patriotism. It was implied in A005T42 that the educational process
needed both sides of teaching and learning to cooperate for a certain purpose of making
education happen.
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“Education is not necessary to have both teachers and students. Talking about
educational activity, it has two activities: the educational or teaching activity
of teacher and the learning one of the student; and these two activities make
the educational process happen.” [A005T42]
“I take the role of guiding and orientating students for them to follow the
course. The second is organization; I organize for students to comprehend
knowledge and practice. The third one is to help students self-evaluate their
learning ability.” [A005T52]

This respondent also perceived the notion of teaching the philosophy of Dewey
identified from the words “guiding”, “orientating”, and “organizing” in the above
extract of A005T52. However, it could be recognized that the respondent A005 didn’t
realize Dewey’s sense of teaching to the fullest extent but limited it to the small scale of
finishing a teaching course. It was due to the fact that the respondent’s awareness of
teaching notion was ended within the boundaries of a specific course, but not for the
goals of final development of each individual student thanks to education.
Notions of teaching from Dewey’s philosophy were also present in A001, A002, A006,
and A007. Differently from the case A005, the respondents of A001, A002, and A007
were aware of teaching notions from not only one philosophy.
“For teaching to me, I don’t want to be a teacher who teaches students but a
friend who shares knowledge and skills with students. When I was a student, I
often asked my teachers for clarifying some issues. I found that my teachers’
responses were usually confusing which couldn’t satisfy me. It doesn’t mean
they were not able to answer me, it’s just because my ability to ask questions
was not good. After that, I searched the answers by myself and when I did that
I will not forget the information. I also want my students to self-study.”
[A006T47]

Although the mentioned features of teaching were not obviously compatible with the
philosophy of Dewey in A006T47, this respondent had a sense from that of Dewey.
Specifically speaking, the teacher’s teaching about her thinking was not as important as
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students’ active role in their learning. She manifested the belief in the ways of
understanding and practicing the notions of teaching. For the other cases in relation with
Dewey’s, the following two extracts described the concentration of the teachers on the
guiding functions (A007T45) and on the modification of teaching for learners’ needs
(A001T50).
“Rather than simply a teacher, now he or she plays as a coordinator who
guides but not transmits as usual anymore.” [A007T45]
“My course is for tourism students and because of the feature of their future
job they are required to have the ability to cheerleading. For that reason, I
usually have them play a game after finishing any class.” [A001T50]

The respondent A007 explained the cognition about the differences from her ways of
learning which followed the models of Confucius or Herbart in the past and current
ways of her teaching. Her explanation reflected the ways of what she was prepared,
what she thought, and what she did for teaching when being a teacher derived from
Dewey’s philosophy.
“I found it was not different from what I learned from the school. However,
after being trained in new methods of learner- centered teaching, I wanted to
discriminate between my teaching methods and what I learned from the
university. In the past, from general to higher education, when going to school
I just sat in the class, listened to teachers’ instruction, and took note while
teachers were lecturing.” [A007T49]

Differently from the case of A007 in the extract of A007T49, the respondent A002
seemed to clarify her notion of teaching in accordance with Dewey’s in the sense of
teaching which allowed students to do activities and learn by themselves. However, her
example meant that she taught the class in a different way from traditional teaching in
which the teacher was giving the knowledge and having students do activities. Dewey
emphasized the central roles of the learners, the learning process, self-discovery, and
skills development. However, in the extract of A002T51, it could be seen that her
notion of teaching remained traditional.
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“I also give activities for students. After lecturing, I have students do the
activities. I see foreign teachers also do lecture but it only accounts for little
time and students work a lot in class [she studied MA in Australia]. For
example, students must do many activities as reading, writing, and selfresearching and they just ask teachers when they get stuck. Students here
actually have the ability to self-study but their independence is not high. The
teacher must usually instruct almost everything but sometimes students cannot
acquire or follow.” [A002T51]

The analysis process helped to discern the connections made between the features of at
least three examined philosophies. When comparing the findings among the data
collections from the questionnaire and the interviews, it was surprising that the common
features of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology were seldom found in the respondents’ answers. In
this respect, only one idea which seemed to be a bit related to Ho Chi Minh’s was
recognized from the case of A002. This result from qualitative data was opposite to that
of the quantitative data in which the highest rate of agreement (92.5%) for the
perceptions of the notion of teaching was significantly reserved for the ideology of Ho
Chi Minh.
“I think that teaching is a profession in which teacher imparts knowledge and
educates the young generations. The most important thing is how to help
students gain the knowledge they want.” [A002T46]

If teaching was limited to “imparting knowledge” and “educating young generations”, it
was consistent the ideology of Ho Chi Minh in which the teachers focused on nurturing
the next generations. Indeed, educating the young generations which were one of the
concerns of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology about education was pointed out by Van Nhan
(2015) in his discussion about Ho Chi Minh’s ideology about the teaching profession.
Education in Ho Chi Minh ideology was limited to teaching the young generations
although the nature of educating should be more open to any forms of learning and
teaching in the society for the demands of the learners.
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In conclusion, discrepancies were found in two different forms of data regarding the
notions of teaching. The two major differences which were obvious from the
questionnaire and the interviews were the shared features recognized in relation to the
examined philosophies. In particular, the philosophies of Confucius were found
opposite in two different research tools. For the case of Confucius followers from the
questionnaire, only more than half of the participants significantly showed their
perceptions compatible with Confucius in the notions of teaching. However, at least 5
out of 7 interviewees shared this notion to be related to the features of Confucius
philosophy. Nevertheless, the similar but reverse situation was found with about a
maximum number of participants identified themselves in the questionnaire to be the
followers of Ho Chi Minh ideology although only one interviewee had some connection
with the features of Ho Chi Minh ideology regarding the notions of teaching. Beside
these two special cases, the philosophy of Dewey was interesting in that the teachers
had high recognition of their teaching notion as to follow Dewey. A similar result was
found in the interviews with at least 5 out of 7 respondents revealed their notions of
teaching with similar features in the philosophy of Dewey.
6.4.2 The perceptions during stages of teaching
The process of analyzing the data helped to discover the extracts related to the
perceptions and practice of the interviewees about the stages in teaching including the
stages of preparation and in-class teaching. These two stages were found obviously from
limited extracts related to the interview data because no relevant data was intended to be
collected from the questionnaire. For that reason, this small section would only add
value to the analysis related to the notions of teaching.
First, the stage of preparation was found from the interviewees’ perceptions with some
differences in comparison to that of the previous parts of teaching and their concerns.
Extracts relating to preparation for teaching were not found in all answers of the
respondents (A001, A002, and A006). It was not overgeneralized how teaching would
be or how many stages should the teachers proceed in a process. However, the explicit
messages showed the respondents’ perceptions in their preparation stage for their
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teaching in correlation with the philosophy of Herbart. Of all the extracts found in this
subsection, it seemed that the respondents were solely the followers of Herbart in
teaching which was also known as the traditional methods.
“I am on the stage of teaching internship, sometimes I think so [haven’t
inspired students]. Before starting a class, I usually prepare myself with a
detailed lesson plan in which I think my students will be interested.”
[A006T54]
“When teaching firstly teacher must have an outline of a teaching course [a
syllabus]; a teacher who teaches a course must know the contents of that
course. Secondly, the teacher must have a lesson plan for every class in which
he or she plans in detail what to teach, what to do and how much time for
every activity… Generally speaking, the teacher must carry out these two
missions [having a syllabus and lesson plan] in teaching process.” [A002T55]

It could be seen from these four extracts that the teachers highly paid attention to the
stages of preparation for their teaching. In this stage, it could be understood from their
answers that the self-preparation and lesson planning would be very important. As
according to the response in A002T55, the syllabus and lesson plan must be available in
the teaching process. It could be seen as a sign of the philosophy of Herbart that the
teachers should be careful and spend time for their pre-teaching steps which would help
them teach better. Aside from these ideas, the respondent A001 added another important
step in this stage as rehearsing teaching with possible comments or observations for
comments from peers.
“I based on the lesson plans of my colleagues to plan my own to teach. First, I
had to have a class of rehearsal teaching under the observation of one of the
teachers from my department. I was rather calm while teaching at that time but
unfortunately it wasn’t enough time for me to finish the lesson.” [A001T57]

This experience of having rehearsal teaching with available peers should be considered.
Although the philosophy of Herbart was seen as the traditional foundation of didactics,
the values of these teaching traditions should be continuously applied for the
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professional preparation in the steps of teaching. Lesson planning and rehearsals were
currently recognized as one of the tools for creating a learning environment in which
teachers engaged in learning with their peers for professional development (Lewis &
Perry, 2009) and the experience from this process would raise more awareness of the
teachers to teach (Cerbin & Kopp, 2006). It was still valuable experience for the notion
of teaching.
In addition, if the main roles of teachers and the emphasis on teaching with carefully
planned stages were seen as the foundational core of teaching in the philosophy of
Herbart, the interviewees showed their strong attitudes to this theory and practice in
their teaching. The following extract of A001T58 modified the needs of this preparation
stage an important notice about the availability of information and knowledge for
teaching. This conception of teaching was so much different from Confucius that the
knowledge was transmitted from the teachers’ understanding about the famous sayings
and quotations from the ancient or scholarly books. Although clear boundaries among
the philosophies were not found regarding the notions of knowledge in teaching, getting
knowledge, ideas and teaching, contents from the society and reality would be relevant
to that of Ho Chi Minh ideology.
“I search on the internet, YouTube, and reports of TFC (television studios in
Ho Chi Minh City) or VTV Can Tho. I search memoirs of the Mekong Delta
on the internet, preview those and then have my students watch. After
watching a wedding, my students will be divided into groups in case of a large
class, or they themselves select their own appropriate roles to reenact the
wedding.” [A001T58]

In short, the notion of teaching would have some gaps if ignoring the reality of the
preparation stage of the teachers. This stage was found interconnected to the philosophy
of Herbart from the available extracts, however, it led to an assumption of how the
philosophy of Herbart is important in this context of research in which the teachers kept
the traditions of planning carefully the lessons and rehearsals for teaching and sharing
among the community.
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Second, if all the found extracts in the previous part about the stage of preparation in
teaching were connected to Herbart, this stage of in-class of teaching would not be very
different. The extracts were found from all respondents; however, the majority of ideas
were also relevant to the philosophy of Herbart. Similar to other findings, several
features of different philosophies were found within one respondent as in A001 and
A006.
With the featured roles in teaching, the teachers emphasized on their “must” steps of
teachers as givers in the process. The philosophy of Herbart was explicitly recognized
from the following extracts (A004T62, A003T59, A005T56, A002T64, A006T66,
A001T70, and A007T71) that the teachers decided all actions during the teaching
process.
“About in-class activities, I introduce and present the theory, the requirements
of the lesson and then I show students how and where to find the learning
materials. After finishing presenting theory, I carry out some situations,
exercises, or other requirements for students to discuss together in class; or
search for learning materials at home as requested.” [A004T62]
“I trembled for the first time of teaching. I prepared an available lesson plan
and I just paid attention to follow exactly the lesson plan it but not students. I
just cared about how to finish the lesson on time. Now I feel funny when
thinking about that time. I taught like a machine.” [A003T59]
“For instance, [teaching was] firstly introducing about the course, secondly
introducing about the requirement for the learning outcome, fourthly
introducing about how to evaluate the learning outcome, and fifthly
introducing about references for the course. Some teachers also introduce
about learning methods while the others just teach when entering a class.”
[A005T56]

These seven extracts from all interviewees illustrated that the teachers actively decided
the activities for the students learning. Although all extracts emphasized the steps of inclass teaching, the following 4 extracts added some different values to the notion of
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teaching regarding the signals of having students during the process of teaching. If the
above three extracts had no information related to the element of students which must
exist in a form of class, the teacher in the case of A006T66 gave students fewer chances
to discuss in groups the questions from the lessons and set time for them to present their
ideas. Although the portion of time for the student part was not framed, that original
thought was in accordance with the philosophy of Herbart from the perspective of
interviewee A006. Teaching was still operated in steps with major actions from the
teacher and students’ discussions were passively given.
“In the beginning of a class, I usually ask a simple question for students to
reminisce about the previous lesson before connecting with the new lesson.
After that, I will carry out questions for students to discuss in groups and then
have them present in front of the class. For example, last week some groups
finished their presentation, this week the remaining groups will take turn to do
their job. I never set the time for their presentation because it may lose their
inspiration. Students can convey their ideas as much as possible. For example,
today for 4 hours class is sufficient for just 2 groups so two groups will present
first and next time the other ones will continue. Or after I finish lecturing
theory I will ask students to discuss and make questions; then discuss in
groups for presentation in the next classes.” [A006T66]

The following three extracts shared the same models of teaching in which the center
roles of the learners in the learning process could not be found in the notions of
teaching. It would be difficult to find active learning of the students in these
respondents’ perceptions about teaching.
“Because I must instruct all of the course’s theory, after that I get my students
to do practice or presentation. For example, when teaching about the customs
of a human life circle I use PowerPoint slides to introduce my students some
rites happened during a human life. When I teach about the wedding
ceremony, I just show some related contents on PowerPoint, before that day I
deliver the handouts to my students. In class, after finishing introducing the
lesson, I ask my students to open the handouts and divide the class into groups.
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The group or each individual will read through the handouts and take turn to
briefly present what they read to the class. In one way, the group is divided
again into a new group with all topics and each will start to introduce to the
new group. In another way, each old group sends the representatives to the
class for the group ideas about their topics.” [A001T70]
“About soft skills, I also have students work in groups and some other
activities e.g. for the course of time management, one of the important skills of
managing time is to self- planning so I guide students how to plan followed
STARS model. For this, instead of just interpreting, I ask students to work in
groups; I suggest the situations for them to plan based on STARS pattern to
resolve the situation. Besides, I also organize some games because of the
viewpoint that learning skills do not need to learn theory but it closely goes
along with playing. Some games somewhat help illustrate the lessons and
make the learning environment more fun and the learners feel comfortable.”
[A007T74]
“About what my students and I usually do in class; in a writing class, for
instance, to stimulate students’ willing to learn, I usually start with some basic
skills such as giving some pictures and asking them to write simple sentences
about them [pictures]. I have my students discuss with each other first; then I
consider if their sentences are suitable and match the pictures or not and if the
sentences are structural correct or not.” [A002T64]

In matching the examined philosophies to these extracts with the found origins from
Herbart, some modifications for student practices were still limited within this
philosophy. It was because the cores of these perceptions in the research context were
still connected to the dominant beliefs about their roles and functions as the teachers in
the notion of teaching. It seemed that teaching must be one way. The misunderstandings
of giving students chances to discuss and answer to the students’ questions were
somehow new teaching methods with latter patterns of philosophies.
As mentioned earlier, the patterns of perceptions in relations to the philosophies would
be difficult to find because some cases had an overlapping mixture of philosophies in
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their practices and beliefs in the notions of teaching. The following extract from
respondent A001 would be a good example of multiple philosophies in one perception
of teaching.
“I focus much more on skills because I have my students work in groups for
presentation in class as a productive skill after I introduced the lessons on
PowerPoint [Dewey]. The course of Traditional Customs, for instance, when I
studied at the university my teacher only asked us to hand in a report after the
course, I do something different from my teacher when teaching that course
[Confucius]. I haven’t known how my colleagues conduct that course; I
usually relate the reality to every part of the course [Ho Chi Minh]. I will pose
practical questions for the parts of the ceremonies honoring a dead person or
wedding ceremonies, for example; for them to discuss, argue and debate to
each other. I also ask them to play the role of Miss Beauty. When a student
presents something, other students can debate him or pose questions to him, or
vice versus [Dewey].” [A001T71]

It would be possible to classify the first part of A001T71 to be interconnected with the
philosophy of Dewey. However, the care for students’ productive skills ended at the
teacher’s decision of what to do and her reasons to carry out the activities was from the
change in her ways of not imitating her teacher’s ways of teaching the same course.
From the surface level of understanding the first part of this message, this interviewee
showed her perceptions from the side of Dewey. However, the roots of the differences
with traditional teaching were from Confucius in which the teachers improved their
teaching from imitating and modifying without theoretical reasons. This fact led the
extract to hold also the philosophies of Ho Chi Minh and Dewey in the later part.
Differently from the above extracts, the following one showed the intention of caring
about students in which the teachers wanted to satisfy students’ needs as in the
philosophy of Dewey.
“I always have plans for any situations in class. For instance, when students
are tired I get them to discuss in groups. They just discuss in groups until they
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feel more awake. Then they will take turn to do a presentation in groups in
front of the class and the class will also end softly like that. In some days,
when I find my students being comfortable, I will direct them to share with
each other. I usually employ more games in this case; for example, “The King
Animal”, because I am teaching some courses of soft skills for the school. My
students studying early education so their personality is somehow similar to
children. They like playing games because there are winners and losers after a
game in which the losers; e.g. today, will remain for a while after class to
rearrange the tables and chairs, and clean the board. Just a small punishment
and reward like that can encourage students much.” [A006T73]

Similar to A006T73, the sense of Dewey could be found in the extract of A001T65. The
practice of her teaching was shared through recalling of a real class experience.
“When I taught a class of “Cheer Leader in Tourism”, it had just stopped
raining. I got my students to go out for a folk game. I instructed them how to
popularize and control a folk game as well as some rules to carry out that kind
of game. Then, I asked them to choose a controller for the game and suggest a
game to play. After they finished the game, I was going to give comments.
One of them suggested playing a Vietnamese folk game named “Throwing a
can” (Chọi lon) but there was not any can for the game. Some of them had to
come to the canteen to ask for a can. At that time, I allowed them to wear
comfortably so they ran, jumped and took part in the game comfortably. At the
end of that class, my students told me that studying this course helped them
back to their childhood and they really had a happy time together. I have the
habit of catching the moment when my students play their best by taking
photos. Their face at that time looked very lovely and natural. I usually post
these photos in the Facebook or share them to the next course students. They
are very excited for the activities. My students usually fun that I want to mock
them. I feel happier and my students become agiler.” [A001T65]

It could be easy to find the features of the philosophy of Dewey in this extract of
respondent A001 because the sense of building up experience for students could be
found explicitly. The teachers concerned for the development of students and their
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sentiments so that the learning process would happen more easily for the sake of
comfortable teaching environment. The aspects of psychology, students, the close
distance between the teacher and students were highly been aware by this interviewee as
the recognizable features for the followers of Dewey.
Similar to other extracts of cases A001 and A006, Ho Chi Minh ideology and the
philosophy of Dewey were found as follows:
“About passion, I think that some of them have but the others feel regret for
their choice. Some students are like “In for a penny, in for a pound” [lỡ phóng
lao phải theo lao]. To create a passion for my students, I often tell stories more
than teach. I tell stories about situations happening in preschool for students to
solve the problems. My preschool education majored students are fond of
listening to the stories and sometimes they suggest funny ways to deal with the
situation. For example, for the situation “What will you do if a new kid in
school who is bigger than you asks you to hold him in your arms?” students
offer some options as “satisfying him”, “asking him to follow me” or “hold
him for a short time to satisfy his need and this will make him be free from the
feelings of being lonely and getting lost”. This way of teaching helps my
students more love children.” [A006T69]

During the in-class teaching stages, extract A006T69 displayed the signals of both the
philosophy of Dewey and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh. The sense related to the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh was related to the cares of the teachers for the learners in
which they would like to understand the problems and help find solutions. Caring about
students in pedagogy encouraged the teachers to estimate the possible problems in the
future so that they could provide pedagogical students with practical knowledge during
their teaching. From another perspective, the philosophy of Dewey could be found from
the emphasis on the methods to capture the learners’ features and interests. From these
understanding about the features and interests of students, the respondent believed that
the learners would be able to learn more effectively.
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In addition, from different aspects, several perceptions from the respondents were
related to this section about the stages of teaching, but none of them were able to be
classified in or matched to any of examined philosophies. It was impossible to recognize
these extracts in relating to any philosophies because each was not completely
connected to any of them. Each extract first seemed to be from the followers of one
philosophy; however, the diverse thinking regarding teaching would change its origin.
Therefore, these extracts would be described as the flexibility of the interviewees in
their reality of teaching. For example, the following extract would not simply show the
multiple philosophies mentioned.
“In the process of students’ learning, I think of questions related to the lessons.
We must prior orient students with questions about the core issues while
teaching. I also pay attention to creating appropriate questions for each issue.
Sometimes, I have my students be familiar with similar questions in class. For
the exam, I adjust the questions a little bit for the exam because with their
ability they cannot do well with completely new questions.” [A006T53]

This extract of A006T53 evoked the philosophy of Dewey because the teachers paid
attention to students learning with the adjustment of choices for appropriate questions.
However, that notion of teaching with using questions to teach would totally change
because it was for the only purpose of the examination. When the knowledge was the
only indicator in education and those who remembered more correct answers were good
students and the teachers considered minding these for students to be able to recall their
rote learning, the sense of Confucius was too obvious. The same care and issue about
providing questions for students to learn were changed with different purposes of not
teaching for skills and applications, but knowledge from remembering the learned
answers.
The exact same case with A006T53 was found in the extract of A003T60.
“Let me remember….one example about what I usually do in one lecture. Yes,
I usually have students play a word guessing game in the beginning of a
lecture; or I may ask them some questions after they find out the correct words.
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After that, I get them to discuss together; then listen or read something. In the
end of the lecture, I also have a part of reviewing the lesson by having students
play another game. I like to employ games in teaching.” [A003T60]

This extract shared some common features with the philosophy of Dewey because
students were provided with open and interesting learning environment. The teacher had
games for students to learn during the teaching process. However, accuracy was more
important in these games. Students had to give correct words of answers as in the
demands of Confucius for his followers while Dewey focused on developing students’
freedom of development and experience in finding the answers.
Except for the above two special cases of A006 and A003, the following extracts
reflected the flexibility in the respondents’ perceptions towards teaching. The following
extracts were not possible to be matched with any philosophies because they were
related to the cultural perceptions influencing the teachers’ motivation for flexibility in
teaching.
“Instead of following the right sequence of 1,2,3,4, after parts 1 and 2, I
jumped to part 4 and then returned to 3. I made that mistake because of a little
bit confusion. But right after that, I recognized by myself and I said sorry to
the class and made a correction. Maybe I skipped that part [part 3] because it
was not the background for the later one.” [A004T67]

For this first case, it was not possible to group it with the philosophy of Herbart
regarding the importance of sequences in teaching. However, Herbart emphasized the
sequences of teaching so that students could learn and be able to achieve results. Here,
the sequences were about the contents. When Vietnamese cultural beliefs from
Confucius were so influential that the order of the contents of lessons became the issue,
the teachers had to be flexible and made a correction with an apology. The mistake was
not about the content but the order of what would be taught first, second and third.
When knowledge and information needed to be corrected at all times and not to be
found through a process of students’ learning, the teachers needed a lot of flexibility.
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“Later on, I have encouraged my students to do exercises or take part in
activities by giving them some bonus. I have had them compete among groups.
I prepare some small stickers to deliver to the winners. At the end of the
course, who had more stickers would have a gift from me.” [A001T68]

Similarly, the case of A001T68 explained the situations that the teacher needed to
motivate students to do exercises (not to emphasize learning) with the bonuses and
counted stickers for gifts. When teaching was not for students’ learning and learning
would not be for the good of the learners, these ways of motivations should be applied.
For the case of A001T72, it could be considered as one of the only situations extracted
from the respondents’ ideas relating to the flexibility of the teachers’ in-class teaching.
Flexibility was applied here when a monk following Buddhism learning in the course
with the scenes or activities related to the traditional wedding. The extract showed the
care of the teachers about the racism and religious issues in teaching in the research
context.
“Because of some religious taboo, I considered to exempt him from activities
taken place in class e.g. replaying a traditional wedding.” [A001T72]

In conclusion, different patterns of philosophies were found from the respondents’
perceptions about the notions of teaching in the stages of preparation and in-class
teaching. These perceptions showed an abundance of teaching perceptions in which all
examined philosophies and ideology were recognized from the interview data. Although
no followers were found regarding only one major philosophy, the majority of extracts
shared the features of the traditional teaching of Herbart and beliefs of Confucius in
comparison with the recognitions of the philosophy of Dewey and Ho Chi Minh’s
ideology. However, when the signals of following Dewey were found in any
respondents, these cases would not be just with Dewey, but some other philosophical
perspectives. This meant some respondents had the sense of change in teaching and had
experienced moments of being confused or had stepped between the boundaries of
different philosophies. They approached the stages of confusion and re-defining their
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own philosophies of teaching which could share the common features of different
exemplars, perspectives, or followers of different philosophers.
6.5 The relationship between teachers and students
Asking about the relationship between the teachers and students could be uncomfortable
for some respondents. The relationship was understood as a notion which covered many
aspects of the social connection. In Vietnam, a not-far-enough distance between the
teachers and students would cause a lot of troubles for the teachers of having a clear
distinction between them. The traditional teaching perspectives forced the teachers to be
careful with all types of relationship and to remain the authority for their teaching.
However, the new trends suggested that the teachers care more about students and
professionalism so recently some tried to develop the notions of a work relationship.
Although some teachers may be comfortable with having close distance with their
students and reducing the notions of authority, the notions of relationship with students
are still controversial in Vietnamese society and education. It would not be possible to
classify this notion of the relationship between the teachers and students to compare
with those in Ulmer (1987, p.44).
The totality of the relationships between teachers and students can be
characterized by using another methodological approach, one which can be
determined by three kinds of relationships at three different functional
levels of higher education:
— a relationship of partnership,
— a relationship of authority, and
— a relationship of work (the academic process considered as a
special kind of working process).

The notion of relationships in education was mostly understood as one-way authority
and obedience or giver and receiver of information as traditional teaching and the
relationship of the partnership may be used to point to the current trend that the teachers
and students have separated roles in the society as two vital counterparts.
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This part would display the findings from analyzing the interview data because the
notions of the relationship were not addressed in the questionnaire. The qualitative part
of the questionnaire was also collected with no information regarding this matter. While
the data regarding this matter was not focused on the questionnaire, from the insights
gained from the interviewees the notions of the relationship were not explicitly shared
because of its controversial values and situations happening in the society. The findings
focused on the relationship between the teachers and students different from normal
understanding about it as in Ulmer (1987). The data will be analyzed into two different
notions of (1) interactional models between the teachers and students, and (2) the
distance between them.
6.5.1 The interactional models between teachers and students
It could be recognized that the long and deep effects of Confucius on Ho Chi Minh’s
ideology and current Vietnamese culture have influenced the notions of relationships
between the teachers and students with a clear and high position for the teachers
(Nguyen Phuong Mai, 2008). This interview data showed that the philosophy of Dewey
was commonly utilized by the respondents regarding their international models between
the teacher and students through 4 out of 7 perspectives. The idea from A002 was found
to be similar to Herbart and the philosophy of Confucius was described from A004 as a
self-contradictory case in this teacher’s awareness of the relationship between the
teacher and students.
It could be seen from the only case of A002 that the models of interacting in teaching
were similar to Herbart in that the teacher held the main position as the master and
center to share knowledge and direct the learning process.
“It [teaching] was like I did a presentation. I thought I should be nervous
but I felt confident.” [A002I21]

There would be no problem with this as a current teaching tendency since giving
lectures would deliver more information in their lessons for a large group of students.
However, when the interaction models between the teacher and students were limited to
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their roles of presenters and lecturers for students to listen and take notes, the notions of
“friendliness” or “close distance” would not make the relationship of equal partnership
but of the authority. This type of relationship would reduce the effectiveness of students
learning as in the following extract of case A001 and A004.
“Generally speaking, when I was a student, I recognized that when there
was no friendliness between the two sides, students didn’t like to go to
class.” [A001I22]
“I think that they trust me. One side, they believe in my professional
capacity. Another side is their confidence in my kindness [fairness]. They
are never afraid of being treated unfairly as by other teachers. They told me
that they didn’t dare to ask some teachers because of being shouted at and
these teachers became glum when students asked a lot of questions. I never
have that attitude. My students are quite friendly to me and they are not
scared of me. Sometimes when seeing me from the far distance, they play a
joke by saying “Today you look beautiful” (laughing). They never do that
to other teachers.” [A004I25]

Friendliness and behavior reducing the students’ anxiety were used by the respondents
A001 and A004. These perspectives were opposite to the philosophy of Confucius.
Confucius remained at a distance and was an authority with students due to the fact in
the feudal regime the teacher was positioned just after the King (Bengtson and
Lowenstein, 2003). To be self-contradictory or doubtful when identifying their students,
teachers showed their internal conflict and chaos in their own identity as in the extract
from the case of A004:
“That is the truth. Just a few students here are good. The remaining
students are rather slow; they are not imbecile but really passive. Most of
the students have the passive mentality and wait for instructions and
orientation from the teacher because they have been familiar with this
learning style from the previous level of education.” [A004I26]
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The respondent A004 was aware of the philosophy of Confucius in terms of an
authority- giver as the teacher and passive receivers for students. This phenomenon
could be explained as the turning point of educational philosophies in the research
contexts that the teachers became more aware of the interactional models between
themselves and students so that the students learned more effectively and comfortably.
Although the notion of teacher as a noble person who is literate is still nurtured in
Vietnam, an increasing number of teachers are aware of the possibility of other forms of
relationship. Their relationship with friendliness, one-way instruction, or the teacher as
god would not be appropriate anymore as the case of A005 shared as follows:
“I still like to teach both two mentioned kinds of students despite after the
end of the course, full-time students never either give any present or say
thank you to me and all disappear afterward.” [A005I28]

If the relationship between teachers and students in the philosophy of Confucius was
grounded in the respect from students and authority of the teacher, the fact mentioned
by A005 with two different kinds of students possibly happened in the way that the inservice students wanted to study for power, but knowledge so they served their roles
and changed the relationship to be the lord and the servants in education. In the case of
students, they showed that they were more modern with the awareness of equal
partnership with the teacher in society so they did not show that attitude as with inservice students. However, the most important point here was that the respondent A005
was aware of this difference and was critical of a phenomenon which resulted from the
thought “If a family member is a mandarin, the whole family can get benefits”. This
way of thinking was popular in feudalism and exists in Vietnamese society causing
negativity in social life (Le Thi Hong Van, 2014) These evidences were shown to be
different from this teacher’s (A005) perceptions about the relationship between him and
students. He did not want to be a teacher as a seller of his words for the students’ degree
which would not improve students’ knowledge and skills, but the stupidity of
“everything will be bought”.
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That determination would be proved when 4 out of seven respondents showed their
perceptions about the interactional models in education similar to that of in the
philosophy of Dewey.
“In that relationship, I played the role of a seller and my students were
customers. My goal [creating such a relationship] was to add an excitement
and lively atmosphere to the class.” [A002I23]
“To me, for more than ten years of teaching, none of the students show
their frustrated attitude to me. They frequently ask me about the lessons
and I recognize their ways of asking are at the level of the lessons.”
[A004I24]
“I always provide information via Facebook and email and pick up their
calls. Even one of my students suggested me to support them for their
group’s activities organized in the next September. I replied her that “Ok,
but you must tell me what you really want to do so that I know how to help
you”. I also told my student that I wanted to be one of them who will carry
out the activities in the first meeting and asked them to be free in doing
anything they wish. Maybe, it will be not good in the first meeting because
they cannot be flexible enough, or good at managing the activities. I can
support them better when the problems can be seen after the first meeting.
It is different from teaching as teaching requires clear objectives in which I
know exactly what my students will do. For this case, my students haven’t
identified the purpose for their activities yet. However, I think this is a
good signal from my students; they ask me for help and self-organize the
activities.” [A006I29]
“In my class, students play an active role by participating and realizing a
number of different activities. And I just play a role of a coordinator who
offers and guides students to perform the activities. For example, raising an
issue for students to discuss for a while and getting them to do presentation
by many ways such as every student takes turn to speak out his idea, or the
whole group will stand in front of the class to present, or every group
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brings out its idea and the following groups cannot repeat the ideas from
the previous groups. Or in case I organize some games; from those games,
I also draw out lessons for students. Before doing that, I ask students about
what I want to imply by using e.g. this sentence. If students can recognize,
I will add the lessons I want students to learn.” [A007I30]

These extracts described different models of interaction among the teachers and their
students. However, the interactional models encouraged the students to be able to learn
and work at the same levels with their teachers and students were the center of the
learning process. The case of A002 mentioned the notion of seller and customers so that
the teachers could provide services of learning and facilitated that learning process. This
reflected the neo-liberal ideology in which the education was considered private
commodity for students as customers to purchase (Wellen, 2005). With its meaning
related to the sense of commercial activities, Karl Polyani (1944, cited in Saunders,
2014) assigned neo-liberalism to be “self-regulating market” for its most fundamental
aspect. The neoliberal notion, according to Shaikh (2005, cited in Saunders, 2014),
applied to all social, cultural, and economic matters in which the market indicates the
natural values of its organizing roles and evaluative forces. That sense arose from the
faith in free trade and the nature of competition. These features would lead to all
individuals with having access to economic growth, global prosperity, and benefit. As a
result, students’ active roles in neo-liberal education were promoted to the fullest sense.
Similar to that, the cases of A006 and A007 emphasized the facilitating functions of the
teachers with more channels of communication so that they could maintain better
contact each other. It would not be enough if respondent A004 did not try to make
students understand the interactional models in which they could freely ask about the
lessons. These extracts led to the common features of the philosophy of Dewey which
was opposite to Confucius with the teacher power mode that students would not be
allowed to or dare to ask questions in the classroom.
A movement in philosophy of teaching among the teachers in this research context
could be seen from their conflicts in thinking about their teaching and traditional
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relationship with a certain distance with students. They realized that facilitating the
process for learning as Dewey suggests was best for their students even if they had not
read Dewey. The following extract showed the ideas of one respondent on her
recognition of the ways the students were treated differently from her methods.
“As I know, some teachers in this school were opposed by their students
because of some unknown reasons. Students directly told that they didn’t
want to study with these teachers, asked the teachers to stop teaching them
and even suggested replacing teachers. I think that these teachers face
some problems with their teaching styles which make students
unsympathetic with them. I don’t know such an action from students is
good or bad anymore.” [A004I27]

The extract indirectly showed that students had some perceptions about selecting their
teachers who would help them learn. If a service did not meet the needs of the
customers, the alternatives should be made available. Such a comment from A004
revealed a type of neoliberal education. This daring to change or blame their teachers
would be totally different happened in the history and traditional Vietnamese education.
This extract would raise awareness that the traditional models of interaction between the
teachers and students would not remain as from Confucius or even Ho Chi Minh. In the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh, the teachers were encouraged to discuss solutions with
students and to develop knowledge and skills for the patriotism. The point turned out to
be more with Dewey if students want to learn, they should be facilitated, rather than ask
for knowledge from the giver.
6.5.2 The distance between teachers and students
This section will continue with the findings related to the distance between the teacher
and students. From the interview data, 5 out of 7 respondents mentioned this matter in
their answers. If the distance between these subjects of education was classified into the
close and far distance, the respondents showed their descriptions of more cases with far
distance which could be affected by the tradition and history of the country. When the
teachers usually set a distance and a boundary for their relationship with the students
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and even colleagues, the teachers in this research context showed the unclear attitudes
towards this issue.
From the Confucius as the background for the distance among them, the functions and
positions of the teachers in comparison to students are clearly marked by the functions
in teaching (Kim Dung Nguyen & Mcinnic, 2002; Starr 2012). This idea was also
compatible with Herbart (Noddings, 1995). If assumed that the teachers followed the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh in which students would be able to discuss with their teachers,
the confirmation of the teacher and students about their relationship had to be obvious
too. In this sense, the teachers must be pioneers in knowledge and lead the teaching
process (Tran Van Hoa, 2012; Van Nhan, 2015) so students might still be somewhat
passive in their own learning process.
More than half of the respondents shared their perceptions subscribing to the philosophy
of Dewey as far as interactional models are concerned. This led to the possible “low
distance” in the relationship between students and their teachers in this context.
However, the respondents were aware of their role and their distance between them and
the students
“In class, I look tough and I am also a little bit difficult in giving a mark.
Outside of class, I usually make a joke. Whenever my students come to
see me for consulting, ask me something or text message to me I usually
call them kids, I also talk with them humorously. However, maybe my
face looks serious so the friendliness between my students and I is not
strong enough.” [A001I31]

A generation gap between the teacher and her students could be found in the case of
A001 from her consideration of herself to be the parent or the elder when working with
students though the age gap would not exceed 10 years in her case. An invisible
distance was resulted from her ways of communicating with her students. This was
somewhat similar to the philosophy of Confucius in the way that the teachers should be
respected as parents. The notion of distance between parents and children would not be
easy understand because the low economic conditions in a large proportion of families
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with parents working while children live in schools or with their grandparents. The
distance between the children and parents was great in comparison to that of with their
teachers.
Acting as a parent for students meant that this teacher wanted to maintain some distance
with her students. However, it was a little bit different from Confucius because
communication was possible outside the classroom. Students could contact their
teachers outside of the class, even outside of the official consultations. This way of
building a relationship connected to the ideology of Ho Chi Minh.
However, when the mixed attitudes towards this matter were found in the cases of A001
and A006, it was evident that these teachers wanted to change their perceptions about
the relationship between teachers and students.
“It’s due to the fact that when I was a student a number of teachers tried to
keep a distance from students. They determined the boundary right at the
first day entering a class by saying not contacting anybody except for the
monitor who was a representative of the class. It means I felt a far distance
between teachers and me before I met her. She gave me the feeling of
being close and I remember that image for life. It was just simple like that.
Honestly, at that time I didn’t identify clearly about my teaching job, I just
simply wanted to imitate her way of teaching.” [A006I37]
“I made friend with a student from the class and she told me that I looked
serious and unfriendly and I rarely smiled while teaching.” [A001I32]

The respondent A006 recognized the great distance between herself and her teacher
would not be good for her until a different teacher gave her a feeling of being close.
That cognitive knowledge made her decide on shortening the distance between her as
the teacher with her students which was opposite to the philosophy of Confucius.
During her studying in the past, most teachers followed Confucius to set a form of
power and distance with students except for the one who inspired her. The extract
A006I37 showed that this teacher wanted to change and act differently from the
traditional philosophies of Vietnamese education. A process of changing attitudes from
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traditional philosophy of Confucius to a more student-oriented one with Dewey would
be able to explain for this extract of A006I38. In the case, this teacher was stepping in
the line of the applications for the new boundary for the relationship. This form of
relationship between students and teachers had the features of a change from Confucius
to the benefits from the philosophy of Dewey. The teacher recognized the value of
being closer to students would bring more benefits for the students’ learning.
Analogically, the teacher of A001 wanted to make friends and from that, learned from
her students that her attitude appeared serious, unfriendly and cold while teaching.
However, she also revealed a desire to make changes in her manner so that she would
listen and be more open to students. This way of thinking would be opposite to the
concept of distance in the philosophy of Confucius.
Contrary to the cases of A001 and A006, the respondent A004 did not have the mix of
perceptions, but this teacher’s ideas regarding this matter were similar to A001 in the
way that it was opposite to the philosophy of Confucius.
“I am evaluated to be easier than other teachers in the school. So my
students talk with me comfortably and they also appreciate my easygoing personality. In class, sometimes they talk with each other
without being afraid of my admonition. I rarely chide students and I
just do that when the chaos is out of control. Most of the times I don’t
know what students are talking about; private things or their study.”
[A004I34]

This extract of A004I34 also uncovered an assumption and understanding about the
relationship between students and the teacher. The distance was set to be not far in this
teacher’s teaching with some side effects of students being undisciplined in class. A
clear productive relationship in different working conditions was not well identified by
this teacher. This type of relationship was not easy to link to any examined
philosophies. Awareness about the effects of the distance between the teacher and
students was mentioned in the following extract:
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“My students are very lovely. When you are close to them, they would
love to cooperate. We must accept some students who frequently
“bargain” with us. If we are so tough, they will feel uncomfortable
which is not good for studying. Because most of them are female, they
enjoy do “bargain” with me.” [A006I36]

This respondent realized the value of building a comfortable connection and atmosphere
when working with students. A notion of “bargain” for learning would be an example of
close distance or as the seller and customer in which the teacher would also serve as
Dewey’s suggestion to facilitate students’ learning.
In a different regard analyzing the interview data about the relationship between
students and teachers, although politeness and classifying the teachers higher than their
parents would not be related to this section on the distance, two extracts from A002 and
A005 were found but would not be connected to any of interactional models or the
notion of distance. However, the notion of politeness and respect should be important in
the traditional perspectives of Vietnamese teachers. This could lead to an assumption
that the traditional perspectives have changed to deal with the new requirements of
students as the centers of learning, not teachers and teaching as in the past.
“Some groups are very nice [smiling] but the others are nonchalant.
Students today are no longer polite to teachers as students in the past.
Students in my time were totally different from students presently in
the awareness of learning and respect for teachers.” [A002I33]
“While in- service students frequently see off and pick up me, give me
gifts and serve me as if I were a lord, I still don’t like. I have a feeling
that I am selling “letters” to them. Fairly to say, full-time students
study more methodically than in-service students do.” [A005I35]

When the respondent A002 assumed that students were no longer polite and A005
emphasized the side effects of the hybrid of Confucius with economics, they shared the
pictures of educational problems. Students in the past respected the teachers in their
whole life as in the philosophy of Confucius. Now they decided to serve the teacher as a
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lord only for certain reasons. Students applied the philosophy of Confucius to their
teachers for the purposes of getting a diploma rather than for the knowledge and skills.
That made respondent A005 feel hurt when having to sell “letters” and he reflected the
reality that students attached more importance to the degree more than to educational
and training quality. The extract below was compatible with the research of a number of
researchers (Chu Hao, 2008; Nguyen Dac Hung, 2010; London, 2011; Nguyen Van
Khanh &Tran Van Kham, 2013)
“I think that articulation and credit transfer students or in-service
students ought to learn better than full-time students because they have
already had jobs and they know exactly the importance of knowledge
[they study while working because of lacking knowledge or skills in
some aspects of their working fields]. However, these students just pay
attention to getting the diploma rather than gaining knowledge. For that
reason, when evaluating civil servants for transferring or upgrading
ranks and grades, it should have a classification scale of civil servants
for them [articulation and credit transfer students or in- service
students] to promote the awareness of learning. Otherwise, that they
are put on the regular staff is considered they enter a gold mine to dig
for life [in Vietnam working in state agencies is a golden opportunity
for many people]. For that reason, their learning consciousness is very
poor [the civil servants] and this is also the reason why I make a
comparison between the two types of students.” [A005I167]

To sum up, there was not any general connection among the interviewees in terms of
their perception of the relationship between the teacher and students. The philosophies
were diversified in accordance to each respondent. No persistent philosophy was found
within any one interviewee and there were cases with multi philosophies within one
perspective. If more ideas were found to be compatible with the philosophy of Dewey in
the interactional models, a different result was found in the section of distance between
students and the teacher, one more related to the philosophy of Confucius. This
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phenomenon could be explained as a signal for the desire for change in the new
millennium of teaching such that the teachers are not always the center of the process.
6.6 The notions of learning
Analyzing the data to find out about the teachers’ perspectives on their philosophy of
education in the research context would be continued with the notions of learning. From
the examined philosophies and ideology, the notions of learning were diversified and
would be recognized from the core features. As reviewed in the Chapter of Literature,
the notion of learning was continued to classify which students would need to remember
all information and knowledge from the teachers or learning by imitating the models or
good words from famous people to be for the followers of Confucius. It could be seen
that learning from Confucian philosophy would be passive for the students. In an
opposite way of looking at learning, students would be engaging in active learning
consistent with the philosophy of Dewey. Focusing more on teaching models and
exercises for students to achieve in the class, the philosophy of Herbart emphasized the
knowledge that students directly got from teachers at the same time with moral building
manners (Hudson, 1946)
The slight difference in the philosophies of Herbart and Confucius in terms of learning
was that Confucius required students to remember what had been taught, but Herbart
wanted students to do their exercises for learning. It would be more complicated to
clarify the differences between the issues of moral development in the philosophy of
Herbart and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh. Although both focused on the value of
teaching morality, Ho Chi Minh emphasized the morality more for the country’s
revolution or serving society (Nguyen Thi Thanh Mai, 2004). In addition to that notion
of teaching to have students learn about morality for the purposes of serving socialist
ideology and values, the notion of learning in Ho Chi Minh ideology also linked to
thinking and the fact that students should learn not only at school or from the books but
in family and society to serve the homeland and become the master of the country
(Nguyen Ba Cuong, 2013)
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This section would present the notions of learning from the data collection of the
questionnaire and the interviews. From the questionnaires, the examined philosophies
and ideology were selected by the participants as in the following Chart of agreements
regarding the notions of learning:

Chart 8: The perceptions about the notions of learning in comparison to the philosophies

and ideology
It could be seen from Chart 8 that all four examined philosophies and the ideology were
found in the teachers’ perceptions about students and notions of learning from the
questionnaire. More agreements were found about learning with Ho Chi Minh ideology
and the least was for the philosophy of Confucius. A clear acceptance of the idea that
the student learns not only from the teacher, from books but also from life, in
combination with the lack of acceptance of students as people who remembered only
what the teacher told them, pointed in the direction of changes in thinking about the
learning process from the respondents. The most disagreement was found in the
philosophy of Confucius, and it turned on the paradox or discrepancy between the
teachers’ perceptions from the questionnaire and from the interview data. Learning
would need students to be able to remember all of the information and knowledge
provided by his teachers (Confucius) as in the interviews; otherwise, the answers from
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the questionnaires were found not to be connected much with the philosophy of
Confucius.
This section will continue with the notions of learning from the interview data of the
research participants. Similar to the differences in identifying the notions of learning in
different philosophies and ideology, the extracts from the respondents in the research
context also varied from each other. It could be summarized that the extracts related to
the notions of learning were found in all 7 participants. However, only the philosophies
of Confucius, Dewey, and Ho Chi Minh ideology were found among the extracts
(A003N82, A004N125, A002N127, A002N128, A002N129, A002N130, A002N131,
A002N133, A002N134, A002N135, and A002N136), but not the philosophy of Herbart.
At some points of explanation from the research context, the philosophy of Confucius
was found in the answers of 4 respondents. That of Dewey was found in 3 respondents
and Ho Chi Minh ideology was found in two respondents. This meant that some
existence of more than one philosophy was found in the data from one participant.
Starting with the ideology of Ho Chi Minh with the least compatible ideas from the
interviewees, the following extracts showed the settings where and how learning
happened.
“Regardless of a practice hour, it must take place in class. Accordingly, for a
situation of a crowd behavior as you mentioned above, the teacher must collect
data for students to analyze. It means they resolve the situation based on
available data. In case my students and I go out for a field trip in an hour of
practice, I may face a big problem of quitting teaching if the person in charge
doesn’t see me in class at that time. As a result, I can only use the way of
collecting data for my students to learn from the practical situations. It can be
said that students approach and analyze the problems under their teacher’s
perspective.” [A004N125]
“I usually tell my students that what I lecture in class may different from what
they face in the reality. When they go for an internship in companies, they will
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see clearly the differences. I just transmit them the basic knowledge and they
will learn more from the reality.” [A001N134]

Both of these extracts A004N125 and A001N134 contained the information about the
places that learning would occur in class and seldom outside of the classroom. According
to these respondents of A001 and A004, learning was supposed to be transmitted with
knowledge and the knowledge which they learned in the classroom might be different
from the reality. For the case of A004, such a way of learning or teaching which was not
absolutely come from the professional judgment of the teacher but was prescribed by the
school connected to the concept of the extremely important role of teacher which cannot
be replaced in making education happen in Ho Chi Minh’s ideology (Tran Van Hoa,
2012).
It was not surprising that learning was tied to the concept of transmitting knowledge in
Vietnamese education, but A001 linked it to the reality in a meaningful way to reflect the
core feature of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology of education. Learning in the case of A004N125
meant the student to be passive but the teachers would also provide information or data
from practical situations for the students’ learning. This could be seen as a huge
difference among other philosophies and Ho Chi Minh ideology. The ideology of Ho Chi
Minh was more advanced than Confucian philosophy for it upgraded teaching and
learning to be out of the classroom with some notions of practical and social
applications. However, this ideology didn’t actually aim to develop students’ active
learning. It would be still mainly Confucian one-way transmission of knowledge but the
teachers would not be limiting their knowledge to what they knew from books or famous
words.
To have a better view with the respondents’ ideas about the notions of learning regarding
differences between Ho Chi Minh’s ideology and the philosophy of Confucius, the
following three extracts (A005N132, A001N135, and A004N136) from three different
participants would clarify further in the notions of learning. When talking about learning,
the respondents used the concepts of attitudes, motivation, and awareness as in
A005N132, as well as in the previous findings related to Ho Chi Minh’s ideology with
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two extracts of A004N125 and A001N134. Learning was seen to be passive on the part
of the students in A001N135 in the learning setting of “in-class” which was typical of
the form of organization in Confucius.
“Not only are freshmen and sophomores but also juniors and seniors still weak
in terms the learning attitudes, motivation, and awareness. When being at the
4th year [commonly the final year of a university program], students gradually
become clear about graduation for what they need to learn and arm for future
life; they begin to care about learning.” [A005N132]
“They are a little bit passive and they just know learning at school; apart from
that, they usually don’t take part in any activities outside the class. Some of
them also want to work beside study. They really want to experience life but
they are not supported by their parents.” [A001N135]

According to respondent A005, learning was out of reach for students because they
would not understand what they really needed from their courses. It seemed that they
were directed very well by the teachers until the last year of their undergraduate work.
They paid attention to learning when they were about to enter society and recognized
what they must possess, through training and practice during their time at the university.
This was compatible with the followers of Confucius in the ways that they learned and
trusted in their teachers until some events happened to change their lives. In addition,
passivity was mentioned by respondent A001 when talking about students’ learning. It
would be difficult to explain why the notions of learning were so different within the
same research context. However, the extract of A001N135 recognized the limits of time
and opportunities for learning. The third case of A004 noted the different way of
interpreting the notions of learning that she unintentionally followed the philosophy of
Confucius because of the regulations from the institute.
“Commonly, students here do research on available situations provided by
teachers. I don’t know exactly about other courses, but for my courses,
students are not familiar with witnessed situations. One thing noted is that
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every teaching and learning activity must be taken place in class and within the
school, including practice time.” [A004N136]

This respondent described one of the barriers to learning that students were surrounded
by and provided the information and research sources by their teachers. However, this
would not be the only cause but the university also limited the opportunities for learning
to the classroom.
In connecting the respondents’ perspectives to Dewey, three following extracts displayed
obvious perceptions about learning in comparison to those from Confucius, Ho Chi Minh
or Herbart.
“I care about the psychological atmosphere of students. It is okay when I find
students being interested in studying; if not I have some activities for them e.g.
games or something else.” [A003N82]

This respondent shared that students’ interests in learning would be important as it would
create the psychological environment for good learning. Similar ideas were found in the
following extract of A007N131. This respondent also emphasized that students did not
need to learn a lot of theory to learn skills:
“I also organize some games because of the viewpoint that learning skills do
not need to learn theory but it closely goes along with playing. Some games
somewhat help illustrate the lessons and make the learning environment more
fun and the learners feel comfortable.” [A007N131]

Participant A006 thought that learning should be motivated more by passion than any
points. According to this teacher, learning required students to be able to understand, be
interested in their learning, and have the capacity of sharing what they obtained.
“Learning must derive from the passion but not from the points. To me, 5
points, 6 points or 7 points are the same [10 is the highest point in Vietnamese
education] if we really have passion. For example, I usually have my students
do tests which are not under any frameworks such as sharing thinking and
ideas about some issues. I give marks based on the logic of students’
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answers… It means students must not only understand and be interested in the
learning contents but also share their own ideas simultaneously.” [A006N130]

Currently, the notion of learning from the philosophy of Dewey would be
contemporarily popular in education and be developed and inherited in some recent
research. It should not be limited to any spaces or factors. Learning should be a process
to equip the learners with the knowledge and capacity to deal with the challenges in the
reality (Amey, 2001). In constructivism, learning should be the process that allows
learners to actively construct their own knowledge by understandings the reality and
apply what they learned through interaction with environment and reflection on actions.
In other words, learning is a self-directed process and knowledge is constructed through
different steps or processes rather than directly received with the passive roles of
students (Tobin and Tippins, 1993).
In fact, the notion of learning in this research context revealed the significant differences
with Dewey and other examined philosophies and ideology because the values of
attitudes were considered major in any forms of learning.
“In general, learning attitude of students seems to be worse in recent years.
Worse here means they don’t spend much time on self- learning anymore. I
used to be a student, besides the time in class I spent much time for learning in
a group, going to the library to study, and practicing speaking English with
friends, of which I haven’t seen from my students. I think that lacking of
learning attitude may come from the pressure off overloaded curriculum at
school and indulge in pleasures too. Instead of spending time on self-learning,
students just go to class and rely on teachers’ teaching.” [A002N133]

It could be explained that the respondent A002 assumed the notions of learning were
influenced by students’ learning attitude and ability in connection with self-learning. She
meant that without students’ self-learning, they would learn and reply of what
information given by their teachers.
Generally, in this section about the notion of learning the answers responses varied
widely although the perspectives about learning interconnected with the examined
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philosophies and ideology. They believed that learning should not be limited in space or
time although expanding the classroom would be against institutional regulations. The
signals of the philosophies of Dewey, Confucius, and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh were
found in the extracts that emphasized different aspects of learning in correlation to the
place of learning, students’ interests in learning, their passion over the scores, and
attitudes. These would be important to define a different portrayal of learning in this
research context with a mixed or hybrid version of teaching philosophies of the teachers.
6.7 What students should learn
The notion of learning started the inquiries about what students should learn in their
learning. It would be easy to answer this matter in many contexts, but difficult in the
research context because students didn’t have many choices for what they should learn
but should be taught. Detailed information about what students should learn and be
taught would be discussed in the later discussion of findings.
When students are passive or expect to be taught, the context of teaching would be
important to help determine what students should learn. According to Ball, Thames, and
Phelps (2008), the content of education consists of content knowledge, curricular
knowledge, and pedagogical content knowledge. Those notions also appeared in the
study of Shulman (1986, p.8). Content knowledge consists of the core knowledge of the
subject; however, if education aims to transmit knowledge only, students do not need to
go to school. The development of the current world allows people to learn from any
resources that they can afford, at any distances and from any place. For that reason, what
students learn should be more than the content of the subjects. This notion would be
compatible with all examined philosophies and ideology because students would learn
also moral character in Confucius’s, apply what they learned for their exercises and
application in Herbart’s, listen to more practical points and experience from the teachers
in Ho Chi Minh’s, and be able to fully developed their own experience through the
process of learning as in Dewey’s (Gutex, 1997)
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In recent studies, the notions of what students should learn would not be limited to what
to be taught, but the portions of knowledge and skills that a student would be able to
achieve. Skills are defined as the skillful levels of an individual in practical ability and
doing things with handiness and competence which are developed from the process of
experience and practice. In fact, skills require the application of both knowledge and
experience with certain competent levels in a particular field or more. In some other
aspects, Bloom (1956, cited in Clark, 2010) classified skills into seven categories of
perception, set, guided response, mechanism, complex overt response, adaptation, and
origination.
In Shulman (1986), knowledge was introduced using the idea of pedagogical content
knowledge. This pedagogical content knowledge is about what teaching approaches suit
the subject, how the content can be designed for teaching, and how complex the
knowledge can be facilitated for a comprehensible way to others. At some points,
although knowledge varies in its definition according to different theories, it involves
recognizing specific facts and concepts that will help develop intellectual skills or
abilities. In Bloom (1956, cited in Clark, 2010), knowledge is categorized into 6 types
from simple to complex as knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation. All follow the structure of which the simpler one is the foundation step
for the next more complicated levels.
It could be seen from these viewpoints that the process of learning should provide
students with knowledge and skills. When the major pedagogical methods of teaching
would vary from the one-way transmission of Confucius, traditional teaching from
Herbart, learning with more opportunity to discuss with the teachers and apply
knowledge from the reality for the purposes of revolution in Ho Chi Minh, and the
student-centered models and freedom of learning in Dewey; what students should learn
in this research context would be altered in accordance to different perspectives of the
respondents.
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From the research data, the framework of what students should learn appears. In the
questionnaire, with four items asking about learning, the notion of what should be
learned could be analyzed and displayed in the following part:
Table 11: Summary of participants’ responses to each item about learning
Item

Strongly Neutral
Agree and
Agree
9. Students gain knowledge directly from the teacher
71.4%
16.7%

Strongly
Disagree and
Disagree
11.9%

and follow the models given by the teacher to do
exercises in class.
10. Students should learn not only at school or books

92.8%

2.4%

4.8%

64.3%

19.0%

16.7%

40.5%

16.7%

42.9%

but also in family and society to serve the homeland
and become the master of the country.
11. Students play an active role in choosing what and
how they should learn, a prerequisite for the decision
of appropriate curricula.
12. A good student is one who can remember all of
the information and knowledge provided by his
teachers.

The differences in terms of what students should learn from quantitative data of the
questionnaire can be seen in Table 11. These terms would help identify what students
should learn in comparison to the interview data in the research context for more
analysis. Three examined philosophies and one ideology were found with different
percentages from this tool. For the cases of Confucius and Herbart, what students should
learn would be limited to what the teachers would provide them and these perceptions
got different portions of agreement with 71.4% for the philosophy of Herbart and 40.5%
for that of Confucius. In the case for the followers of Dewey, what and how should
students learn would depend on what they wanted of their own decisions from the
appropriate suggestions of the curricula and the teachers’ facilitators. From a different
point of view of learning, the 64.3% followers of Ho Chi Minh emphasized the resources
for learning information not only at school or in books but also in family and society to
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serve the homeland and become the master of the country. In short, students needed to
learn knowledge and skills but these notions were obtained differently depending on the
philosophies or ideology.
This section continues with the findings from the interview data. Among 10 extracts
found relevant to this part of what students should learn, A001L141, A006L149, and
A007L137 revealed the features of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology. For the followers of Ho Chi
Minh ideology, the notions of what should be learned were not clear because education
is the public mission career to proceed the socialist democracy. Whatever would help
students to be able to be part of the society and work for the country would be good.
“Only try my best to be able to create not only a lot of teaching activities to
attract the learners but also favorable conditions for learners in their learning
process. Apart from, after finishing a course I also pay attention to evaluation;
evaluation in the way that we can know what students could learn from the
course.” [A007L137]

As with the perceptions from A007, what could be extracted was a sense of building
conditions for the learners to learn for the purposes of the evaluation. This emphasized
the notion of learning content to be connected to evaluation methods or content in which
the skills could become less important.
“Whenever my students come back from their internship, I always ask them
for information about what they gained from their trip, and how they were
treated.” [A001L141]
“Learning from reality is better.” [A006L139]

The only feature which was also not clear in terms of what to be learned was that
learning from reality was beneficial. Although all recent educational programs focus on
practical features of training, the connection between knowledge and skills that students
should learn could not be found. However, it would not be possible to classify the above
extracts to follow the philosophy of Dewey because the functions of facilitating students’
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learning were not explicitly found. However, the following extracts would be relevant to
the philosophy of Dewey.
“University students are required to have excitement and passion for their
future jobs. The teacher must do something to help students have these two
things in their learning process. By that, students will actively self-explore and
learn. I think that students are similar to me who found the passion for learning
by self.” [A006L140]

It could be seen from A006L140 that skills were recognized as important to what
students should learn. From the facilitating roles of the teachers, students were supported
to grow, self-explore, and engage in their learning process with a passion. A similar
point was found for the followers of Dewey in the following extract that the teachers
facilitated students’ learning only when students were able to be directed and oriented
for their self-study as in Dewey.
“They just receive knowledge from the teacher. However, some classes aren’t
merely one-way reception of knowledge. Students are different among
different majors. Students who study the majors of culture, music and Khmer
language are usually passive; therefore, teachers must intervene heavily in
their learning process. In contrast, students from economics, medicine, and
early education majors are more active and the teacher just plays the roles of
activation and orientation for them to self- study.” [A004L153]

However, the routines mean that the teachers would not pay attention to the notions of
what students should learn because it would be the one-way treatment of knowledge. If
students were passive, the teachers would choose to teach with the intention from the
philosophy of Confucius. The main content of education would be from what the
teachers prepared and transmitted. This meant what students learned, in this case, would
not be altered. Students would learn only what was taught.
As analyzed in other sections of this chapter the influences of Confucius philosophy
were enormous that almost every main finding had several relevant extracts.
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“For concepts, I ask them to clarify the difficult terms and I don’t do that job. I
require them to explain the difficult concepts unless they must do that at home
and submit the papers to me. Although students are very lazy to do homework,
they must try to find out the answers. If these answers are not correct, they will
be corrected in the next class.” [A006L63]
“Besides, I also care about teaching methods and contents. I have been
teaching in this school for 5 years and during this time I have dealt with more
non-majored English courses. The contents are not too difficult, my main
concern is whether students want to study or not.” [A003L143]
In the North of Vietnam, in-service students just study to get the degree
because being regular staff in the North brings many benefits.” [A005L144]

These extracts were different from each other but all featured the philosophy of
Confucius. Learning was important but the goals of learning and attitudes toward
learning varied. For the case of A006L63, the content and the requirements of accuracy
were the main focuses. The teacher A003 meant that contents would not be difficult so
the issue was on the student attitudes of learning. Later, from the case of A005, it could
be seen that the purpose of learning for a degree, not the knowledge or skills determined
what students would learn. It would not be the issue of what students should learn
anymore but the sensitive problems of how the teachers worked.
“Some principles for handling with children when they are naughty for
example, the teacher must be the person who keeps calm first, understands the
problems and knows clearly what to do first but the teacher shouldn’t solve the
problem in a sensitive way. The process is mostly based on principles which
require memorizing. For other contents of learning e.g. handling situations,
students can surf for information freely.” [A006L61]

In a different extract which was relevant to the philosophy of Confucius, A006L61
revealed the learning with skills. The respondent A006 explained about the skills with
principles to handle with children during the teaching career. This was the rare case that
mentioned what students should learn as the skills for their future career or for the
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purposes of the training program with some particular information which was different
from other interview data.
In addition, that extract of A006L61 also revealed the signs of the relevant philosophy of
Herbart with teaching in the process so that students would be able to continue to learn.
The following extracts were also directed to the philosophy of Herbart with similar
features of caring about the order of doing the tasks for learning.
“I usually start with some basic skills such as giving some pictures and asking
them to write simple sentences about them [pictures]. I have my students
discuss with each other first; then I consider if their sentences are suitable and
match the pictures or not and if the sentences are structural correct or not.”
[A002L142]
“I introduce and present the theory, the requirements of the lesson and then I
show students how and where to find the learning materials. After finishing
presenting theory, I carry out some situations, exercises, or other requirements
for students to discuss together in class; or search for learning materials at
home as requested.” [A004L154]

In a word, what students should learn was different depending on the respondents’
perspectives. These perspectives also presented the varied patterns of philosophies. From
the analysis, it could be found that the common notions of what is to be learned by
students would be limited to what their teachers prepared to teach them, what they would
be taught, what they could learn from the internship and what skills they could learn. It
would be possible in some cases that students would be able to learn from their teachers
the steps of conducting the lessons for their learning. Among the examined philosophies,
all philosophies and ideology were found in the extracts in the cases that (1) one teacher
had more than one pattern in their perceptions and (2) one extract contained more than
one patterns of the philosophies or ideology. The following part would focus on
indicating whom and how they took part in the process of educational decision.
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6.8 The center of educational decisions
Education is a general term consisting of at least two notions of teaching and learning,
and it may take place anywhere as long as there is a desire for learning. It could be that
the teacher imposed knowledge and ethics upon his students as in Confucian education
(Nguyen, 2005) or vice versa, students’ interests, needs, and experience were the main
aims which Deweyan education meant to reach (Gutex, 1997). However, to develop and
manage the educational system requires involvements of other parties in addition to
students and teachers responsible for making decisions about some aspects of the
educational process; for example, governance and management as in Brooks’ (2010)
study.
The role and duty of teacher were defined in Article 15 of Chapter I of the Law of
Education 2005No. 38/2005/QH11 dated June 14, 2005, as teacher holds a decisive role
in ensuring the quality of education and must learn and practice constantly to set a good
example for students to follow. Also in this Law, the roles of learners was mentioned in
Article 85 in Chapter V as to carry out the duty of learning and training under the
program and educational plan of the school and simultaneously realize responsibilities
for the institution and society. In addition, roles of the Rector of a college or university
and the Minister of Education and Training in higher education and were determined in
the Law no. 44/2009/QH12 enacted by the Congress for amending and supplementing a
number of articles of the Education Law No. 38/2005 / QH11 as follows:
- The Rector of college or university is responsible for the organization of compiling or
choosing and approving higher education textbooks for using as official materials for
teaching and learning. Rector’s approval is based on the evaluation of the Appraisal
Board established by the Rector to guarantee the sufficiency of the textbooks for
teaching and learning.
- The Minister of Education and Training prescribes for the compilation, selection,
appraisal and approval of higher education textbooks; prescribes and organizes the
compilation and approval for textbooks commonly used for colleges and universities
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The information gained during the interviews somewhat displayed the roles of school,
teachers, and students in making education happen in close relation with the limited
decentralization of authority responsible for designing curriculum as aforementioned.
As in the Law of Education 2005, teachers did not decide on the courses they would
teach but they must comply with predefined principles. This characteristic could be
found from the research context through sharing of a number of respondents (A002,
A005, and A003). Because of this, the institution played a pivotal role in making
decisions for virtually all activities related to the educational process. It covered a wide
range of aspects from administrative management to the stages of teaching and some
policies supporting students’ learning; from the other side, student role in this aspect
was not almost seen and mentioned by the interviewees.
The following would be categorized into (1) the center role of school in making most of
the educational decisions, (2) the teacher’s decision on how to teach in class, and lastly
(3) the passive role of students
6.8.1 The center role of the school in making educational decision
One of the important components that made education at school happen was the
teaching of the teachers. The school as a management unit was recognized to intervene
too heavily in this process. The learning of students was also determined by the
institution.
Deciding on teacher’s teaching process and how teacher should teach
In the first place, with the aim of orientating teachers in some ways of teaching from
the very first day or maybe with a desire of having a teaching staff deserving for the
title “a mind engineer” as well as stimulating the teacher’s spirit of constantly learning
from those who had more experience derived from Ho Chi Minh’s ideology (Tran Van
Hoa, 2012), the school cared about training teacher before they officially taught
“A new teacher who is a complete novice in teaching will be allowed a
certain period of time for practicum. And during that time, teacher doesn’t
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teach; but spends time for researching teaching materials or observing
teaching hours from experienced teachers to learn from them” [ A002D102]

Such a period of time was so meaningful for novice teachers that they could have good
preparation which resulted in a good experience for one respondent physically and
mentally for the first time of teaching as it brought good result for a respondent:
“I also had that period of time [practicum] for observing other teachers; for
that reason, I didn’t have much strange feeling when first teaching.”
[A002D99]

In a second example, in order to effectively ensure teaching quality and maybe maintain
the consistency of the teaching content, the school asked teachers to design the syllabus
and lesson plan before teaching. This excessive emphasis on paperwork annoyed the
teachers. A002 and A004 described the requirements before conducting a teaching hour:
“It usually takes place in the orders like this, before teaching a subject, I am
required to create a syllabus for that subject and send it to the program
committee. The committee will keep that syllabus and I will follow it to teach”
[A004D109]
“It is just complicated in terms of papers. Before teaching, the teacher must
have an outline of a teaching course [a syllabus]; or teacher who teaches a
course must know the contents of that course. Then, the teacher must have a
lesson plan for every class in which he or she plans in details what to teach,
what to do and how much time for every activity. In addition, with the lesson
plan teacher can also decide on when the mid-term test should be taken place.
Generally speaking, the teacher must carry out these two missions [having a
syllabus and lesson plan] in teaching process.” [A002D98]

It could be seen from the extracts, what the teacher was required by the school before
teaching a course was similar to the model of Herbartianism with “Five Formal Steps of
the Recitation”(Knox, 1975) in the sense that the teacher must have full preparation for
teaching content before starting a class. Apart from teaching contents in general, how to
teach and time allocation for each activity which teachers must include in their syllabus
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and lesson plans indicated that teachers’ teaching was strictly controlled by the
institution; as a result, the teacher’s flexibility which was absolutely necessary for good
teaching and learning (Fisher & Whale, 2014) was not encouraged or undervalued.
As a matter of fact, a fixed syllabus and lesson plan caused anxiety for teachers and this
resulted in time allocation was teacher’s first attention while teaching
“Teachers are passive in controlling time of teaching because of weather
which is a factor affecting students’ ability of acquisition.”[A006D124]
“When teaching I also pay attention to time allocation because I must
guarantee the quantity of teaching content within the allotted time.”
[A002D101]

As a teacher, A002 recognized the absurdity in her words so she made some adjustment
towards her greatest concern; nevertheless, at last she showed some worry about being
afraid of lacking time to finish a lesson on time
“I am also under pressure of time but this issue is just my secondary concern.
It is due to the fact that if I care much about time, the teaching content will be
underestimated or less deep. However, sometimes I cannot proactively ensure
teaching time because students don’t understand some points of the lesson. It
will take time for explaining further and the lesson cannot be finished on time”
[A002D121]

Still another type of the institution’s decisive role is expertise management; the school
placed a series of regulations and missions for teachers aiming at controlling and
enhancing the quality of teaching and learning. The findings showed that teachers
seemed to be overloaded with work because of many provisions from preparation, while,
and after teaching hours et cetera. In other words, teachers have been bound to not only
some requirements to realize in class but also some duties to perform with management
units. They were as in the extracts from A005’s and A001’s interviews
“Although it is not officially a teaching process, all of the teachers must
disseminate the learning process to students when going to class; for instance,
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firstly introducing bout the course, secondly introducing about the requirement
for the learning outcome, fourthly introducing about how to evaluate the
learning outcome, and fifthly introducing about references for the course.”
[A005D104]
“The office of academic Office schedules the course equivalent to its total
periods. After every lesson, one representative of students of the class will check
the notes of the day and sign in the classroom notebook. Every month, the
teacher will synthesize for a teaching process notebook and send it to the
Department or School for management. If a teacher is late in his teaching
process, he will be required to explain.” [A001D107]

Again, A001 couldn’t accomplish her work due to many requirements at the same time
during teaching
“To tell the truth, I sometimes forget synthesizing my teaching process”
[A001D108]

Another aspect relating to the school’s decision on assessing teacher’s teaching quality
was found from the extracts of A002 and A004. In order to evaluate a teacher’s teaching
yearly and provide orientation of teaching methods, the school organized a contest for
finding good teachers. Rigid teaching steps which were employed as a standard for
giving marks or a measure for classifying teachers were found from the traditional
teaching of Herbart in which teaching was divided into many steps and teachers
controlled the whole process of their teaching (Noddings, 1995; Novak, 1998)
“The school still organizes a contest for choosing good teachers yearly in which
teachers will be evaluated based on 6 teaching steps. Teachers must carry out 6
teaching steps during their teaching process in the order as follows: (1) calling
some students for oral test to check for remembering the old lesson, (2) checking
the presence of students, (3) reviewing the last lesson, (4) switching to new
lesson, (5) reviewing the new lesson, and (6) giving homework.” [A004D105]
“Teacher has been forced to follow the prescribed teaching steps to have scores
in the contest. If any step is skipped, the score for that step will not be counted.
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In reality, in class teacher never realizes oral test before beginning of a new
lesson to check for remembering the old lesson. But in fact, teachers also have
students do other activity in the beginning of a class which is quite similar to an
oral test for a student to remember the previous lessons. It may be a game or
warm-up activity and students will do the activity together but not individually.”
[A002D103]

The words “still” and “has been forced” from the two extracts or even from A004’s
affirmation that “Up to now, I don’t like that activity” [A004D106], showed that teachers
was under pressure when being forced to participate and criticized for its impracticality
in terms of teaching steps were not often conducted in real teaching. As a consequence,
the effectiveness and applicability of this kind of contest were not high; instead, the
contest brought burdens to teachers when they had to teach in such a forced condition. A
fact was, this way of assessing the teaching capacity of teachers couldn’t help control or
enhance educational quality for it lacked the true basis for assessing the quality of
teaching. Instead, the institution should focus on determining the clear goals and
choosing appropriate methods for such an evaluation as six components suggested by
Coe, Aloisi, Higgins & Major (2014) which were measured by learner outcomes and
teacher’s active role as below
-

(Pedagogical) content knowledge

-

Quality of instruction

-

Classroom climate

-

Teacher beliefs

-

Professional behaviors (pp.1,2)

The point of view was clarified by the description of how the process of evaluation was
working from the extracts of A003 and A007. Obviously, no evidence found that
teacher- examinees’ debate student outcomes were used as criteria for evaluating
teacher’s teaching.
“The examiners will give marks based on the criteria as for whether an
examinee- teacher realizes adequate teaching steps or not; what teaching
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methods that teacher employs and these methods are suitable or not. Generally
speaking, the important points which every member of the board of examiners
can give general assessment [for good teacher] are how the teacher teaches and
transmits knowledge, the movement, manners, and attitude of the teacher when
being in front of a class. About teaching content, only one professional teacher
[who is from the same major] from the board will be responsible for it. For
teaching subjects registered for the contest, every member of the board of
examiners will be in charge of evaluating one subject’s content. While one
examiner considers about contents, the rest give their general comments about
manners and attitude, teaching methods, ways of transmitting, and voice.”
[A003D110]
“About giving marks, 3 examiners will evaluate one teacher; or 5 for 1
depending on the department round or school round. After giving marks,
examiners will compare their marks together. If the difference does not exceed
10/100 or 15/100, the general result will be ok. Otherwise, if it exceeds that
scale, the examiners will sit together to explain why they decide these scores;
then finalizing the scores.” [A007D120]

To ensure its power in making decision as aforementioned and due to the fact that “Any
organization needs to set out specific rules or criteria for people to follow; otherwise,
people would treat and behave in many different ways as they wish; accordingly, that
organization is no longer a system anymore” as commented by A003D96 whose thinking
pattern shaped by one of Herbart’s followers that “School without discipline is like a mill
without water” (Somr &Hrušková 2014, p.428),

the institution paid attention to

administrative management and therefore everything must follow rules as in the extract
A003D97:
“My school has applied ISO standards in management; for that reason, all
activities of the school must follow the process and form” [A003D97]

In this sense, the ISO standards applied by the school seemed to be ineffective because;
according to A005, it just helped realize “superficial issues” but was not really
meaningful for either managing or enhancing the intrinsic values of the school
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“Truly it [ISO] is a tool for controlling and checking quality; however, to tell
the truth, the function of checking of ISO is not okay. It is too rigid and just
focuses on the form. It has the statistical feature but not reflect the nature of the
process of training. Therefore, it just helps figure out superficial issues outside
to fix. For those inside which helps the institution enhance the quality cannot be
dealt with.” [A005D100]

In brief, teachers didn’t have full autonomy in deciding what and how to teach;
everything must follow general steps and as a result teachers’ flexibility in teaching was
also rejected. It could be seen that the ways school applied for managing and controlling
teachers’ teaching seemed to derive mainly from Herbart’s traditional teaching and Ho
Chi Minh’s ideology.
Deciding on learners’ learning
In accordance with its decision about teachers’ teaching, the school would decide on
students’ curriculum based on the approval of the Ministry of Education and Training as
defined in the Law mentioned above. In this research context, almost no information
found for this issue, except for two extracts from A004 and A002 which mentioned
decisions from school in establishing some standards for facilitation of students’ learning
as follows:
“Commonly, students here do research on available situations provided by
teachers. I don’t know exactly about other courses, but for my courses,
students are not familiar with witnessed situations. One thing noted is that
every teaching and learning activity must be taken place in class and within the
school, including practice time.” [A004D166]
“For some optional courses, students can choose and register in groups. The
university will open a course if the number of students registering for that course
meets the requirement about quantity. The university has also created a
favorable condition for students in their learning ……Recently, the HEI has
established an equivalent standard for it. For example, English 1 is equivalent to
a certificate for English at level A” [A002D116]
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Consistently, with such facilitation students would be provided with some equivalent
rights for accomplishment of their learning
“Previously, whether liking it or not, students must follow and finish the course
which is eligible for graduation. ….Non- majored English students have rights
not to attend English courses if they ensure that equivalent certificates are
submitted to school for it is a requisite for consideration of graduating from the
university.”[A002D117]

In a word, as could be seen form the findings, the school realized its managerial
responsibility for all of the teaching and learning activities. Every of these must follow
certain rules and take place according to a prescribed procedure. It may be good in that it
arranges everything in order; but on the other hand, it limited the rights of teachers and
students and since then may destroy their chances for promoting creativity which is an
important component for the development of any organization. The following would
present the aspect teachers could make decision in their profession
6.8.2 Teacher’s decision on how to teach in class
In spite of being required to comply with a general orientation by the school in the
majority of aspects of teaching, teachers could perform their job differently in class in
accordance with four examined philosophies and ideology. As could be seen from the
extracts, the teacher’s decision on education mainly revolved around some techniques
and in- class activities employed for effective teaching, and their responsibility for
designing tests for evaluation of students’ outcomes after teaching courses. In addition,
they also appreciated some flexibility they were provided for dealing with the situation
of lacking time in teaching.
Firstly, the teacher’s role in educational decision was bound in teaching sequence as
described in the following extracts (A001, A004)
“I want to know about quantity first, the proportion of men and women, maybe I
will learn a little bit about the degree of dynamic. Then, after 1 or 2 classes, I
will make the decision on what activities to do next.” [A001D113]
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“About in-class activities, I introduce and present the theory, the requirements of
the lesson and then I show students how and where to find the learning
materials. After finishing presenting theory, I carry out some situations,
exercises, or other requirements for students to discuss together in class; or
search for learning materials at home as requested.” [A004D122]

Although in the first extract [A001D113] teacher realized an exploratory step in the first
one or two classes to learn about students for final decision about the activities for next
teaching hours while the second one [A004D122] set prior steps for teaching regardless
of any classes, they shared a similarity of paying attention to arranging teaching in
certain sequences or preparing activities in advance which was seen as a core meaning in
Herbart’s education (Knox, 1975). Also, flexibility in changing the order of parts within
a lesson to activate student’s interest that A001 applied was also under the influence of
Herbart’s educational teaching and this feature was found from the research of Smith
(2002).
“Instead of following the syllabus, I asked my students which tourism region
they wanted to learn first and then I had them decide on the order from 1 to 7 or
vice versa from 7 to 1. By doing that, I think my students will be more active
because they can be self-decided on what they want.” [A001D157]

Another role in teachers making an educational decision was recognized from their
responsibility for designing mid- term and final exam for evaluating students’ learning
outcomes of the course. As with sharing about teacher decisive role in- class teaching,
not many teachers mentioned this process, except for A002 and A001
“In addition, with the lesson plan teacher can also decide on when the mid-term
test should be taken place.” [A002D114]
"… for some courses of specialized English such as reading and writing, every
teacher designs his own test then the tests from some teachers will be mutually
reviewed by a group of professionals including teachers teach the same courses.
For non-majored English courses, common tests [maybe designed by an
assigned teacher] will be used for students from different classes.” [A002D118]
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“At the end of any courses, the teacher will design a test for the final exam.”
[A001D123]

From the extract A002D118, it could be seen that teachers realized this job under the
provisions of the school about how to design a test for different kinds of courses; and
especially, everything must comply with the rigid process as prescribed in ISO above.
Lastly, teachers seemed to be thankful for some rights that the school reserved for them
to perform their teaching in the best way. These basic rights were just for the teacher to
easily and conveniently carry out their mission within the classroom.
“Management of time but teachers can end classes 5 or 10 minutes before.”
[A001D111]
“Currently, teachers can self-arrange their class; for example, they can ask for
dividing a large class into two smaller classes. While teaching, depending on the
students’ capacity, teachers can decide on alternating between theory and
practice or separating theory and practice. It much depends on the teachers.”
[A006D126]

Generally speaking, teachers’ rights in making decision were limited to their teaching
and some issues related to their teaching. No information from the interviews indicated
that teachers were allowed to be involved in formulating education policy or had
opportunities for examining and criticizing the policies and programs of education as
recognition of the decisive role of the teacher in the education as in Martin (1955) and
Gutex (1997). Students who are one of the important parties making education happen
would be discussed for their role in the educational decision.
6.8.3 Student’s passive role in their learning
Similar to what were assigned for student roles in the Law of Education 2005, the
interview results showed that students seemed to be subjects who passively received
education from teachers and were under the management of the school in terms of their
learning. From that, instead of pointing out what students really contributed to making
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education happen, respondents just mentioned students’ attitudes in learning and
simultaneously showed their own beliefs to explain the situation.
Firstly, regarding the learning attitude which somehow helped determine students’
learning outcomes, only negative features were found from the extracts of A001, A003,
and A004
“I find students here [Tra Vinh University] seem to lack self-control. They are a
little bit passive, they just know learning at school, apart from; they usually
don’t take part in any activities outside the class.” [A001D156]
“Most of the students in this area [Tra Vinh province], I think, are not much
dynamic. In return, some of them are very docile. They always obey teacher and
love to go to school.” [A003D159]
“Just a few students here [Tra Vinh University] are good. The remaining
students are rather slow; they are not imbecile but really passive.” [A004D162]

From the extracts, it could be seen that the perception of little interest in learning
reflected one of the drawbacks in Vietnamese education; the first and foremost duty of
students was limited to actively participating in the learning process at school but
nowhere else and this was similar to that of traditional education of Confucius.
The second reflection on students came from some beliefs of teachers aiming to explain
such a common attitude in learning among students. These were determined as because
of the mode of education which didn’t motivate students to be active learners, and so
students paid less attention to studying.
There were two respondents (A004 and A002) who shared the idea that students’ passive
attitude in learning resulted from general education
“Most of the students have the passive mentality and wait for instructions and
orientation from the teacher because they have been familiar with this learning
style from the previous level of education.” [A004D115]
“Partly from the habit formed from the early age of schooling” [A002D161]
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From this, A002 extended her recognition to students’ self-awareness in studying in
terms of their whole devotion to it.
“Time reserved for self-studying of students is too little. Their independence is
not high, too.” [A002D163]

With this type of thinking, the respondent believed students couldn’t develop their
learning capacity in any way and as a result, the teacher remained in the role of giving a
decision in every aspect of students’ learning rather than suggesting some ways that
teacher should try to change the bad learning habits of students.
“They [students] are not able to do research by themselves; instead, the teacher
must provide some guidance first and students can follow.” [A002D164]

Only one person said that students might benefit from flexibility that allows them to
satisfy graduation and course requirements in more than one way.
“Previously, whether liking it or not, students must follow and finish the course
which is eligible for graduation… Non- majored English students have rights
not to attend English courses if they ensure that equivalent certificates are
submitted to school for it is a requisite for consideration of graduating from the
university.” [A002D165]

In contrast to that policy, A004’s sharing about school’s regulation regarding her
teaching in the interviews as in the extract below indirectly revealed students’ passive
role in deciding their own learning:
“Regardless of a practice hour, it must take place in class. Accordingly, for a
situation of a crowd behavior as you mentioned above, the teacher must collect
data for students to analyze. It means they resolve the situation based on
available data. In case my students and I go out for a field trip in an hour of
practice, I may face a big problem of quitting teaching if the person in charge
doesn’t see me in class at that time. As a result, I can only use the way of
collecting data for my students to learn from the practical situations. It can be
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said that students approach and analyze the problems under their teacher’s
perspective.” [A004L168]

More seriously, the status of students in the educational context was reflected by a
surveyed participant from his or her perception or experience:
“In Vietnam, students have been never allowed to choose what and how to
study.” [QQL169]

In a nutshell, the role of students as decision makers was not clear enough from the
interviews. In accordance with the Law of Education 2005, students’ role as decision
makers in their learning was also conveyed passively and no really rights could be
identified, except for their vague responsibility for valuing the institution and serving
society. From the interview findings, this role of passivity was recognized to be
completely compatible with the Law. In fact, students were absolutely passive in
choosing what and how to learn in their learning process. Although the regulations
suggest that students could somehow decide on their learning for some optional courses,
that this right was not fully carried out but was under the regulation of the school. In
other words, the results showed that students only had two rights in making decisions in
their academic life: choosing an appropriate learning attitude in the classroom and
choosing self-learning outside the classroom. As a matter of fact, that the student roles in
the educational decision were not paid attention was believed to be influenced by the
philosophy of Confucius and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh. As a result, the teacher
played an active role in setting good example for students to follow
In general, despite not appearing in the findings, the State represented by the Ministry of
Education and Training is a key part of educational decision; the next party would be the
school responsibility for management of human resources, educational quality, and
curriculum. Teachers and students, who are two main representatives of education,
seemed to have the least rights since the teachers’ authority is limited to their teaching in
the classroom and so are students’ rights are limited to their learning.
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Another aspect worth considering is the role of parents in deciding their children’s
learning which led to negative learning attitudes as in three extracts of A002, A007, and
A001
“There is also a phenomenon that students study a major which is forced or
decided by their parents. For that reason, they don’t have any passion for what
they are studying. Some of them also lack the motivation to learn because of
some reasons.” [A002D154]
“Frankly, not all students want to actively study. Generally, some of them go to
school because of their parents. There are many different kinds of motivations
so not all students like studying.” [A007D158]
“They [students] really want to experience life but they are not supported by
their parents.” [A001D160]

It is common that Vietnamese parents tend to impose their wishes on their children and
as a result, children are usually under the arrangements of parents for many aspects of
life; i.e., what to study or what should and shouldn’t do (Anh Thu, 2015). This could be
explained that feudal ideology still exists and becomes part of the thinking of a number
of Vietnamese people. That children obey and listen to their parents for every decision in
their life is a value; according to Tran Thi Phuong Thao (2016), this attitude has existed
for centuries in traditional families in Vietnam. The hierarchy in making an educational
decision in Vietnam as in the findings and that of parents’ decision about their children
studying seemed to one of the main factors preventing the actual changes and
development of education for years.
In conclusion, the main focuses of the study have just been realized from a number of
related findings. The discussion will address the practical implications drawn out in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

7.1 Summary of the findings with regard to the research question
The findings would be summarized one by one in accordance with the format as in the
previous chapter realized as (1) findings on the teachers’ general awareness about
philosophy of education, (2) findings on teachers’ perceptions about the goals of
education and roles of curriculum, (3) findings on teachers’ roles in accordance with the
recognizable educational philosophies and ideology, (4) findings on the notions of
teachers’ teaching, (5) finding on the notions of teaching, (4) findings on the
relationship between teachers and students, (6) findings on the notions of learning, (7)
findings on what students should learn, and (8) findings on the center of educational
decisions
7.1.1 Findings on the teachers’ general awareness about philosophy of education
The findings from the questionnaire and interviews showed that teachers had general
awareness about the philosophy of education, in which they kept high perceptions about
philosophies and ideology of four examined proponents, and could generalize the
philosophy of Vietnamese education and their own philosophy of education.
In respect to perceptions about philosophies and ideology of the four proponents, the
results from the questionnaire indicated that the surveyed teachers highly appreciated all
these four philosophies and ideology in general and the ratio of consensus for each
philosophy or ideology was rather equal. The comparisons for teachers’ perceptions
about four examined philosophies and ideology were based on their years of teaching
experience which were recognized in five periods of fewer than five years, 6-10 years,
11-15 years, 16-25 years, and more than 26 years. The results showed that the ideology
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of Ho Chi Minh had the most recognized among the teachers regardless of how many
years of teaching experience they had, except for the group of teachers with 16-25 years
of teaching experience who gave more support for the philosophy of Dewey, instead.
The second highest appreciation among the teachers from different years of teaching
experience was for Dewey’s philosophy; and similarly to the exception in the first
classification, this philosophy was less important than the one from Herbart for teachers
with 11-15 years of teaching. Accordingly, the philosophies of Herbart and Confucius
were, in turn, ranked in the third and fourth places in the perceptions of teachers from
almost all stages of teaching experience. In other words, Confucius’ educational
philosophy was the most under recognized by teachers from any stage of their teaching.
In addition, the fluctuations within each philosophy and ideology were identified and
considered among teachers from their different years of teaching experience. In terms of
each philosophy and ideology, the results indicated that teachers with 11-15 years of
teaching experience seemed to pay more attention to Confucius’ and Herbart’s
philosophies; and simultaneously, pay less attention to the philosophy of Dewey and
ideology of Ho Chi Minh. It was also recognized from the findings that educational
philosophy or ideology was not a big concern for participants who had more than 26
years of teaching.
In respect to teachers’ perceptions about the philosophy of Vietnamese education, the
results from the questionnaire conveyed a hesitation and doubt among surveyed teachers
for whether Vietnamese education had a philosophy or not. This was found from
divergent thinking about this issue in regards to the requirements for identifying both its
presence and its specific content. In fact, in response to the issue, if Vietnamese
education has been operated under a philosophy, only twenty-four out of forty-two
surveyed teachers (57.1%) believed that Vietnamese had a philosophy while the other
eleven of them didn’t believe and the remaining seven teachers left the answer blank.
As for statements about the philosophy of Vietnamese education, only seven out of 24
teachers who believed Vietnam had an educational philosophy were willing to share
their understanding of it. The findings showed that while only one teacher related the
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main focus of Dewey’s philosophy on students’ center role in education to the
philosophy of Vietnamese education, up to three other teachers perceived the
philosophy from the core features of moral aspects and one’s responsibility to society
from Confucius’ philosophy and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology. The remaining two ideas
seemed not to understand either what a philosophy is or the nature of it but made a list
of what they believed to be an educational philosophy of Vietnam. This, to some extent,
displayed an ambiguity in awareness by a number of teachers about the philosophy of
education.
Lastly, in respect to teachers’ perceptions about their own educational philosophy, the
results from the in-depth interviews helped capture teachers’ own educational
philosophy; and importantly, helped confirm the findings from the questionnaire.
Indeed, for this research issue, the teachers’ own philosophy was reflected both
similarly and differently compared to what they perceived about educational philosophy
from four examined philosophies and ideology and the philosophy of Vietnamese
education as in the following summary. Compatible with findings from the
questionnaire, the teachers’ own philosophy was found in the four examined
philosophies and ideology, except for the philosophy of Herbart.
For the cases of A002 and A003, some core values from the philosophy of Confucius
and ideology of Ho Chi Minh when combined together became their educational
philosophy. In addition, the sense of Confucian and Deweyan education together with
Ho Chi Minh’s thought about a good teacher all appeared in A001’ s awareness of her
philosophy of education. Similarly, A006’s own philosophy came from the combination
of Confucius and Dewey philosophies and A004 seemed to be a good follower of
Dewey who highlighted the meaning of “experience” in education. The remaining two
respondents of A005 and A007 were identified to be the followers of Dewey’s and
Paulo Freire’s philosophies. No evidence about Herbart’s philosophy was found from
the respondents’ recognition about their own philosophy of education.
The overall results found from this part showed that teachers had some awareness of
educational philosophy as well as followed a certain philosophy in their teaching. In
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spite of that, different levels of interest were found among four examined philosophies
and ideology according to teachers’ years of teaching experience. It was noted that the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh and the philosophy of Dewey which were found to be the top
concerns of surveyed teachers from almost all of their stages of teaching experience as
summarized above can be explained with some evidence as the followings. Firstly, Ho
Chi Minh’s ideology had been the foundation for the establishment, operation and
development of socialism in Vietnam from the very day of its appearance in 1945; since
then, the ideology has been employed as a compulsory course for ideological orientation
for higher education students everywhere in any Vietnamese institution.
More significantly, in recent years, the movement of learning and following the moral
example of Ho Chi Minh has been deployed annually to all civil servants working in the
state system of Vietnam. Accordingly, Ho Chi Minh’s educational ideology has become
an indisputable part of the teachers’ concept of education. This kind of learning has
been specified in a number of documents constantly; they are, the Directive 06-CT/TW
dated on November 7th, 2006 of the Politburo X on “Organize the campaign of learning
and following the moral example of Ho Chi Minh, the Directive No. 03-CT/TW on May
14th, 2011 of the Politburo XI on “Continue to promote learning and following the
moral example of Ho Chi Minh” and the Directive No. 05-CT/TW on May 15th, 2016 of
the Politburo XII on “Promote learning and following the ideology, ethics and style of
Ho Chi Minh.
Secondly, the educational philosophy of Dewey is also a special part in teachers’
thinking about the philosophy of Vietnamese education. The two main reasons can be
interpreted both from objectively and subjectively. The first reason comes from the
project of the Vietnamese government, the Party and the Ministry of Education and
Training of Vietnam towards fundamental and comprehensive innovation of
Vietnamese education launched in recent years. From that, the contents for this
innovation seem compatible with the core meanings of Dewey’s philosophy (Nguyen Ai
Hoc, 2014). For instance, the main focuses of the project were to innovate the main
elements of education such as objectives, contents, and methods to activate learners’
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active roles as well as promote their own potential. The second reason which derived
from both the teachers’ desire individually for changing the current situation of
Vietnamese education and also partially imposed by the aforementioned policy made
teachers prefer the educational philosophy of Dewey to the other ones due to the fact
that this philosophy highlighted the active role of students in their learning context. The
findings also reflected some paradoxes in the ways teachers thought and performed in
their teaching practice that will be interpreted in the next section.
7.1.2 Findings on teachers’ perceptions about the goals of education and the roles
of curriculum
From the results of the study, teachers were very appreciative of both the goals of
education and roles of curriculum from four examined philosophies and ideology from
the questionnaire. Specifically, the findings from the questionnaire indicated that 95.2%
of the participants advocated the curriculum from Dewey and Ho Chi Minh in which
students’ needs and interests and practicality of curriculum for training people regarding
serving the homeland were highlighted. The second highest percentage of 90.4% was
reserved for the priority of developing personality in education from Confucian
education and the noble task of education in fighting against illiteracy from Ho Chi
Minh’s ideology. Eighty-eight point one percent agreed on the goals of education from
Herbart’s philosophy which resulted from the combination of ethics and psychology.
Eighty-five point eight percent and 85.7% were found from the goals of Deweyan
education where students could benefit from being involved in determined and
predetermined activities and experience and Ho Chi Minh’s idea about curriculum
which aimed to build the learner’s moral character through teaching knowledge. The
least of 69.1% of the participants chose “agree or strongly agree” for the Confucian
curriculum which focused on traditional values over social problems in education. This
showed that teachers paid attention to connecting education with real life situations.
The findings from the interviews suggest strongly that teachers were mainly influenced
by the ideology of Ho Chi Minh when defining the goals of education and roles of the
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curriculum. This greatest acceptance of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology may be explained from
the two perspectives. They are:
1) that the ideology has been popularized in the whole population via diversified means
and forms and that it has played the foundation role for policy- making and formation of
ethical standards for Vietnamese society make the ideology ingrain in the minds of
Vietnamese or it becomes the spirit of Vietnamese people as a certain consequence; and
2) teachers expressed their loyalty to the government and they seemed to declare their
support to the educational objectives formulated by the government and the party.
Furthermore, the participants perceived these two terms from both what they
experienced from their own learning, teaching and the status of Vietnamese education.
The overall results for this part indicated that the goals of Vietnamese education were
still general and there was ambiguity in implementation because of lack of a guiding
philosophy and lack of autonomy of the roles of students.
7.1.3 Findings on teachers’ roles in accordance with the recognizable educational
philosophies and ideology
The results from the questionnaire and interviews showed that all of the participants
were fully aware of their roles in teaching practice. Some noteworthy issues were
recognized from the questionnaire findings. Although teachers generalized their own
educational philosophy from a variety of both examined and other philosophies and
ideology in the previous part, their roles as teachers were recognized from Dewey’s by
all interviewees. However, the cases of A001, A002, and A005 perceived their roles
from other philosophies besides Dewey’s.
Regarding the results of the questionnaire, a difference was found from teachers’
sharing their general philosophy as in the above part which partly reflected their role in
teaching for almost all of them reserved their support (92.8%) for the roles of teachers
as stated by Dewey in item 16 of the questionnaire. The next high percentages of the
agreement were found from the roles of teachers in Ho Chi Minh ideology (90.5%)
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compatible with the teachers’ recognition of their own philosophy in the questionnaire.
Surprisingly, the roles of teachers from Herbart’s were highly chosen with 88.1% of the
agreement from the interviewees while they didn’t apply any features of this philosophy
in their own philosophy; and therefore, teacher roles in Confucius’ was the least popular
for teachers’ roles in the research context with 57.1% of agreement. The least of 57.1%
reserved for the absolute position of teacher in education reflecting a paradox in
participants’ thinking and maybe resulted from a combination of traditional and modern
roles that teacher- participants took in their teaching context.
The results from interviews at certain levels consolidated the viewpoint from the
questionnaire. It was that all participants showed their roles as teachers in accordance
with Dewey’s philosophy of which was compatible with the highest percentages of
agreement (92.8%) for Dewey’s philosophy in the questionnaire. Besides perceiving
their roles as in Dewey’s, A001 and A004 followed the sense of the teacher’s role in the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh. Similarly, Ho Chi Minh’s ideology and Herbart’s philosophy
were found from A005’s perception about his roles as a teacher and roles of the teacher
in Confucius’ philosophy were also seen from the respondents A002 and A007
concurrently with Dewey’s. The qualitative data collected from the questionnaire, on
the contrary, helped strengthen the recognition of teachers’ roles in accordance with
Dewey. However, the qualitative data from the survey also denied the presence of
project-based learning as one of the features in Dewey’s education in Vietnamese
education.
7.1.4 Findings on the notions of teachers’ teaching
The findings from the questionnaire showed that teachers’ perspectives on the notions
of teaching from the four examined philosophies and ideology were really high, and the
notions of teaching perceived by teachers in the interviews also came from these
philosophies and ideology.
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The results synthesized from the questionnaire indicating the proportions of consensus
for each philosophy or ideology as follows: Ho Chi Minh ideology (95.2%); Dewey
philosophy (92.8%), Herbart philosophy (66.6%), and Confucius philosophy (59.5%).
The findings of the analysis of the interview transcripts which helped gain a deeper
interpretation towards this issue were classified into two terms of (1) the notions of
teaching, and (2) the perceptions and practice during stages of teaching. For the notions
of teaching, the findings from the interviews showed that although respondents had
different perceptions about teaching, they shared similarities in relying on some features
from the examined philosophies and ideology. Specifically, four out of seven teachers
realized the notion from more than two examined philosophies or ideology at the same
time; therefore, only three of them defined this issue within one philosophy (A001,
A002, and A007). Up to five respondents (A001, A003, A004, A005, and A007)
revealed their notions of teaching closely relating to the philosophy of Confucius;
whereas this philosophy was received lowest agreement in the questionnaire. No
information about the notions of teaching from Herbart’s philosophy found from the
interviews although this accounted for 66.6% of agreement from the questionnaire.
Regarding the perceptions and practice during stages of teaching, the findings indicated
that three out of seven teachers (A001, A002, and A006) paid attention to the stage of
preparation for their teaching in correlation with the philosophy of Herbart. As for the
in-class teaching stages, the features of Herbart’s philosophy in conducting a class were
recognized from the sharing of all of the respondents. Together with the philosophy of
Herbart, the mix of the other three philosophies and ideology was also found from the
stages of teaching in class from all of the interviewees.
The inconsistency between the percentages of the agreement teachers reserved for the
four examined philosophies and ideology from the questionnaire and their responses
from the interviews which helped capture deeper interpretation of teachers about the
research issues as aforementioned showed a reality existed among teacher-participants.
In fact, such a difference indicated that teachers seemed not to implement exactly what
they declared or perceived about the philosophies and ideology of education in their
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teaching practice. In other words, it could be said that teachers tended to “speak one
way and act another” or “his speech doesn’t agree with his act”; as a consequence, this
more or less affected the shaping and implementation of any teaching styles and the
determining of the objectives of education generally and teaching specifically.
7.1.5 Findings on the relationship between teachers and students
Concerning this kind of relationship which is a controversial matter in Vietnamese
society and education, the findings from the interviews were recognized in two
categories of (1) interactional models between the teachers and students, and (2) the
distance between them.
In terms of the first category, the interactional models between teachers and students
were found from the philosophies of Dewey, Herbart, Confucius and the ideology of Ho
Chi Minh. The teacher- student relationship from Confucius’ philosophy was
recognized to govern Vietnamese education. However, the findings from the interviews
showed that most of the respondents attempted to change this traditional mode of
interaction in which students played the passive roles into active ones in Dewey’s
philosophy.
In terms of the second category which reflected the reality of teacher- student
relationship, the findings indicated some teachers were still under the influence of both
Confucius’ philosophy and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology. From that, the teachers wanted to
have absolute authority over their students. The mix of examined philosophies and
ideology rather than one of them was identified by the respondents. Similarly to the
reflection in the first category of interactional models, teachers (A001, A006) also
wanted to make a change in their relationship with students from Confucius’ model to
Dewey’s one from what they experienced in their past learning and current teaching.
Both good and bad sides of teacher-student relationship from Confucius’ philosophy in
the present were reflected by A002 and A005 as students were no longer polite to
teachers as in years ago and they exhibited false reverence for teachers to satisfy their
expectation for a degree.
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To sum up, although teachers didn’t mention this issue directly during the interviews, it
could be recognized that most of them shared the same thinking about the hierarchical
order in their relationship with students. Regarding this, teachers seemed to appreciate
an equal relationship with students so that according to them, students could study
better; however, through the answers, stories, or examples during the interviews, they
showed that they prefer a type of relationship which provided them with power over
students. As a result, the relationship between teachers and students remained traditional
and students’ learning was still under the control of teachers.
7.1.6 Findings on the notions of learning
The results from the questionnaire and interviews showed that teachers held thought
well of the research issues. The percentages of consensus for the four examined
philosophies and ideology from the questionnaire were somehow different from that of
the interviews which also mainly derived from these philosophies and ideology.
Regarding the difference, although the notions of students’ learning from Herbart’s
philosophy agreed by the participants ranked in the second place just after the one from
Ho Chi Minh’s ideology, no information about this was found from the interviews.
Similarly, the learning notion in the questionnaire resulted in the most disagreement
from the philosophy of Confucius was recognized to have the most agreement by four
out of seven respondents from the interviews. The findings from the interviews showed
that the other three of teachers followed the philosophy of Dewey and the two
remaining were the advocates of Ho Chi Minh’s ideology. From the overall results,
students’ learning somehow was primarily taking place under the instruction of teachers
rather than came from students’ will or choice for their learning.
7.1.7 Findings on what students should learn
The issue was realized from both the findings in the questionnaire and interviews.
The figure from the questionnaire showed that the ideology of Ho Chi Minh in which
students’ learning was enhanced in association with practical aspects and social
responsibility was most agreed by 92.8% of the participants. Apart from this, the next
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highest percentage of 71.4% of agreement belonged to Herbart’s philosophy in which
students’ learning totally relied on teachers' knowledge and decisions. Seventy-one point
four and 64.3 percent of the surveyed teachers strongly agree and agree on the
philosophies of Dewey and Confucius which focused on prioritizing the needs of
learners as in Dewey’s and required students to remember all of the knowledge and
information from the teachers as in Confucius’.
From the findings of the interviews, all four examined philosophies and ideology were
found as the basis for teachers determined or perceived about what students should learn
in their learning process. It could be seen that one teacher conveyed more than one
pattern of examined philosophies and ideology concerning this issue during the interview
process, e.g. in one extract, more than one concepts of the philosophies and ideology can
be recognized. More importantly, the findings from the interviews showed that students
could learn what was taught by their teachers in school and the learning served mostly a
degree rather than the development of knowledge or skills. In other words, it was
perceived by some that learning only what is taught in schools and learning only for a
degree was seen as negative. This was recognized as a common negative thinking of a
number of Vietnamese people currently.
In general, the teachers implied that they paid a lot of attention to the content of
education more than to any other factors; i.e. students, their learning, and the partnership
between teachers and students. In fact, the teachers believed that the content of education
should decide other factors, but not students; the teachers didn’t understand deeply the
meaning of partnership which could facilitate two-way communication between teachers
and students. Then, this could help activate the pivotal roles of students in their learning.
Instead, the teachers still wanted to keep some distance and their control over every
learning and teaching activity. The teachers didn’t recognize that the most important
purpose of education is learning rather than teaching. As a habit, they had something else
in mind but spoke out differently about modern education in Vietnam. For another
possibility, teachers may not have a sense of what a modern education should be.
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7.1.8 Findings on the center of educational decisions
This part was generalized from the results of the interviews and the parties were
involved in this issue were recognized as the State which was represented by the
Ministry of Education and Training, the school, teachers, students, and parents.
The decisive role of the State or the Ministry of Education and Training as a
representative was defined in the Education Law covering the organization and
operation of management, teaching, and learning for an institution. The next powerful
person was the Rector, who represented the school deciding on all academic activities in
the institution. Teachers and students; therefore, had fewer rights in the educational
decision. The teachers’ decisive role was identified from only their teaching in class and
students from the research context were found to have almost no actual decision rights
in education, even in their own learning. In other words, from the research context,
students unfortunately only decided on two issues: appropriate learning attitude in class
and ways of self-learning outside the classroom. Parents appeared in the findings of the
interviews as an indirect party but a potentially powerful one in making decisions about
their children learning.
7.2 General conclusions
From the summary of the findings, overall results on the awareness of higher education
teachers about a number of aspects regarding educational philosophy are reflected.
Many issues arising need to be considered when strengthening links between research
and teaching in higher education. From this, some problems in the Vietnamese
education system are pointed out as the basis for aiming at future reforming and
developing of Vietnamese education.
From the awareness of teachers about educational philosophy in general and the
philosophy of Vietnamese education and their own philosophy, a contradiction in
perception among teachers and the status of Vietnam’s educational philosophy is
reflected. Similarly to Walcott’s (1966, p.556) finding of philosophy that “emerges and
results from reflection of experience”, teachers in the research context also identify their
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own philosophy of education from what they have experienced from teaching practice.
In this sense, the teachers’ own philosophy is found from the combination of core
features of the four examined philosophies and ideology in a logical way. The notions
of “transmitting of knowledge”, “teaching for good human” “teacher’s accomplishment
of teaching” which are found from most of the teachers when explaining their own
philosophy indicate that teachers mainly rely on the philosophy of Confucius and the
ideology of Ho Chi Minh or considered these two, which highlight the key role of
teachers in education, to be the foundation to follow in their teaching. For that reason,
the philosophy in which Vietnamese education is functioning is primarily perceived in
accordance with the features of Confucius’ philosophy and Ho Chi Minh’s ideology.
Nevertheless, an inconsistency is found between teachers’ perceptions about educational
philosophy from the examined philosophies and ideology and their own philosophy.
The inconsistency is due to the fact that the philosophy of Confucius is most
underestimated in comparison with the other two philosophies and an ideology in the
survey; otherwise, it is considered to be a philosophy which determines the contents and
methods of teaching and learning (Hoai Nam, 2014) by a large number of teachers when
responding to the interviews. Vietnam does not have a strong philosophy or any
philosophy guiding the education from macro- scale and this causes the chaotic and
messy situation in the educational system as mentioned by a teacher-interviewee. This
reflection about the situation of Vietnamese education is compatible with the findings of
Associate Professor Dr. Nguyen Le Ninh (2016) about educational philosophy in
Vietnamese education system.
As a matter of fact, from the reflection of the teachers about the goals of education and
roles of curriculum, it can be recognized that Vietnamese education is facing some
drawbacks when its goals cannot be implemented sufficiently and effectively, and its
curriculum has not met the requirements of the labor market.
The teacher-respondents regarding the four examined philosophies and ideology share
Sadker & Zittleman’s (2004) findings of the teachers’ roles which are proved to be
influenced by their own philosophy of education. Although a correspondence is found
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between the highest percentages of consensus for the roles of a teacher from the
philosophy of Dewey and teachers’ most self- identification of their roles in accordance
with Dewey’s philosophy, another contradiction in teachers’ perceptions towards the
research issue is obvious.
First, it is surprising that the teachers’ recognition of teaching roles in accordance with
the philosophies is significantly low in comparison to their practical applications
described in the interviews. That means the teachers believe their roles in teaching
compatible with one philosophy but they act in their real classes with the principles of
another philosophy. In regard to this, the teacher’s role as in Confucian education is
lowest chosen by surveyed teachers but highly recognized in the description of their
actual work. Similarly, Herbart’s philosophy which is less identified from teachers’ own
philosophy gets high agreement among the other three of philosophies and ideology.
Second, instead of simply acting as a teacher with the central role in classroom as in
Confucius, Herbart or Ho Chi Minh philosophy or ideology of education, all of the
teachers mean to encourage students to be more active in their learning while they play
the secondary role who facilitate or guide students in their learning process as in the
philosophy of Dewey.
This expresses the great effort of teachers in changing traditional education which
emphasizes the irreplaceable role of the teacher in education. In this way, studentcentered philosophies help involve students in their own study (Rogers, 1983; Jones,
2007); but unfortunately, what teachers really meant by their changing roles in teaching
is just to help learners understand the lectures so they can complete class activities. In
other words, teachers are still under the influences of the philosophies and ideology of
Confucius, Herbart and Ho Chi Minh who decide almost everything related to students’
learning process.
In addition, in terms of teachers’ perceptions about notions and stages of teaching which
also have an intimate relationship and result from their own philosophy, some issues
need to be discussed to clarify the research issue. With the same way of perceiving
about philosophies and ideology which seems to be inconsistent from what teachers
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want in their teaching and the reality they deal with their teaching practice. Simply
stated, there is a difference between what the teachers say and what they do. Indeed,
while underestimating the traditional teaching from the philosophies of Confucius and
Herbart when answering the questionnaire, the notions of teaching related to Confucius’
philosophy are found from at least five out of seven respondents from the interviews.
Similarly, Herbart’s philosophy is also recognized from all of the respondents in regard
to the stages of teaching. One question from this finding is whether teachers are familiar
with the traditional way of teaching or they are forced to pay much attention to students’
learning in order for the students to learn. In response to this question, the two
possibilities seem to be appropriate due to two phenomena realized from the findings of
the research; these are (1) teachers’ excessive concern about teaching methods and (2)
the students’ lack of motivation to learn. For the first phenomenon, it is not good or bad
when teachers highlighted the roles of teaching methods over any other factors;
however, this priority revealed a severe restriction not only in teaching but also in
Vietnamese education when all of these teachers tend to employ teaching methods for
only one-way transmission of knowledge or skills to students; or considered teaching
methods as an effective tool to attract students in their learning. This type of thinking
seems to result from a number of workshops and meetings for innovating teaching
methods organized for teachers yearly from central to local levels; simultaneously, there
were also several articles have promoted the crucial roles of innovation of teaching
methods for all levels of education (Le Ngan, 2014, Ngo Quoc Duong, 2915, Chinh
Pham, 2016). For the second phenomenon, another fact in Vietnamese education is the
learning attitude of Vietnamese students is very poor. It is supposed that this type of
attitude ought to be built up from childhood, and someone who doesn’t want to pursue
higher education should choose to enter the labor market or take a vocational course
instead of attending a higher educational program. It is unfortunate that teachers in such
an educational context must involve motivate students to actively participate in their
learning process. The reasons could be explained that Vietnamese children are
excessively wrapped by their parents; they may be not be qualified enough for higher
education but are required to satisfy their parents’ expectation, or the Vietnamese
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education system cannot help students develop responsibility for their own life, or
educational programs are not attractive enough. On the other hands, in schools, as
reflected by the teachers from the research context, students only learn what and how
they are taught by their teachers.
Last but not least, the decentralization of decision-making power as reflected in the
research context demonstrates a significant problem in education when it goes against
the tendency of both teacher-centered and student-centered philosophies. These two
mentioned types of educational philosophies which are reviewed in Chapter 2 give
teachers and students leading roles in teaching and learning process. In fact, according
to Sadker & Zittleman (2004), teacher-centered philosophies found in essentialism and
perennialism provide the teacher with the power of choosing the curriculum, organizing
the school day and constructing classroom activities; whereas, student-centered
philosophies which are from progressive and existentialism emphasize the central role
of students in classrooms and teachers responsibility for guiding and facilitating
students in their learning. Judging from the reflections from the teachers in the research
context, neither teachers nor students have such actual roles; and therefore, the center
role in educational decision belongs to the government and the Ministry of Education
and Training and then the school administration. Too much interference in deciding
curriculum and management mechanisms in higher education creates “a monopoly for
the Ministry of Education and Training and otherwise, prevents autonomy,
decentralization and creation in higher education” (Dao Van Khanh, 2004).
More importantly, from the summary of the findings, some paradoxes were found from
what teacher think and perform in teaching practice. The paradoxes and then some
possible causes leading to them will be examined to make clear the research issue, and
from that educational situation of Vietnam will be partly clarified.
In fact, the share of teachers on issues concerning their career filled with paradoxes,
even the reasons led them to teach. The biggest paradoxes are found within their
interaction with students and the school and from their own perceptions.
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First of all, almost all of the participants show great interest in engaging students in their
learning whereby diverse activities are employed in class to help students. However,
another regular concern from teachers is how to guarantee the exact understanding of
students for lesson contents somehow reduces multi-dimensional thinking skills which
are an important component in forming students’ active learning. In essence, while
highlighting their one-way transmission of knowledge to students, the teachers require
students not to be passive in acquiring that knowledge. It can be seen that the habit of
one-way reception of knowledge from teachers without any opportunity for debating for
“right” or “wrong” gradually forms the passivity of students since other ways of
thinking besides that of the teacher is not valued.
Secondly, teachers offer criticism for some mistakes in general education with very
convincing arguments based on their experience; and according to them, these mistakes
make students become passive and not have high self-learning ability as well as strong
motivation for their learning. Aiming at changing the situation, teachers believe that
some activities such as presentation, engaging in class discussions, asking questions,
and playing games or advising students to study outside of class can help students
change themselves. It cannot be denied such an effort; however, maybe because of still
being bound by the hierarchical system in a social relationship from feudal society or
the historical factors. No information found that teachers allow or provide students with
a chance to either argue for the knowledge transmitted or express a different
interpretation for that knowledge. Students rarely dare to do so while the teacher is
lecturing because doing something like that is seen as having no or little respect for
teachers or the elder. As a result, although students in some ways are free to apply the
learned knowledge, such freedom is constrained within the lesson contents which are
considered one of the important goals of teaching by teachers.
Thirdly, even though teachers understand all of the problems happening in their
academic area and they are also to be able to identify a variety of drawbacks in
educational aspects, they tend to keep silent and consider fulfilling their duty as a
teacher as helping to carry out the philosophy of Vietnamese education. In this respect,
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the teachers aim to both make a change and maintain their status in their current
position.
Last but not least, the teachers’ perceptions about their own educational philosophy and
the one from Vietnamese education reflect another not less important paradox. For their
own philosophy of education, they appreciate all four philosophies or ideology from the
four chosen proponents. Despite that, they seemed to underestimate the educational
philosophy of Confucius in which the central roles of the teacher in the transmission of
knowledge and a model for students to follow along with ethical aspects was least
chosen. This concept completely changed when teachers express their perceptions about
the issues related to teaching and education; in an opposite way, teachers pay a lot of
attention to the aspects of imparting knowledge or skills and focusing on moral
education for students. The teachers also emphasize the importance of both knowledge
and ethics which must always go together. In addition, when giving the evidence about
the education of Vietnam, they mainly attached it to the philosophy of Confucius and
ideology of Ho Chi Minh.
Some reasons can be proposed to explain the paradoxes of teachers as mentioned above.
First, it cannot be denied that teachers and their students have been exposed to the same
education; thanks to this, teachers can easily discover the limitations of the education by
their own experience; but when they attempt to make changes they cannot completely
escape from the way of thinking which was imposed and ingrained. In the same way,
the Confucian education and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh are an undeniable important
part forming Vietnamese education nowadays because of historical conditions as
reviewed in the previous chapters, so teachers’ perceptions about teaching and
education associated with these two orientations are understandable. Second, the
decision-making role of teachers in education is almost secondary; from that, teachers’
reflections and ideas have not really been heard and appreciated. In addition, it seems
that the distance between managers and teachers is so huge that teachers do not dare to
raise their opinions or do something differently from anyone else.
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However, the most important fact that makes Vietnamese educational philosophy has
still remained a controversial issue as it has not been clear and has not really aimed to
serve the highest goal of developing humans (Nguyen Khanh Trung, 2016). Particularly,
the objectives of education and training for developing human capacity are part of the
orientation of a society under socialist regime (ĐT, 2014). This orientation which is
identified as goals of education in the Law of Education 2005 seems to be an impossible
mission to carry out when students do not have actual rights to decide in education,
especially in their own learning.
In general, philosophy of education is made up of diverse factors as in the investigated
issues from the questionnaire and interviews. These factors were recognized from
simple issues such as content and methods of teaching and learning to complicated ones
such as purposes and meanings of education. Teachers are one of the human factors
contributing to both the formation and application of the philosophy of education. In
other words, ideas, enthusiasm, and the work of teachers more or less directly affect the
final product of education; that is to adjust and develop human beings in some ways.
The results from the questionnaire and interviews of the study showed that the
philosophy of education is still a matter of controversy in Vietnam and teachers as the
main subjects for this research expressed their awareness of teaching profession and
educational philosophy through many different lenses; and some inconsistency and
paradoxes are also seen from teachers’ teaching practice regarding their perceptions
about their philosophy of education. In addition, such significant problems in
Vietnamese education are identified and believed to be the main cause leading to such
perceptions of teaching towards research issue. They are also because of lacking a
unified and clear philosophy guiding the education. It is crucial to summarize some
main points drawn from the research context contributing to the importance of the
dissertation for Vietnamese education.
First, the state management system plays the key role in the formation of the philosophy
of education in Vietnam. This is due to the fact that the State and the Ministry of
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Education and Training of Vietnam determine almost all aspects of teaching, learning,
and management in the universities.
Second, the statement of “students as customers” from a teacher-interviewee indicates
that Vietnam is beginning to notice neo-liberal ideology in education. However, except
for one or two ideas from only one teacher, this ideology is not seen from the
interviews. Although neo-liberal ideology has existed for years in educational contexts
in the world as, for example, for over thirty years ago in the United States (Harvey,
2005, cited in Saunders, 2014), it is not popular in Vietnam and teachers are not fully
aware of it yet. This indicates that Vietnamese education has not caught up with the
tendency of education in the fully-developed world.
Third, from the interviews, teachers are found not to have a critical look at education.
They don’t have much awareness that education is open beyond “formal” curriculum. In
this sense, they don’t think about education critically; for example, as an oppressive
system (i.e. cannot recognize the education as Paulo Freire), and especially, they don’t
understand about the hidden curriculum of which they play an important role in carrying
out. In addition, that they have been taught in over and over so they don’t know there
are very many other possibilities and they don’t want to lose face by doing something
seen as weird.
Fourth, teachers show mixed feelings and contradictory ideas about what they think and
do in their teaching context. On the one hand, they want to remain in their traditional
role as a master who controls everything in students’ learning. On the other hand,
teachers are urged by students’ criticism for changing the existing education system; as
a result of that possible change, the students would be given more rights in choosing
what and how to learn as well as in identifying who their teachers are. This means
students want to acquire knowledge more practically and the process of education must
rely on their active learning rather than take their learning at face value from their
teachers.
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Finally, the historical factors in Vietnam still deeply affected teachers’ perceptions
about education and its philosophy. This is mainly reflected through the ways teachers
perceived their roles in teaching, the purposes of education, and the relationship with
students. The notion of “Respect teacher, respect morality”, “He who teaches you one
word is a teacher, he who teaches you half a word is also a teacher” or “A teacher is an
engineering of the soul” remain unchanged in the teachers’ philosophy about education.
It can be said that the philosophy of education in Vietnam is in the stage of formation. It
is extremely important to be aware of the impact of the ways of thinking about
education in shaping an educational philosophy. Indeed, one of the objectives of this
research is to begin to develop people’s awareness about the importance of an
educational philosophy for Vietnamese education; from that, an educational philosophy
can help the Vietnamese people have a critical look at the meaning of education.
Consideration for reconstructing or redefining the educational philosophy is recognized
as an immediate mission for Vietnamese education.
7.3 The implications are drawn out from the study
The findings of the teachers’ perspectives on educational philosophy from higher
education teachers together with the related discussions would help draw out the
implications on the issue of higher education for a number of parties in education:
teachers, administrators, students and parents as well.
For teachers
First, teachers need to be aware of their role as a teacher who contributes significantly to
the process of making education happen in general and directly training human beings
for comprehensive development. In this sense, teachers are required to have knowledge
of at least the basic level of educational philosophy which can help them understand the
purposes and especially about their roles in deciding what should be taught and what
methods should be employed in their teaching practice.
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Second, due to the fact that teachers directly bring educational philosophy into practice
to implement the goals of an education, they need to recognize various educational
philosophies and have certain knowledge about the philosophy of education; therefore,
they can have critical thinking to deal with a number of issues in education. It is, as
mentioned by Gutex (1997, p.10), teachers should be sufficiently critical to understand
and stimulated to resist the temptation of being part of propagandistic slogans or any
promised unrealistic solutions.
Third, teachers should bear in mind that the ultimate goal of education is to perfect
humans; therefore, whenever applying any philosophy of education in their teaching
they must be consistent with its content. Furthermore, if they follow many philosophies,
they need to consider carefully when and what stage of teaching each philosophy will be
the most appropriate in order to promote the essence of the philosophy for maximizing
the roles of the learners in their learning.
Fourth, teachers need to be aware of the concept of the hidden curriculum so that they
can master the deep meanings of the philosophy of education. From that, they can
effectively employ the formal curriculum to promote learners’ potential and help them
develop values beyond academic knowledge, and more broadly, support the school to
realize a mission or some core values.
Lastly, teachers should be aware that not only the administrators but also they
themselves must be responsible for forming and making an educational policy decision,
and making educational changes, for which certain knowledge of educational
philosophy can help a great deal (Croll et al., 1994; Knight and Collins, 2014). More
than anyone else, teachers are the ones who experience and know the most about
education, especially the drawbacks in education. Accordingly, they must be the ones
who directly influence students for a change both in their learning attitudes and their
misconceptions about the purposes of education; and significantly, the teachers must be
responsible for raising their voice in every aspect of education.
For administrators
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The Ministry of Education and Training in Vietnam and the institute- as the
administrators- need to pay attention to building up or redefine a philosophy which is
unified and clear for guiding the whole educational system of Vietnam. As part of an
educational philosophy, aspects related to education such as the purpose of schooling,
teaching, learning, and management must be clearly oriented and closely carried out. In
light of this, the administrators need to consider the following implications:
First, the Ministry of Education and Training should enhance the autonomy and
decentralization of higher education institutions; from that, the institutions can actively
decide on training programs as well as a philosophy for their own and this will be a
prerequisite for activating the self-responsibility of the institutions for training quality.
Second, the Ministry of Education and Training needs to provide teachers with more
decisive rights not only in completing their teaching but contributing to forming and
examining the educational policies. Teachers’ ideas must always be listened to and
respected so that a philosophy consistent with the conditions of Vietnam can be
recognized and chosen.
Third, teachers should be offered opportunities by the Ministry of Education and
Training for learning about various educational philosophies rather than MarxistLeninist philosophy and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh. By studying educational
philosophy, teachers are encouraged to examine and confirm their professional
identities so that they could pursue professional goals which would guide further
educational practice (Gutex, 1997). From the students’ side, they should be provided
with academic freedom so that they can develop and act with self-determination and
self-responsibility about their learning. As a result, students can help implement an
educational philosophy.
Fourth, as a direct management unit, the institute or school should respect teachers’ own
educational philosophy and enable them to reflect their concerns in their teaching as
well as in the management of the school. In addition, the school must be aware that the
quality of education must be recognized from what students learn but not from the
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evaluation of teachers through a contest for good teachers. Furthermore, students’ real
learning must be given attention by providing them more rights and responsibilities in
making educational decisions and in expressing expectations for their own learning
process. By doing so, the school can help fulfill the core meanings of a philosophy of
education.
For students and parents
Firstly, students need to be aware that their active roles in education can not only help
themselves be successful but also make an educational philosophy be fully realized.
Students’ reflection on educational experience can contribute to an appropriate
philosophy which can help deal with the drawbacks of current Vietnamese education.
Moreover, students’ awareness of their learning is necessary for teachers to implement
their own philosophy of education.
Secondly, parents need to revise their roles as parents by encouraging their children to
be independent in both thought and action. Parents need to connect closely with the
school in the process of their children’s learning to help the children discover their
strengths, interests and preferences.
Second, as mentioned in the findings, educational philosophy not only helped activate
teachers’ roles in the teaching profession but also helped address educational problems.
Therefore, further research on this topic and its benefits for solving educational
problems such as classroom management should be done to find out more about this
effect.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire aims to recognize your own philosophy of education. The data
gained from this questionnaire will only be used for the author’s PhD
dissertation, but for not any other purposes. The information you provided will be
kept confidential and pseudo names are used instead of your real names.
A. General information (Please mark (X) to the appropriate box):
Years of teaching experience
□< 5 years □ 6-10 years □11-15 years □16-25 years
□26 years +
You are
□Male
□Female
□ Other
According to you, has Vietnamese education had an obvious educational
philosophy?
□Yes
□No
If yes, what is the philosophy? (optional)
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________________
B. Your opinions and experience about educational philosophies
Please read the statements carefully and indicate your response by marking
(X) on the most appropriate scale for each statement corresponding to your
opinions and experience about educational philosophies. Please note that
philosophy of education is simple and much closed to your teaching career
individually. Please provide your comments or explanations (if any) in the box
below every cluster. The five-point scales for consideration as follows:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree
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I

In terms of the goals of education and the roles of curriculum

1

The priority of education is to develop
good personality, meanwhile knowledge
becomes secondary

1

2

3

4

5

2

Educators should initialize the learning
environments in which learners will
nurture independently through both
determined and predetermined activities
and experience

1

2

3

4

5

3

The primary goal of education is to fight
against obscurantism and train useful
citizens for the country because an
illiterate nation is a powerless one

1

2

3

4

5

4

Education as a science is the
combination of ethics and psychology,
in which its aims are from ethics and its
means are from psychology, aims at
cultivating moral character

1

2

3

4

5

5

Curriculum should be flexible to adapt
the needs and interests of students

1

2

3

4

5

6

Traditional values should be given
priority over social problems

1

2

3

4

5

7

Teaching of knowledge should help
build moral character

1

2

3

4

5

8

Curriculum must be associated with the
practice of social life, to train people
for the purpose of serving the country
and the people; it must focus on
educating human holistically both in
talent and morality

1

2

3

4

5
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Please specify if you have any other ideas or different thinking or suggestions

II

In terms of students

9

Students gain knowledge directly from
teacher and follow the models given by
the teacher to do exercises in class

1

2

3

4

5

10

Students should learn not only at
school or books but also in family and
society to serve the homeland and
become the master of the country

1

2

3

4

5

11

Students play an active role in
choosing what and how they should
learn, prerequisite for the decision of
appropriate curricula

1

2

3

4

5

12

A good student is one who can
remember all of the information and
knowledge provided by his teachers

1

2

3

4

5

Please specify if you have any other ideas or different thinking or suggestions

III

In terms of teachers

13

Teachers as educators need to be
pioneers in learning as well as in all
other fields

1

2

3

4

5

14

Teachers as the main concern in
education are responsible for leading
the teaching process

1

2

3

4

5

15

Teachers are scholars who know
everything and are the model for
students to follow

1

2

3

4

5
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16

To promote interdisciplinary subject
matter, students should experience
democratic and project-based
classroom through teachers’ facilitating
and encouraging

1

2

3

4

5

Please specify if you have any other ideas or different thinking or suggestions

IV

How educational process takes place

17

Learners’ potential should be achieved
through academic freedom,
responsibility, and perceptions with
experience

1

2

3

4

5

18

Teaching must formally follow the
sequences of instruction as preparation,
presentation, comparison, integration
and application

1

2

3

4

5

19

Knowledge can be gained from the
imitation of good teacher’s words and
deeds

1

2

3

4

5

20

Learning must come with thinking; it
must go along with practice and
experiment; and theories must be
attached to reality

1

2

3

4

5

Please specify if you have any other ideas or different thinking or suggestions

Thank you very much! I would like to show my deep gratitude towards your help and
precious time you did reserve for this questionnaire.
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APPENDIX 2
INTERVIEWS

1. How long have you been teaching? Why did you choose to become a teacher?
2. Please recall a little bit about the time when you studied at a (pedagogical)
university. Did you have any expectations about your future job as a teacher?
3. What did you experience about the first time you taught?
4. What have you paid much attention when being a teacher?
5. Can you share me your concept about education in general and teaching career
specifically?
6. What subject(s) are you teaching? What do you and your students usually do in
the class?
7. What are your top concerns towards teaching in class?
8. How do you think about your students?
9. Does your school set up any regulations or requirements for the process of
learning and teaching? If yes, what are they?
10. If you must generalize your tendency, philosophy or conception of education in
one sentence, what would it be?
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APPENDIX 3
OUTPUT
(QUESTIONNAIRE)
1. Reliability of the questionnaire
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's

Cronbach's

Alpha

Alpha Based on

N of Items

Standardized
Items
.831

.848

20
Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean if

Scale Variance

Corrected Item-

Squared

Cronbach's

Item Deleted

if Item Deleted

Total Correlation

Multiple

Alpha if Item

Correlation

Deleted

Q1

75.7857

67.831

.393

.725

.824

Q2

75.9286

64.361

.595

.815

.814

Q3

75.8095

70.304

.255

.468

.830

Q4

75.8095

70.256

.310

.459

.827

Q5

75.6667

66.569

.662

.693

.815

Q6

76.5000

71.329

.207

.637

.831

Q7

76.0714

65.239

.625

.851

.813

Q8

75.5238

64.987

.643

.924

.813

Q9

76.4048

67.466

.394

.702

.824

Q10

75.7143

65.233

.598

.888

.814

Q11

76.5000

68.305

.295

.626

.830

Q12

77.1667

72.045

.025

.801

.851

Q13

75.9048

68.527

.466

.697

.822
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Q14

76.0238

70.316

.319

.565

.827

Q15

76.7857

67.685

.360

.733

.826

Q16

75.9048

69.698

.384

.657

.825

Q17

75.8333

67.850

.479

.873

.821

Q18

76.4762

61.914

.599

.797

.812

Q19

76.8095

67.475

.257

.850

.835

Q20

75.6429

64.821

.651

.874

.812

Reliability Coefficients
N of Cases = 42

N of Items = 20

Alpha = .831

1. Descriptive statistics of the questionnaire
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

meanall

42

Valid N (listwise)

42

2.65

Maximum
4.70

Mean

Std. Deviation

4.0060

.43085

2. Descriptive statistics of the four clusters in isolation
a. Cluster 1: In terms of the goals of education and the roles of curriculum
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

meancluster1

42

Valid N (listwise)

42

2.38

Maximum
5.00

Mean
4.2321

Std. Deviation
.48732

b. Cluster 2: In terms of students
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

meancluster2

42

Valid N (listwise)

42

2.50

Maximum
4.75

Mean
3.6726

Std. Deviation
.55898
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c. Cluster 3: In terms of teachers
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

meancluster3

42

Valid N (listwise)

42

Maximum

3.25

4.75

Mean

Std. Deviation

3.9643

.42973

d. Cluster 4: In terms of how educational process happens
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

meancluster4

42

Valid N (listwise)

42

Maximum

1.75

4.75

Mean
3.9286

Std. Deviation
.64931

3. One-sample T-test of the questionnaire
One-Sample Statistics
N
meanall

Mean
42

Std. Deviation

4.0060

Std. Error Mean

.43085

.06648

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3
t

Df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower

meanall

15.131

41

.000

1.00595

.8717

Upper
1.1402

4. One-sample T-test of the four clusters in isolation
a. Cluster 1: In terms of the goals of education and the roles of curriculum
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One-Sample Statistics
N
meancluster1

Mean
42

Std. Deviation

4.2321

Std. Error Mean

.48732

.07519

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower

meancluster1

16.386

41

.000

1.23214

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

Upper

1.0803

1.3840

b. Cluster 2: In terms of students
One-Sample Statistics
N
meancluster2

Mean
42

3.6726

.55898

.08625

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower

meancluster2

7.798

41

.000

.67262

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

.4984

Upper
.8468

c. Cluster 3: In terms of teachers
One-Sample Statistics
N

Mean
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meancluster3

42

3.9643

.42973

.06631

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower

meancluster3

14.542

41

.000

.96429

Upper

.8304

1.0982

d. Cluster 4: In terms of how educational process happens
One-Sample Statistics
N
meancluster4

Mean
42

Std. Deviation

3.9286

Std. Error Mean

.64931

.10019

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3
t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Difference

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower

meancluster4

9.268

41

.000

.92857

.7262

Upper
1.1309
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Summary in Polish – Streszczenie w języku polskim
Autorka niniejszej publikacji podjęła się zbadania, jakie znaczenie mają filozofie edukacyjne
dla nauczycieli szkół wyższych w Wietnamie. Powodem podjęcia takich studiów był panujący
w ciągu ostatniej dekady chaos w wietnamskim społeczeństwie, skutkujący próbą odnalezienia
albo raczej odrodzenia się filozofii edukacyjnej, a w konsekwencji chęć identyfikacji
kluczowego znaczenia filozofii edukacyjnej w wietnamskim szkolnictwie wyższym.
Pierwszym powodem przeprowadzenia niniejszego badania jest dociekliwość
wietnamskich pedagogów w sprawie aktualnej filozofii edukacyjnej. To badanie naprawdę
rozpoczęło się dziesięć lat temu, kiedy to edukacja wietnamska przezywała kryzys uzasadnień.
I choć dostrzeżono rolę i bogactwo źródeł filozofii w skomplikowanej historii Wietnamu, to
okazało się one niewystarczające. Przykładem owej komplikacji było to, że różne lub często
sprzeczne filozofie edukacyjne znalazły się w oficjalnych dokumentach państwowych.
Wietnamowi wyraźnie brakuje odpowiadających na jego potrzeby filozofii edukacyjnych oraz
samej świadomości, że takowe są niezbędne do rozwiązania wielu edukacyjnych problemów.
Drugim powodem przeprowadzenia tego badania było uwypuklenie roli filozofii
edukacyjnych w sytuacji globalizacji i rozwoju technologii oraz pytania o dydaktykę
tradycyjną. Edukacja w Wietnamie była przez lata pod wielkim wpływem ideologii feudalnej
wraz z konfucjanizmem i edukacją francuską i nadal utrzymuje tradycję „wkuwania na
pamięć”. Chęć posiadania dyplomu czy wysokiego stopnia naukowego dla zdobycia czy
utrzymania intratnej pracy lub awansu jest dość popularnym motywem podejmowania wysiłku
wśród większości populacji wietnamskiej. Wykształcenie było przede wszystkim potrzebne
tym, którzy chcieli zostać mandarynami czy urzędnikami państwowymi. To doprowadziło nie
tylko do uczenia się na pamięć tylko po to, aby zdać egzamin, ale także do cynicznego
wykorzystywania zdobytych dyplomów bez pokrycia w rzeczywistych kompetencjach.
Współcześnie wielu naukowców sugeruje, że nauczyciele powinni być świadomi
filozofii edukacyjnej (Martin, 1956, Vandenberghe, 1984, Croll, Abbott, Broadfoot, Osborn i
Pollard, 1994, Gutex, 1997). Ta świadomość pozwala dostrzec jakość rzeczywistych zmian
wynikających z wprowadzania różnorodnych innowacji edukacyjnych, zachęca do badania
polityki i programów edukacyjnych, które mogą okazać się elementami skutecznych reform i
rozwoju, jak i tych , które mogą być narzędziami stagnacji.
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Powyższe powody zdecydowały, że w niniejszej rozprawie zbadano znaczenie filozofii
edukacyjnej

przez

pryzmat

rodzaju

opisu

i

uzasadnień

praktyk

pedagogicznych

w wypowiedziach nauczycieli wietnamskich. Badania do niniejszej rozprawy ukierunkowano
pytaniem o to : Zwolennikami jakich filozofii edukacyjnych są wietnamscy nauczyciele? Do ich
identyfikacji wykorzystano cztery filozofie (ideologie) edukacyjne następujących autorów:
Konfucjusza, Herbarta, Deweya i Ho Chi Minha. Ich wybór został podyktowany sytuacją
historyczną, polityczną i społeczną Wietnamu
Dlaczego do badania wybrano powyższe cztery filozofie i ideologie edukacyjne?


Edukacja Konfucjusza pojawiła się w feudalizmie i przez długi czas była traktowana
jako narzędzie władzy politycznej i kulturowej Wietnamu.



Herbartyzm, który był popularny w Europie, został przyniesiony do Wietnamu przez
Francuzów w połowie XIX wieku i wciąż jest szeroko i oficjalnie praktykowany jako
narzędzie kontroli nauczycieli i innych kwestii w edukacji, pomimo, że jest mocno
krytykowany w Europie.



Pojawienie się filozofii Dewey’a w Południowym Wietnamie wraz z występowaniem
amerykańskiego wpływu na edukację po Porozumieniu Genewskim.



Ho Chi Minh był propagowany jako najlepszy władca w Wietnamie, który miał
ogromny wkład w narodowe wyzwolenie i w walkę przeciwko analfabetyzmowi zaraz
po tym, jak Wietnam odzyskał niepodległość w 1945.

Kim byli uczestnicy badania?
Ze względu na cel badania w badaniu wzięło udział 42 nauczycieli nauk społecznych
o różnorodnym doświadczeniu (od 5 do 26 lat doświadczenia zawodowego) z Uniwersytetu Tra
Vinh. Wszyscy oni zgodzili się wziąć udział w wypełnianiu kwestionariusza, a 7 z nich
przypisano do wzięcia udziału w wywiadach dzięki rekomendacji szkoły ze względu na ich
otwartość w udzieleniu wywiadów pogłębionych.
Po uzyskaniu danych z kwestionariusza i wywiadów otwartych pogłębionych, do analizy
zebranych danych wykorzystano oprogramowanie statystyczne SPSS („Statistics Package for
SPSS”) w wersji 20 i matrycę Padilla’ego (1994).
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Jakie są główne odkrycia w prezentowanym badaniu?
1. Ogólna świadomość nauczycieli dotycząca filozofii edukacyjnej
Nauczyciele byli świadomi danej filozofii edukacyjnej i wykazywali pewne zróżnicowane
w postrzeganiu różnych aspektów składających się na dany typ uzasadnień. Choć zwracali oni
uwagę na wszystkie cztery filozofie i ideologie z kwestionariusza, to widać pewne
zróżnicowanie polegające na tym, że nauczyciele z 11-15 latami doświadczenia dydaktycznego
podążali za Herbartem i Konfucjuszem, natomiast nauczyciele uczący ponad 26 lat byli mniej
zainteresowani kwestią filozofii. Natomiast z analizy wywiadów wynika, że inspiracją dla
tworzenia własnej filozofii edukacyjnej jest głównie myśl Konfucjusza i Ho Chi Minha.
2. Postrzeganie celów edukacji i roli programów nauczania wśród nauczycieli
Ogólnie rzecz biorąc, badani nauczyciele pozostają pod wpływem ideologii Ho Chi Minha.
Można sadzić, że cele wietnamskiego kształcenia nadal są ogólne ze względu na brak spójnej
filozofii i autonomicznych ról studentów.
3. Rola nauczycieli zgodnie z uznawanymi filozofiami i ideologiami edukacyjnymi
Swoje role nauczyciele postrzegają przez pryzmat kombinacji prezentowanych filozofii
i ideologii, ale trzeba zaznaczyć, że elementy filozofii edukacyjnej Dewey’a zostały znalezione
w prawie każdej wypowiedzi nauczycieli.
4. Podejścia do kształcenia nauczycieli
Nauczyciele w swojej praktyce pedagogicznej choć nie realizowali dokładnie tego, co
zadeklarowali, to i tak pozostawali w działaniu wyraźnie pod wpływem tradycyjnego nauczania
Herbarta i zasad Konfucjusza, ale także „wierzyli” w moc Deweya i tego, jak przebiega uczenie
się w progresywnej edukacji.
5. Relacje pomiędzy nauczycielami i studentami
Ten związek pozostał w tradycyjnej formie, mimo że nauczyciele mieli rozbieżne myślenie
o swoich rolach z perspektywy różnych filozofii. W rezultacie uczenie się studentów wciąż
było silnie sterowane przez nauczycieli.
6. Podejścia do uczenia się
Uczenie się studentów jest reakcją na przekaz (transmisję) wiedzy, nie opierało się zaś na chęci
lub świadomym wyborze.
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7. Czego powinni się nauczyć studenci
Nauczyciele sugerowali, że poświęcali dużo więcej uwagi na przypisane treści zajęć niż na inne
czynniki jak np. motywowanie do uczenia się.
8. Centrum decyzji edukacyjnych
Centrum decyzji edukacyjnych stanowią Ministerstwo Edukacji i Szkoleń, Rektorzy i rodzice.
Nauczyciele i uczniowie nie mieli niemalże żadnych praw co do sposobu organizacji nauczania
czy kształcenia.

Wnioski z badań
Okazało się, że nauczyciele nie przejawiają krytycznego spojrzenia na edukację. Nie mają
świadomości tego, że edukacja wykracza znacznie poza „formalny” program nauczania. W tym
sensie nie myślą o nauczaniu w sposób krytyczny; na przykład jako o systemie opresyjnym (tj.
w znaczeniu Paulo Freire), a zwłaszcza, nie rozumieją ukrytego programu nauczania, w którego
realizowaniu odgrywają niechlubną rolę. Ponadto, nie mają innych doświadczeń i nie wiedzą,
że istnieje wiele innych możliwości.
Badani nauczyciele z jednej strony chcą pozostać w swojej tradycyjnej roli jako
mistrza, który kontroluje wszystko w uczeniu się uczniów, ale z drugiej strony nauczyciele są
zachęcani przez uczniów do zmiany, w wyniku której studenci mieliby większe uprawnienia w
wyborze tego, czego i jak się uczyć, a także w określaniu, kim są ich nauczyciele. Oznacza to,
że studenci chcą zdobywać wiedzę opierając się na aktywnym uczeniu się, a nie na uczeniu się
zgodnym z wytycznymi nauczycieli.
Można powiedzieć, że filozofia edukacyjna w Wietnamie jest na etapie formowania się.
Bardzo ważne jest, aby być świadomym wpływu sposobów myślenia o edukacji w
kształtowaniu filozofii edukacyjnej. W istocie, jednym z celów tego badania jest rozwijanie
świadomości ludzi na temat znaczenia filozofii edukacyjnej w wietnamskiej edukacji.
Świadomość ta może pomóc Wietnamczykom spojrzeć krytycznie na znaczenie edukacji.
Rozważania dotyczące odnalezienia lub ponownego zdefiniowania filozofii edukacyjnej mają
kluczowe znaczenie dla wietnamskiej edukacji.
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Rekomendacje płynące z badania
- Nauczyciele powinni zostać wysłuchani i mieć rzeczywiste prawa w stanowieniu celów
nieautorytarnego systemu edukacji, to znaczy równoważenia zasad Konfucjusza, mniej
oficjalnych regulacji i zaleceń herbartowskich, a także mniej ideologii Hi Chi Minha z czasów
budowania edukacji dla Utopijnego Socjalizmu.
- Zamiast tego nauczyciele powinni mieć więcej opcji kształcenia, dyskusji, dialogu
i samodoskonalenia w zakresie różnych filozofii edukacyjnych, a nie tylko filozofii
marksistowsko-leninowskiej i ideologii Ho Chi Minh.
- Studenci powinni zostać wysłuchani, mieć prawa, głośno zgłaszać swoje wymagania i być
w pełni świadomi swoich ról, własnego rozwoju, własnej emancypacji i procesu uczenia się
w odpowiednich warunkach.
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